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Chapte rr  O 

Prelud e e 

TheyThey all fall there so perfectly, 
ItIt  all seems so well timed. 
AndAnd here I sit so patiently 
WaitingWaiting to find out what price 
YouYou have to pay to get out of 
GoingGoing through all these things twice. 

-Bobb Dylan, Stuck Inside of Mobile with the Memphis Blues Again 

HowHow are you reading this dissertation? 
Wee tend to take for granted the amount of prior knowledge we apply to the task 

off  decoding the content of a document. Maybe you were curious about the subject of 
documentt style characterization. If you are unfamiliar with the subject of document 
understanding,, perhaps you deliberately sought out the introduction, implicitly aware 
off  the existence of chapters, that their beginning is styled differently. 

HowHow did you find the introduction? 
Introductoryy chapters tend to be toward the beginning. Perhaps you found the 

tablee of contents and the exact page number, or maybe you paged through the book 
searchingg for pages that look like chapter beginnings. You might have had a mental 
templatee of beginning-of-chapter pages similar to the scheme annotating this very page. 
Thesee types of mental templates are learned through experience with a document style, 
orr genre. The existence of genres of texts establishes implicit rules. Experience with 
thee rules yields knowledge, allowing you to navigate the structure of books, identify 
thee purpose of chunks of text, and find information. 

HowHow did you anticipate that this would be an italicized interrogative? 
Noww you are reading this sentence. Focus is subconsciously attenuated to the 

baselinee of these decorated vertical bars of ink. Without having to read anything in 
thiss paragraph, your attention is drawn to words that are boldfaced, SMALLCAPPED. 

orr otherwise emphasized. Visual cues attenuate your focus, under the learned prior 
assumptionn that emphasized text is important. The author is exploiting this by letting 
stylee coincide with focus. 

Thiss dissertation examines elements of style in machine printed texts and proposes 
toolss and techniques to characterize them. 

1 1 
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Chapte rr  1 

Introductio n n 

AA good beginning makes for a good end. 

-Englishh proverb 

1.11 Element s of styl e 

Stylee is not an accidental phenomenon in document design, nor is its purpose purely 
aesthetic.. Consider the document images of figure 1.1. The examples begin with 
aa dense chunk of text, a bag of words completely undecipherable without extreme 
patience.. In figure 1.1(b) some styling has been performed. Text that belongs together 
hass been grouped, and spatial barriers introduced to isolate and associate them. The 
stylee indicates that it is some sort of addressed correspondence. It is still unclear 
whatt the document is, however, without analyzing the content; it could be an email 
message.. The completely styled version in figure 1.1(c) is unmistakably a business 
letter.. The content of each of the documents is identical in all of the examples. Style 
addss something; something that supplies immediate cues as to the purpose of document 
componentss and aids their interpretation. 

satsssssn satsssssn HH » " r " '  " l " » =—Jg" * ' ' 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 1.1: Incremental style, (a) a difficult to decipher bag of words, (b) an inkling 
off  style, (c) a fully styled document 

3 3 



4 4 Chapterr 1. Introduction 

Thee key observation is that style exists independently of content. In any of thé 
exampless of figure 1.1 the content could be endlessly changed while the type and pur-
posee of each remained equivalently ambiguous or clear. We identify three measurable 
elementss of style: 

Textuall  style refers to the styling of individual characters, words, and textlines in 
documentt images. It a local phenomenon in documents. Document content is scanned 
orr read with the aid of typographical signposts which take the form of keywords and 
emphasis.. The large text of section headings is interpreted differently than the small 
printt of the body. Emphasized text in the body is interpreted differently than the rest. 

Structura ll  style is organized textual style. It is most often conceptualized in 
thee form of dotted-box-and-arrow annotations added to the first page of the prelude. 
Documentt pages are thought of as boxes of homogeneous content floating on a sea 
off  paper. The structure of arrangement these boxes conform to rules of style. This 
pagee has a completely different organization of boxes floating on it than page 3, and is 
thereforee in some way different 

Visuall  style refers to the overall visual impact of a document page- It is a grosser 
featuree than structural style. When a page is first viewed, it imparts an immediate vi-
suall  impression. Business letters and newspapers are distinguished at a glance, without 
havingg to analyze structure. 

Wee wil l refer throughout this thesis to the agglomerated collection of stylistic el-
ementss as document genre. Genre is determined by association and similarity. A 
documentt genre is a category of documents characterized by similarity of expression, 
style,, form, or content. Genre can be thought of as style consistency. Familiarity with 
aa genre creates expectations that document instances conform to pre-conceived visual, 
structurall  and textual forms. Such conventions allow authors to effectively encode in-
formationn according to styles that allow readers to decode it. These same conventions 
helpp machines to understand documents. 

1.22 Context and scope 

Wee begin with a description of the major components of modern document under-
standingg systems, how they fit into the lifecycle of documents, and how they relate to 
thee scope of this work. 

1.2.11 Context 

Documentt understanding research is a very broad discipline. It brings together many 
differentt areas of research, such as image processing, computer vision, machine learning, 
andd artificial intelligence An excellent review of the modern developments in the field 
off  document understanding is the paper of Nagy [77]. 

Illustratedd in figure 1.2 is a conceptualized version of a closed document lifecycle. 
Thee life of a document begins with the intent to express something in the form of written 
communication:: a conceptual document. A genre for the document is selected, under 
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Documentt Genre 

Expression;; Content Style Form 

Conceptuall  ^ 
Documents s 

DocumentDocument Authoring  Document Typesetting • 

DocumentDocument Understanding'. < Document Analysis 

Ü^ ^ 

Paperr Documents 

Expressionn Content Style Form 

Documentt Genre 

Figuree 1.2: The document lifecycle. Document authoring and typesetting are mirrored 
byy analysis and understanding. 

thee constraints of the conceptual document. It would be absurd for this dissertation 
too be published in the form of a business letter or newspaper article. This is the 
highestt level of stylistic discretion, determining the purpose and form of expression 
off the document. Once a genre has been selected, the logical entities possible in the 
documentt are constrained: business letters have a "To-Address," dissertations do not. 
Oncee this logical structure has been fixed, content generation begins, in which content 
iss associated with all of the logical entities of the document genre. The document has 
expressionn and logical content, but no physical form. Half of the stylistic elements of 
thee genre are determined. A line is drawn here separating document authoring from 
typesetting. . 

Layoutt mapping is the process by which logical entities are mapped to physical 
layoutt elements - floating boxes on paper. The structure of the text is fixed. Each 
typee of layout component has internal rules according to which content is mapped and 
styled.. Printing, in combination with document structuring, determine the final form 
andd visual appearance of the document. Document typesetting ends at this point, and 
thee document leaves the cycle for a time. 
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Uponn re-entering, the document undergoes an analysis process that mirrors type-
setting,, and an understanding phase mirroring authoring. The major components of 
documentt analysis and understanding systems are: 

1.. Document Acquisition 
AA document returns to the cycle and is acquired by imaging it with a scanner. 
Ideally,, the document image after acquisition is identical to the one imaged during 
typesetting.. Extensive preprocessing of the image is performed at this stage to 
removee real-world degradations. The image is binarized, if necessary, converting 
i tt from grêyscale or color format [83, 80, 110]. Skew and other mis-registration 
errorss are detected and removed [11, 51, 53]. There has been a recent trend 
towardd document degradation modeling [52, 13]. The general goal of document 
degradationn modeling is the development of accurate models of document image 
deformationss such as mis-registration, low contrast, sensor noise, and physical 
paperr distortions so that synthetically degraded document images ean be gener-
atedd for training, or that document analysis algorithms can be shown analytically 
too be robust with respect to the model. An excellent pictorial analysis and sur-
veyy of how low-level image degradations can affect the local structure of printed 
characterss is the book of Rice, Nagy, and Nartker [92]. 

2.. Layout Segmentation/Analysis 
AA document image is segmented, re-capturing the floating boxes representa-
tion.. Homogeneously styled content is grouped together into rectangular regions. 
Regionss are further subdivided into consistently styled textlines, words, and 
characters.. There is a voluminous literature on document structure segmenta-
tionn algorithms. The report by Cattoni et al. is an good survey [19]. The XY 
treee algorithm for document structure segmentation is a representative top-down 
approachh [78, 79]. A document is cut recursively by alternating vertical and 
horizontall  divisions. Cuts occur at horizontal and vertical lines of whitespace in 
thee document image. Fitness of a potential cut position is determined by analysis 
off  the horizontal and vertical projection profiles of the region being cut. The 
documentt spectrum method of O'Gorman is a bottom-up approach that clusters 
nearestt neighbor connected components on the basis of distance and angular dis-
tributionn [82]. With the increase in style variability in documents, attention has 
focusedd more recently on the segmentation of complex to very complex layouts. 
Ishitanii  proposes an emergent computational approach to layout segmentation 
andd analysis [48]. Kise et al. suggest analysis of segmentation through Voronoi 
diagramss [55], and a novel approach using information about the background of 
documentt images is proposed by Antonacopoulos [5]. 

Logicall  Analysis 
Ass there is a distinction between document authoring and document typesetting, 
theree is a distinction drawn between document image analysis and document im-
agee understanding. To use common computer science terminology, if document 
layoutt provides the syntax of a document structure, the logical structure of a 
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documentt attaches semantics to elements of document layout. Central to logi-
call  analysis of document are models linking physical to logical structure. The 
WISDOM-ff  + system models the logical structure of classes of document as a set 
off  inductively learned logical rules associating geometric concepts with logical 
oness [34]. Liang, et al. propose a graph matching approach where components 
aree labeled by matching layout structure to a learned model graph for different 
classess [69]. The advent of the XML family of structured logical document stan-
dardss has caused an increase m the use of syntactic models of logical structure 
too drive analysis [4, 116, 68]. 

4.. Genre Classification 
Inn the final stage of document understanding a complete stylistic summary of 
thee document is made. The form, style, content and expression of the document 
havee been recaptured, and the stylistic attributes of the document is integrated 
intoo its digital representation. In addition to the physical and logical structure, 
alll  information about its style has been re-captured. 

1.2.22 Scope 

Genree characterization is placed on the line separating document analysis from doc-
umentt understanding in figure 1.2. It is the natural analogue of the look-and-feel 
phenomenonn associated with the proliferation and variability of house styles. There is 
aa trend in document image understanding research toward model-based understanding 
off  classes of documents [12, 57]. The adoption of a specific document model allows a 
documentt understanding system to focus on the recognition tasks unique to a specific 
class.. Researchers have constructed models to solve difficult problems in table under-
standingg [12], business letter analysis [26], character recognition [63], office mail flow 
automationn [115], and postal automation [106, 84]. 

Anotherr reason for this shift away from the unrestricted problem of document 
understandingg systems is that there is a huge gap between an array of pixels in a 
scannedd document image and the meaning of logical document elements. The gap is 
onlyy partially bridged be analyzing the pixels into groups of layout components. It is 
referredd to as the semantic gap in the content based image retrieval community [98]. 
Identifyingg a document as belonging to a known class at the earliest possible stage of 
analysiss helps to bridge this gap by constraining the possible interpretation of document 
elements.. Directly in the context of document understanding systems, this aids in the 
selectionn of models for understanding. 

Afterr each stage in the document analysis pipeline, style measurements are made 
thatt incrementally reconstruct a picture of a document's genre. Components corre-
spondingg to the stylistic elements identified in section 1.1 are arranged and inserted 
intoo the document lifecycle as shown in figure 1.3. 

Visuall  Style Characterization is the first stage of style measurement. Imme-
diatelyy after document acquisition, the overall visual appearance of the document is 
assessed.. Associations are made at this point between the incoming document and 
knownn classes of visually similar ones. Interpretation is constrained at this point, in-
fluencingfluencing the behavior of subsequent components. The assumption made here is that 
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Figuree 1.3: Incremental reconstruction of stylistic information. 

documentss that look the same should be interpreted the same. 
AA number of techniques have been proposed for characterizing visual similarity 

betweenn document images. Soffer proposed texture measures to characterize visual 
similarity,, extending the iV-gram principle from linguistic analysis to two dimensional 
binaryy images [101]. Several distance measures are derived to measure the similarity 
betweenn N x M-grams (their term for the extension of iV-grams to two dimensions). 
AA notable feature of their approach is that it is not specific, to document images, but 
cann be applied effectively to arbitrary classes of binary images. 

Hulll  describes visual similarity and equivalence measures computed directly from 
aa compressed image representation [47]. The techniques use the pass-coding mode 
off  the CCITT group 4 fax-compression standard. A document is represented by the 
locationss where pass-coding occurs, taking advantage of the fact that the baseline of 
characterss emit pass codes in predictable patterns. Similar documents are identified by 
computingg the number of pass codes in every cell of a regular grid and computing the 
Euclideann distance between them. Document equivalence is determined by computing 
thee modified Hausdorff distance between local patches of the two images. Patches with 
aa low Hausdorff distance are considered to belong to different scanned images of the 
samee physical document page. An advantage of these similarity measures is that they 
aree robust to document image degradations such as photocopying. 

Pengg et al. developed an approach based on horizontal and vertical projections 
off  bounding rectangles of connected content blocks [87]. They conjoin the horizontal 
andd vertical projections into a single vector propose a maximum likelihood classifier as 
welll  as two distance-based classification rules. The computational simplicity of their 
techniquee is appealing and performed very well on a large sample of tax forms. 

AA method based on the partitioning of a document image into sequences of text, and 
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non-textt bins is proposed by Hu et al [46]. An edit distance defined on the intervals 
off  text bins is given that they use to rank document images in a collection against 
aa query image. Hidden Markov Models are also proposed for the task of assigning 
documentss to learned classes of layout structure. Their techniques performed well at 
discriminatingg between structurally different classes of document layout styles. 

Ourr approach to visual style characterization is motivated by the intrinsic multi-
scalee nature of documents. Al l of the techniques described above are sensitive to scale 
orr characterize similarity at a single scale. Our focus has been on developing visual 
stylee characterizations capable of making discriminations at multiple scales of visual 
similarity. . 

Structura ll  Style Characterization occurs once low-level document components 
havee been grouped into homogeneous units. At this stage, important measurements 
aree made on the properties of homogeneous regions and their relationships. 

Shinn et al. developed a system for classifying document page images using structural 
featuress [97]. It is a hybrid technique in that is uses texture features to measure visual 
propertiess locally, combining them with structural attributes of segmented document 
pages.. The performance of their approach when ranking documents based on visual 
similarityy correlates very high with human similarity judgments. 

Generalizedd JV-grams have been proposed as a statistical model for logical docu-
mentt structure [17]. The authors identify four hierarchical relationships in document 
structuress and learn a probabilistic model of document structure from examples. This 
modell  is expressed in terms of the frequency of occurrence of each identified hierarchi-
call  relationship. A document of unknown type is compared against a learned model 
byy testing its conformity to the model generalize iV-gram distribution. An interesting 
aspectt of this approach is that a global structural picture is built from observations of 
loeall  structural relationships, allowing the models to capture sub-structural similarity. 

AA structural approach based on spatial relationships between segmented textblocks 
wass proposed by Walischewski [114]. The technique uses a directed graphical model 
too represent document structure. Vertices are labeled with logical labels of textblocks 
andd edges with the Allen interval relationship of the textblocks they connect [2], A 
learningg strategy is given for combining multiple instances of a document type. An 
advantagee of the method is that the use of Allen interval relations allows the models 
too be formally precise about spatial relationships between document elements. 

Anotherr approach based on Allen interval representation is the reading order de-
tectionn technique of Aiello et al. [1]. The technique uses a rule-base of reading order 
constraintss denned over textblocks and their Allen relationship. Combined with lin-
guisticc constraints on consecutive textblocks in admissible reading orders, the technique 
performss well on complexly formatted document classes. 

Severall  structural document type classification techniques are based on the XY 
treee segmentation algorithm, or variants thereof [78, 79]. The Geometric Tree (GTree) 
approachh of Dengel and Dubiel arranges potential logical object arrangements hier-
archicallyy [28, 27]. Logical object arrangements are represented by XY cut patterns, 
andd are arranged with document specific cuts close to the leaves, and class specific 
oness close to the root. Classification is done by traversing the GTree, evaluating the 
fitnessfitness of successor cuts with respect to the incoming document. Appiani, et al, pro-
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posee a document structure classification technique based on a Document Decision Tree 
(DDT)) [6]. Each node of the decision tree is a modified XY tree (MXY tree) which 
allowss cuts to take place at non-white locations in the document depending on the 
locall  context of the potential cut. The DDT is learned from examples by hierarchically 
orderingg the maximal common sub-trees between examples. An unknown structure is 
classifiedd by comparing its MXY tree against the nodes in the DDTs of learned classes. 
Hiddenn Tree Markov Models (HTMMs) have been used to augment this approach [29]. 
Thee MXY tree representation was enriched with information about cut decisions, such 
ass whether the cut was taken due to whitespace or ruling line, and geometric features 
off  the cut region. A probabilistic architecture extending hidden Markov models to sets 
off  trees is used to capture the dependence structure in these augmented MXY tree 
representations.. HTMMs performed well in a comparison with DDTs on the task of 
classifyingg commercial invoices, particularly when the number of training samples was 
large. . 

Ourr approach to structural style characterization is similar to that of Walis-
chewskii  [114] in that we use stochastic graphical models to represent classed of docu-
mentt style. One limitation of the approach of Walischewski is that logical labeling of 
alll  components is required for comparison. We focus on techniques to learn structural 
classess of document style in the absence of logical labeling. 

AA problem common to XY tree based structural characterizations is that rela-
tionshipss between segmented regions of the page are constrained by the recursively 
constructedd hierarchy of rectangles. Regions are adjacent in the representation if they 
belongg to a larger one that was cut during the segmentation process. Regions that are 
closee on the physical page may be very distant in the XY tree. Our approach relates 
segmentedd regions according to spatial proximity on the page. It is based on rectan-
gularr segmentations, and is complementary to the XY tree approach in that it can be 
thoughtt of as modeling spatial associations between the leaves of an XY segmentation 
tree. . 

Textuall  Style Characterization is where the lowest level measurements of style 
aree made. At this point the deep structure of the homogeneous regions identified by 
layoutt segmentation is analyzed. Central to textual style characterization are char-
acters,, words, and textlines. The style of individual text elements influences their 
interpretationn after recognition. 

Typefacee recognition is an important subject in textual style characterization [121, 
14].. A significant sub-theme of typeface recognition is script determination. Spitz uses 
thee locations of pass codes in CCITT group 4 compressed images and the distance of 
upwardd concavities from the baseline to discriminate many scripts and languages [105]. 
Thee identification of a document as belonging to a linguistic class greatly constrains 
thee possibilities for logical and structural analysis. 

Wordd spotting is another instance of textual style characterization. Optical char-
acterr recognition is not possible for many document collections [66]. Spotting words 
inn document images allow these images collections to be queried with textual queries. 
Discriminatingg between stop and non-stop words on the basis of textual style measure-
mentss also improves keyword spotting for information retrieval [45]. 
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AA common limitation of textual style characterization techniques is that they must 
bee applied to entire words or textlines. We focus on approaches that allow local mea-
surementss to be combined into meaningful measurements of larger structures. In our 
approach,, character style measurements combine into measurements of words. 

Thiss is the context of style characterization in the document lifecycle. Several 
classicall  applications in document analysis and understanding have similar purposes 
andd goals as ours, and the positioning of document style characterization is not limited 
too the scenario in figure 1.3. Duplicate document detection, which is a very specific 
instancee of document style characterization, is essential in large document collections 
too reduce needless storage and computational overhead [67], Document image retrieval 
systemss are of particular interest in some application areas [31]. Style is a crucial 
discriminatingg feature of document images in the absence of textual content. 

1.33 Organizatio n of thi s thesi s 

Thiss dissertation examines elements of style in machine printed texts and proposes 
toolss and techniques to characterize them. The visual style of a document imparts 
ann immediate impression on the reader, allowing immediate discrimination without 
analyzingg its deeper structural organization. Structural style is a measure of how thé 
informationall  content of a document is organized into homogeneous regions, what their 
physicall  dimensions are, and their spatial relationships to each other. Textual style 
referss to the styling of the constituent elements of homogeneous regions, to thé style 
off  the textlines, words, and characters in them. The combination of these elements 
off  style establish implicit rules which authors use to encode information in documents 
soo that readers can decode it. Through characterization of the stylistic elements of 
machinee printed texts, document understanding systems can exploit the implicit rules 
off  style that humans take for granted. 

Wee refer throughout this thesis to the agglomerated collection of stylistic elements 
ass document genre. A document genre is a category of documents characterized by 
similarityy of expression, style, form, or content. The textual, structural, and visual 
elementss of style are the constituent elements of genre. Stylistic consistency defines a 
classs of similar documents - a genre. Characterizing these elements individually and 
identifyingg consistency characterizes a document genre. 

Inn chapter 2 we describe a structural style characterization technique based on 
textbloekk segmentations of document page images. The rectangles that constitute 
structurall  style are not rigid entities, and we show how it is possible to construct 
stochasticc models for document classes that capture the structural consistency and 
variabilityy of document image segmentations. 

AA multi-scale technique for characterizing visual style is given in chapter 3. If ac-
curatee segmentation information is not available, or if for some reason we are unwilling 
too commit to a single segmentation of a document image, visual style consistency can 
bee characterized through analysis of Morphological decompositions of the background 
off  document images. 

Textuall  style characterization is the subject of chapter 4. Characters are the brush 
strokess from which document style emerges. We consider how local style measurements 
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cann be combined into meaningful measurements of higher-level style. In this chapter 
wee extend the morphological techniques of chapter 3 to address this problem. 

Thee techniques used to reproduce color in print make it difficult to acquire high 
resolutionn scans of color document pages that are perceptually accurate. This dis-
crepancyy between perceived and scanned document must be corrected before any style 
measurementss can be made on color document images. Chapter 5 addresses the prob-
lemm of obtaining perceptually salient versions of color document images from scanned 
halftones. . 

Documentt understanding is, in a general sense, a computer vision and image pro-
cessingg problem. In chapter 6 we reflect on the process of software design in support of 
computerr vision and image processing research environments. Through observations 
off  personal research practice we propose some new approaches to implementation of 
imagee processing software that allows for rapid prototyping and re-configuration of 
imagee processing functionality. 



Chapterr  2 

Characterizingg layout style using first 
orderr  Gaussian graphs* 

"We"We must avoid here two complementary errors: on the one hand that the 
worldworld has a unique, intrinsic, pre-existing structure awaiting our grasp; 
andand on the other hand that the world is in utter chaos. The first error is 
thatthat of the student who marvelled at how the astronomers could find out 
thethe true names of distant constellations. The second error is that of the 
lewislewis Carroll's Walrus who grouped shoes with ships and sealing wax, and 
cabbagescabbages with kings..." 

-Reubenn Abel, Man is the Measure, New York: Free Press, 1997 

Inn many pattern classification problems the need for representing the structure of 
patternss within a class arises- Applications for which this is particularly true include 
characterr recognition [117, 54], occluded face recognition [3], and document type clas-
sificationn [20, 97, 30]. These problems are not easily modeled using feature-based 
statisticall  classifiers. This is due to the fact that each pattern must be represented 
byy a single, fixed-length feature vector, which fails to capture its inherent structure. 
Inn fact, most local structure information is lost and patterns with the same global 
features,, but different structure, cannot be distinguished. 

Structurall  pattern recognition attempts to address this problem by describing pat-
ternss using grammars, knowledge bases, graphs, or other structural models [86, 74]. 
Suchh techniques typically use rigid models of structure within pattern instances to 
modell  each class. 

AA technique that uses structural models, while allowing statistical variation within 
thee structure of a model, was introduced by Wong [117]. He proposes a random graph 
modell  in which vertices and edges are associated with discrete random variables taking 
valuess over the attribute domain of the graph. The use of discrete densities complicates 
thee learning and classification processes for random graphs. Graph matching is a 
commonn tool in structural pattern recognition [18], but any matching procedure for 
randomm graphs must take statistical variability into account. Entropy, or the increment 
inn entropy caused by combining two random graphs, is typically used as a distance 
metric.. When computing the entropy of a random graph based on discrete densities it 
iss necessary to remember all pattern graphs used to train it. Also, some problems do 

'Publishedd in Pattern Recognition [8]. 

13 3 
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nott lend themselves to discrete modeling, such as when there is a limited amount of 
trainingg samples, or it is desirable to learn a model from a minimal amount of training 
data. . 

Inn order to alleviate some of the limitations imposed by the use of discrete densities 
wee have developed an extension to Wong's first order random graphs that uses contin-
uouss Gaussian distributions to model the variability in random graphs. We call these 
Firstt Order Gaussian Graphs (FOGGs). The adoption of a parametric model for the 
densitiess of each random graph element is shown to greatly improve the efficiency of 
entropy-basedd distance calculations. To test the effectiveness of first order Gaussian 
graphss as a classification tool we have applied them to a problem from the document 
analysiss field, where structure is the key factor in making distinctions between docu-
mentt classes [7]. 

Thee rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces first order 
Gaussiann graphs. Section 2.2 describes the clustering procedure used to learn a graph-
icall  model from a set of training samples. Section 2.3 details a series of experiments 
probingg the effectiveness of first order Gaussian graphs as a classifier for a problem 
fromm document image analysis. Finally, a discussion of our results and indications of 
futuree directions are given in section 2.4. 

2.11 Definition s and basi c concept s 

Inn this section we introduce first order Gaussian graphs. First we describe how indi-
viduall  pattern instances are represented, and then how first order Gaussian graphs can 
bee used to model a set of such instances. 

2.1.11 Firs t orde r Gaussia n graph s 

AA structural pattern in the recognition task consists of a set of primitive components 
andd their structural relations. Patterns are modeled using attributed relational graphs 
(ARGs).. An ARG is defined as follows: 

Definitio nn 1 An attribute d relational graph, G, over L = (Lv,Le) is a 4-tuple 
(VG,EG,rn(VG,EG,rntt,,m,,mee),), where V is a set of vertices, E CV x V is a set of edges, mv : V —* 
LLvv is the vertex interpretation function, and me : E —*  Le is the edge interpretation 
function. function. 

Inn the above definition Lv and Le are known respectively as the vertex attribute 
domaindomain and edge attribute domain. An ARG defined over suitable attribute domains 
cann be used to describe the observed attributes of primitive components of a complex 
object,, as well as attributed structural relationships between these primitives. 

Too represent a class of patterns we use a random graph. A random graph is essen-
tiallyy identical to an ARG, except that the vertex and edge interpretation functions 
doo not take determined values, but vary randomly over the vertex and edge attribute 
domainn according to some estimated density. 
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Definitionn 2 A random attribute d relational graph, Rf over L — {Lv,Le) is a 
4-tuple4-tuple (VfcEfafXviHe), where V is a set of vertices, E C V x V is a set of edges, 
M«« : V —*  n is the vertex interpretation function, and /4e : E —• 9 is the edge 
interpretationinterpretation function. II = {itt\i  € {1 , . . . , \VR\}}  and 6 = {0y|t,j € {1 , . . . , |VR|}} 

areare sets of random variables taking values in Lv and Le respectively. 

Ann ARG obtained from a random graph by instantiating ail vertices and edges is 
calledd an outcome graph. The joint probability distribution of all random elements 
inducess a probability measure over the space of all outcome graphs. Estimation of this 
jointt probability density, however, becomes quickly unpleasant for even moderately 
sizedd graphs, and we introduce the following simplifying assumptions: 

1.. The random vertices 7ï"i are mutually independent. 

2.. A random edge 0  ̂ is independent of all random vertices other than its endpoints 
ViVi and Vj. 

3.. Given values for each random vertex, the random edges fly are mutually inde
pendent. . 

Throughoutt the rest of the paper we will use R to represent an arbitrary random 
graph,, and G to represent an arbitrary ARG. To compute the probability that G is 
generatedd by R requires us to establish a eommon vertex labeling between the vertices 
off the two graphs. For the moment we assume that there is an arbitrary isomorphism, 
0,, from R into G serving to "orient" the random graph to the ARG whose probability 
off outcome we wish to compute. This isomorphism establishes a common labeling 
betweenn the nodes in G and R, and consequently between the edges of the two graphs 
ass well. Later we will address how to determine this isomorphism separately for training 
andd classification. 

Upp to this point, our development is identical to that of Wong [117]. In the original 
presentation,, and in subsequent work based on random graph classification [54, 3], 
discretee probability distributions were used to model all random vertices and edges. For 
manyy classification problems, however, it may be difficult or unclear how to discretize 
continuouss features. Outliers may also unpredictably skew the range of the resulting 
discretee distributions if the feature space is not carefully discretized. Furthermore, if 
thee feature space is sparsely sampled for training the resulting discrete distributions 
mayy be highly unstable without resorting to histogram smoothing to blur the chosen 
binn boundaries. In such cases it is preferable to use a continuous, parametric model for 
learningg the required densities. For large feature spaces, the adoption of a parametric 
modell may yield considerable performance gains as well. 

Too address this need we will use continuous random variables to model the random 
elementss in our random graph model. We assume that eaeh TT» ~ i V ^ . I V J , and 
thatt the joint density of each random edge and its endpoints is Gaussian as well. We 
calll random graphs satisfying these conditions, in addition to the three first order 
conditionss mentioned earlier, First Order Gaussian Graphs, or FOGGs. 

Givenn an ARG G = {VG,EG,mv,me) and a FOGG R = {VR^ER,^,^), the task 
iss now to compute the probability that G is an outcome graph of R. To simplify our 
notationn we let pVi denote the probability density function of fj,v(vi) andpe. the density 
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off  Me(eij). Furthermore, let v, = mv(0(u,-)) and ey = me(0(ei j) ) denote the observed 
attributess for vertex u» and edge ey respectively under isomorphism $. 

Wee define the probability that R generates G in terms of a vertex factor: 

andd an edge factor. 

EERR(G^)(G^) = JJ p ^ K i v i ^ ) , (2.2) 

Thee probability that G is an outcome graph of R is then given by: 

PPRR(G,(G, 0) = VR(G, 0) x £*(G, <t>).  (2.3) 

Applyingg Bayes rule, we rewrite (2.2) as: 

eii^Eeii^ER R 
PvttvApvjiVj), PvttvApvjiVj), 

wheree we may write the denominator as the product of the two vertex probabilities 
duee to the first order independence assumption. Letting £i?(vi) denote the degree of 
vertexx i^, we can rewrite equation (2.4) as: 

Afterr substituting equations (2.1) and (2.5) into (2.3) and noting that the vertex 
probabilitiess in (2.1) cancel with the denominator of (2.5) we have: 

andd by substituting the joint density for the conditional above: 

Pf l (G ' 0)) - n.l€Wl fc(v.)'-("'>- ' 
__ l l e i j € £ H Pe» (V * ' V J 'e f J^ f2 y\ 

Recallingg that we assume each random vertex is Gaussian we write: 

*.< v<)) - , ,*! , . e - ^ - ^ ^ 1 ^ - ^ ^ - (2.8) 
(27r)^|S„,|s s 

Lettingg pWij denote the (Gaussian) joint probability of edge ê  and its endpoints Vi 
andd Ï/J, and denoting the concatenation of feature vectors v i ; Vj , and ei ; with xy we 
have: : 

V„Mi)V„Mi)  = 5^ e- i t - < i - » S y ) = i l - « - ^ u ) ' . (2.9) 
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Highh probability 
outcomes s 

Loww probability 
outcome e 

Figuree 2.1: The probability metric induced by PR(G,<P) over the space of outcome 
graphs.. The probability depends not only on structural variations, but deviation from 
thee expected value of each corresponding random variable 7Tj and 0j. This is illustrated 
spatially,, however the vertex and edge attribute domains need not have a spatial in-
terpretation. . 

Substitutingg these into (2.6) and taking the log we arrive at: 

rr i 
lnP*(G,0)) = £ ( * ( « < ) - 1) r ( v i - / i w J E -1 ( v i - / i W i ) ' + ln(27r)^|SB<|* 

Wi€VR R 

~~ J2 £(*y-/*«,*)£«i(* y - / W +ln(27r)£|E«f|* 
eij€Eeij€ER R 

.. (2.10) 

Thiss probability and corresponding log-likelihood are central to the use of first order 
Gaussiann graphs as classifiers. Note that we can promote an ARG to a FOGG by 
replacingg each deterministic vertex and edge with a Gaussian centered on its measured 
attribute.. The covariance matrix for each new random element is selected to satisfy 
somee minimum criterion along the diagonal and can be determined heuristically based 
onn the given problem. Figure 2.1 conceptually illustrates the probability metric induced 
byy equation 2.10 over the space of outcome graphs. 

2.1.22 Technicalities 

Beforee continuing with our development of the clustering and classification procedures 
forr first order Gaussian graphs, it is necessary to first address a few details that wil l 
simplifyy the following development. These details center primarily around the need to 
comparee and combine two FOGGs during the clustering process. 
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Nulll  extension 

Duringg clustering and classification the need wil l eventually arise to compare, and 
possiblyy combine, two FOGGs of different order. Let Ri = (V1, E1, /4v/4) SJ1  ̂ ^2 = 
{V{V22,Ë,Ë22,11%,$),11%,$) be two first order Gaussian graphs with n = \Vl\ and m = \V2\. 
Furthermore,, let V1 — {v\,...vn} and V2 — {ui,.. ,um}. Assume without loss of 
generalityy that m < n. 

Wee wil l use the same technique as Wong[117] to extend R2 by adding null vertices 
too V2. Thus we redefine V2 as: 

VV22 = V2u{um+l,...,un}, 

wheree the «m + 1 ). . ., un are null vertices, i.e. they have no attribute values, but rather 
actt as place holders so that Rx and R2 are of the same order. 

Oncee i?2 has been extended in this fashion, both Ri and R2 may be extended to 
completee graphs through a similar addition of null edges to each graph until edges exist 
betweenn all vertices. By adding these null graph elements we can now treat Ri and 
i?22 as being structurally isomorphic, só that we are guaranteed that an isomorphism 
existss and we must only search for an optimal one. 

Ourr probabilistic model must also be enriched to account for such structural modi-
ficationsfications to random graphs. First, note that our densities pVi (x) modeling the features 
off  each random vertex are actually conditional probabilities: 

PvtPvt (x) - pVi {x\4*(v%) i s non-null) 

Afterr all, we can only update the feature distribution of a vertex, or indeed even 
evaluatee it, when we have new information about an actual non-null outcome. To 
accountt for the possibility of a vertex or edge not being instantiated, we wil l additionally 
keepp track of a priori  probabilities of a random element generating a non-null outcome: 

Pn{vi)Pn{vi) — probability V{ € VR is non-null 

Pftieij)Pftieij) — probability ê  e ER is non-null. (2.11) 

Thus,, whenever we wish to evaluate the probability of a random element A taking 
thee value x we will use p(A)p^(x), which is intuitively the probability that A exists 
andand takes the value x. Whenever a probability for a random vertex or edge must be 
evaluatedd on a null value, we wil l fall back to the prior probability of that element. 
Thiss is done by optimistically assuming that the null element results from a detection 
failure,, and that the missing feature is the expected value of the random element it is 
beingg matched with. 

Throughh the use of such extensions, we can compare graphs with different sized 
vertexx sets. For the remainder of the paper we will assume that such an extension has 
beenn performed, and that any two graphs under consideration are of the same order. 

Entrop yy of firs t order Gaussia n graph s 

Inn order to measure the quality of a model for a class we require some quantitative 
measuree that characterizes the outcome variability of a first order Gaussian graph. As 
variabilityy is statistically modeled, Shannon's entropy is well suited for this purpose [95]. 
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Wee can write the entropy in a first order Gaussian graph as the sum of the contri-
butionss of the vertices and edges: 

H(R)H(R) = {H(VR) + H(ER)}. (2.12) 

Becausee of the first order assumptions of independence, we can write the vertex and 
edgee entropies as the sum of the entropy in each component. The entropy in each 
randomm vertex and edge may be written as the sum of the entropy contributed by the 
featuree and prior entropy: 

HMHM = BMtHÏÏ+HlpbH)) 
H(H(eijeij)) = H(fe(cy)) + Jr(p(ey)). (2.13) 

Equationn 2.12 then becomes 

Vi€VVi€VRR eij€Bn 

Forr clustering we are primarily interested in the increment of entropy caused by 
conjoiningg two graphs. We denote by Ri®2(<f>)  the graph resulting from conjoining 
thee Gaussian random graphs Ri and R2 according to the isomorphism 4> between R\ 
andd R2. Assuming without loss of generality that H(Ri) < #(#2), we can write the 
incrementt in entropy as: 

AH(RAH(RuuRR2i2i<f>)<f>)  = H(Rlm2(<t>))-H(Ri). 

andd then substitute the sum of thé component entropies: 

&H(R&H(RuuR2,<f>)=R2,<f>)=  Y, B{*PvM)- £ HtöM) + 

££ HiAfieieij)) - Y, ^ tó (cü ) ). (2-15) 

Wee use Aii\(x) to denote the density of the random variable X updated to reflect the 
observationss of the corresponding random variable as dictated by the isomorphism <f>. 

Promm equations (2.13) and (2.14) we can express thé increment in entropy as the 
summ of the increment in the feature density and the prior distribution. Since we are 
usingg Gaussian distributions to model each random element, the entropy of a Gaussian: 

H(X)) = In(2«)*|Ex | * f (2.16) 

forr Gaussian random variable X will prove useful as this will allow us to compute 
componentt entropies directly from the parameters of the corresponding densities. The 
techniquee for estimating the parameters of the combined distribution is described next. 
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Paramete rr  estimatio n 

Givenn two Gaussian random variables X and V, and samples { x i , . . . , xn}, {y i , . . . , yn} 
fromfrom each distribution, we estimate the Gaussian parameters in the normal fashion: 

xx = - y Xi, Sx = 7 51 rattxj - nxx' 
»=ii  t=i 

mm ^—' m — 1 f—f 
i= ll  i = l 

Assumingg that the samples from X and Y are generated by a single Gaussian Z, we 
cann compute the Gaussian parameters for Z directly from the estimates of X and Y: 

zz = (rue + my) 
nn + m 

11 TI  m 

— — r ( £ x i x jj  + 5^y( y*  - (m + n)zz*) 

== ( n - l ) Sx +n5BE* + ( » n - - l ) S r + m y y* - ( m + n)zz*. (2.18) 

i«zz = — -
»=ii  1=1 

Equationn (2.18) gives us a fast method for computing the entropy arising from 
combiningg two random vertices. It also allows us to compute the parameters of thé 
neww distribution without having to remember the samples that were used to estimate 
thee original parameters. When there are too few observations to robustly estimate the 
covariancee matrices, Ex is chosen to reflect the inherent uncertainty in a single (or 
veryy few) observations. This also allows us to promote an ARG to a FOGG by setting 
eachh mean to the observed feature, and setting the covariance matrices to this minimal 
S. . 

2.1.33 Reflection s 

Att this point it is useful to take a step back from the mathematical technicalities 
presentedd in the previous subsections and examine the practical importance they rep-
resent.. By replacing the original discrete random variables with continuous ones, we 
havee eliminated the need to discretize our feature space. This, m conjunction with the 
adoptionn of a Gaussian model for each random variable, additionally minimizes the 
complexityy of updating the estimated distribution and entropy of a random element. 

Considerr the process of conjoining two discrete distributions. In the worst case, 
everyy bin in the resulting distribution must be updated. The complexity of this pro-
ceduree wil l be proportional to the size of the quantized feature space. Computing the 
increasee in entropy caused by joining two discrete distributions wil l have the same 
complexity.. Using Gaussian distributions, however, equations (2.17) and (2.18) allow 
uss to compute the parameters of a new distribution, and equation (2.16) to compute 
thee increment in entropy directly from the parameters of the new distribution. This 
reducess the complexity to rf2, where d is the dimensionality of the feature space. 
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2.22 Clusterin g and classificatio n 

Inn this section we describe the technique for synthesizing a first order Gaussian graph 
too represent a set of input pattern ARGs. The approach uses hierarchical clustering 
off  the input ARGs, which yields a clustering minimizing the entropy of the resulting 
FOGG(s).. Entropy is useful in that it characterizes the intrinsic variability in the 
distributionn of a first order Gaussian graph over the space of possible outcome graphs. 

2.2.11 Hierarchica l clusterin g of FOGGs 

Thee concepts of increment in entropy introduced in section 2.1,2 can now be used 
too devise a clustering procedure for FOGGs. The first step is to derive a distance 
measuree between first order Gaussian graphs that is based on the minimum increment 
hii  entropy. Using equation (2.15), the minimum increment of entropy for the merging 
off  two FOGGs can be written: 

AH(RAH(Rll,R,R22)) = min{&H(Ri,R2,<f>)}  (2.19) 

wheree the minimization is taken over all possible isomorphisms <f>  between Ri and R%. 
Att last we have arrived at the need to establish an actual isomorphism between two 

graphs.. Unfortunately this problem is NP-hard, and we must settle for an approxima-
tionn to the optimal isomorphism. We choose to optimize only over the vertex entropy 
# (VH>>  This approximation is acceptable for problems where much of the structural 
informationn is present in the vertex observations. Edge probabilities are still used in the 
classificationn phase, so gross structural deviations will not result in misclassfications. 

Theree are two ways in which the entropy of a vertex may be changed by conjoining 
itt with a vertex in another FOGG. The feature density of the first vertex may be 
modifiedd to accommodate the observations of the random vertex it is matched with 
accordingg to <f>.  Or, when (f> maps Vi to a null vertex, the entropy may be changed due 
too a decrease in its prior probability pVi of it being instantiated in an outcome graph. 

Usingg equation (2.16) we may write the increment in vertex entropy due to the 
featuree distribution as: 

A ^ / ( ^ ( ü i ) ) JR 2 , ^ - l n ( 2 7 r e ) T ( | SA M v ( ) | ^ - i S ^K ) | 5 ).. (2.20) 

Equationn 2.18 gives us a method for rapidly computing the covariance matrix for each 
randomm element in the new graph Ri®2, and thus the increment in entropy. 

Forr the increment in prior entropy, we first note that the prior probabilities pVy 

forr each vertex wil l be of the form jt, where n*  is the number of times vertex u» 
wass instantiated as a non-null vertex, and Ni is the total number of training ARGs 
combinedd thus far in a particular cluster. We can then write the change in prior entropy 
as: : 

AJTp(p(t*),, R2,4>)= - WW \np'Vi + (1 - p'M) ln(l - / (v , ) ) ] 

-- [ p ^ J l n p^ + C l - p ^ K l - ^ ) ) ] (2.21) 

where e 

/// v f TÖ^TÏ if 0(vi) is non-null 
PMPM = < **£*  ., \) ( . n (2.22) 
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Wee solve the optimization problem given by equation (2.19) using the maximum 
weightt matching in a bipartite graph. Given two FOGGs R\ and Jfe of order n, 
constructt the complete bipartite graph Kn^n = Kn x Kn. A matching in KntTl is a 
subsett of edges such that the degree of each node in the resulting graph is exactly one. 
Thee maximum weight matching is the matching that maximizes the sum of the edge 
weightss in the matching. By weighting each edge in the bipartite graphs with: 

WijWij = -AH(fj,v{vi),R2,4>) 

withh AH(fj.v(vi), R2, (f>) as given in equation (2.20) and solving for the maximum weight 
matching,, we solve for the isomorphism that minimizes the increment in vertex en-
tropy.. There exist efficient, polynomial time algorithms for solving the maximum 
weightt matching problem in bipartite graphs [36]. The complexity of the problem 
0(n0(n33)) using the Hungarian method, where n is the number of vertices in the bipartite 
graph. . 

Noww we may construct a hierarchical clustering algorithm for first order Gaussian 
graphs.. For a set of input ARGs, we desire, on the one hand, a minimal set of first 
orderr Gaussian graphs that may be used to model thé input ARGs. On the other hand, 
wee also wish to rrunimize the resulting entropy of each FOGG by preventing unnatural 
combinationss of FOGGs in the merging process. 

Algorith mm 1 Synthesize FQGG(s) from a set of ARGs 

Input ::  Q = {Gi,..., Gn} , a set of ARGs, and h, a maximum entropy threshold. 
Output ::  H — {Ru...,Rm}, a set of FOGGs representing Q. 

Initializee K=G, promoting each ARG to a FOGG (section 2.1.2), 
Computee H = [hij],  the nxn distance matrix, with hij — AH(Ri, Rj), 
Lett hki = min hij
whil ee (\R\ > 1 and H{Ri) + hkt < h) do 

Formm the new FOGG Raoi, add it to TZ, remove Rk and Rt from 11. 
Updatee distance matrix H to reflect the new and deleted FOGGs. 
Re-computee hki, the minimum entropy increment pair. 

endd whil e 

Thee algorithm should return a set offirst order Gaussian graphs, 7tt = {# i , - - -#m<} ' 
thatt represent the original set of attributed graphs. We will call this set of random 
graphss the graphical model of the class of ARGs. An entropy threshold h controls the 
amountt of variability allowed in a single FOGG. This threshold parameter controls the 
tradeofff  between the number of FOGGs used to represent a class and the amount of 
variability,, i.e. entropy, allowed in any single FOGG in the graphical model. Algo-
rithmm 1 provides psuedo code for the hierarchical synthesis procedure. In the supervised 
case,, the algorithm may be run on each set of samples from the pre-specified classes. 
Forr unsupervised clustering, the entire unlabeled set of samples may be clustered. The 
entropyy threshold h may be used to control the number of FOGGs used to represent 
thee class by limiting the maximum entropy allowed in any single FOGG. Figure 2.2 
graphicallyy illustrates the learning process for first order Gaussian graphs. 

Notee that this clustering procedure requires, for the creation of the initial distance 
matrixx alone, the computation of n(n — 1) isomorphisms, where n is the number of 
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Modell  Graph(s) Rt 

7T3.. #13 Mj 

Hierarchicall  Clustering 

Figuree 2.2: The learning process for first order Gaussian graphs. A set of sample 
graphss are synthesized into a set one or more random graphs which represent the class. 
Thee hierarchical clustering process described in Algorithm 1 chooses combinations and 
isomorphismss that minimize the increment in vertex entropy arising from combining 
twoo random graphs. 

inputt ARGs. Subsequent updates of the distance matrix will demand a total of 0(n2) 
additionall  isomorphism computations in the worst case. Each isomorphism additionally 
requiress the computation of m2 entropy increments as given in equation 2.20, where m 
representss the number of vertices in the graphs being compared. Using the techniques 
derivedd in subsection 2.1.2 we can exploit the use of Gaussian distributions to greatly 
improvee the efficiency of these computations. This, combined with the use of the 
bipartitee matching approach as an approximation to finding the optimal isomorphism 
wil ll  enhance the overall efficiency of the clustering procedure. 

2.2.22 Classificatio n usin g firs t orde r Gaussia n graph s 

Givenn a set of graphical models for a number of classes, we construct a maximum 
likelihoodd estimator as follows. Let Hi = {R\,..., R^} be the graphical model for 
classs i. Our classifier, presented with an unknown ARG G, should return a class label 
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Algorith mm 2 Classification with first order Gaussian graphs 
Input ::  G, an unclassified ARC 

1Z1Z = {TZi,..., 7ln}- graphical models representing pattern classes u)\,..., mn. 
withh each % = {R\,..., R^.}  a set of FOGGs. 

Output ::  a;,; for some i £ { 1 , . . . , n} 

forr  all Hi E K do 
Sett Pi = 0. 
forr  all R) € & do 

Computee orientation 0 of Ëj w.r.t. G that maximizes PR, (G, 0) (figure 2.3). 

Pii  =max.{PRi,Pi] 
endd for 

endd for 
kk = argmax,(Pj) 
retur nn ŵ  

Figuree 2.3: Computation of the suboptimal isomorphism 0 for two first order Gaussian 
graphs.. Each edge is weighted with Wij, whose value is the increment in entropy 
causedd by conjoining the estimated distributions of random vertices v] and v? The 
samee technique wil l be used for determining an isomorphism for classification as well, 
butt with Wij representing the probability that random vertex v} takes the value öJL 

u>,, from a set of known classes {w\,..., wn}. The maximum likelihood classifier returns: 

Wi,Wi, where i = argmax{  max maxPR, (G, è)}. 
ii  l<j<mi  0 ï 

withh PR,(G) as defined in equation (2.3). This procedure is described in more detail 
inn Algorithm 2. 

Inn establishing the isomorphism è for classification, it is useful to use the log like-
lihoodd function given in equation (2.10). We can then use the same bipartite graph 
matchingg technique introduced in section 2.2 and shown in figure 2.3. Instead of weight-
ingg each edge with the increment in entropy, however, we weight each edge with the 
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Tablee 2.1: Sample document images from four of the document genres in the test 
sample. . 

logg of the vertex factor from equation (2.8): 

mm = 4(V j ' ~ *M*3*t o -.f t j -ln(2T)^|EV||i 

Determiningg the maximum weight matching then yields the isomorphism that maxi-
mizess the likelihood of the vertex densities. 

Thee entropy threshold h required by the training procedure described in Algorithm 1 
hass quite an influence over the resulting classifier. Setting h = 0 would not allow any 
FOGGss to be combined, resulting in a nearest neighbor classifier. For h —* oo all 
classess will be modeled with a single FOGG, with arbitrarily high entropy allowed in 
ann individual FOGG. It is important to select an entropy threshold that balances the 
tradeofff  between the complexity of the resulting classifier and the entropy inherent 
withinn each class. 

2.33 Experiments 

Wee have applied the technique of first order Gaussian graphs to a problem from the 
documentt analysis field. In many document analysis systems it is desirable to identify 
thee type, or genre, of a document before high-level analysis occurs. In the absence of 
anyy textual content, it is essential to classify documents based on visual appearance 
alone.. This section describes a series of experiments we performed to compare the 
effectivenesss of FOGGs with traditional feature-based classifiers. 

2.3.11 Test data 

AA total of 857 PDF documents were collected from several digital libraries. The sample 
containss documents from five different journals, which determine the classes in our 
classificationn problem. Table 2.1 gives some example images from four of the genres. 

Al ll  documents in the sample were converted to images and processed with the 
ScanSoftt TextBridgef OCR system, which produces structured output in the XDOC 

tTextBridgee is a registered trademark of ScanSoft, inc. 
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format.. Only the layout information from the first page of a document is used since it 
containss most of the genre-specific information. The importance of classification based 
onn the structure of documents is immediately apparent after a visual inspection of 
thee test collection. Many of the document genres have similar, if not identical, global 
typographicall  features such as font sizes, font weight, and amount of text. 

2.3.22 Classifiers 

Too compare the effectiveness of genre classification by first order random graphs with 
traditionall  techniques, a variety of statistical classifiers were evaluated along with the 
Gaussiann graph classifier. The next two subsections detail the specific classifiers stud-
ied. . 

Firstt  order  Gaussian graph classifier 

Inn this section we develop our technique for representing document layout structure 
usingg attributed graphs, which naturally leads to the use of first Order Gaussian graphs 
ass a classifier of document genre. For representing document images, we define the 
vertexx attribute domain to be the vector space of text zone features. A document Di 
iss described by a set of text zone feature vectors as follows: 

AA = {*{,... ,<} , 
wheree z) = ( i j . ï j .wj.hj.aj-.t j) . (2.23) 

Inn the above definition of a text zone feature vector, 

•• irj, j/j, ÏÜJ and h) denote the center, width and height of the textzone. 

•• Sj and tlj denote the average pointsize and number of textlines in the zone. 

Eachh vertex in the ARG corresponds to a text zone in the segmented document image. 
Edgess in our ARG representation of document images are not attributed. The presence 
off an edge between two nodes is used to indicate the Voronoi neighbor relation [25]. We 
usee the Voronoi neighbor relation to simplify our structural representation of document 
layout.. We are interested in modeling the relationship between neighboring textzones 
only,, and use the Voronoi neighbor relation to identify the important structural rela
tionshipss within a document. 

Givenn training samples from a document genre, we construct a graphical model 
accordingg to Algorithm 1 to represent the genre. The entropy threshold is particularly 
importantt for this application. The threshold must be selected to allow variability in 
documentt layout arising from minor typographical variations and noisy segmentation, 
whilee also allowing for gross structural variations due to common typesetting tech
niques.. For example, one genre may eontain both one and two column articles. The 
thresholdd should be selected such that the FOGGs representing these distinct layout 
classess are not combined while clustering. 
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Statistica ll  classifier s 

Fourr feature-based statistical classifiers were evaluated in comparison with the first 
orderr Gaussian graph classifier. The classifiers considered are the 1-NN, linear-oblique 
decisionn tree [76], quadratic discriminant, and linear discriminant classifiers. Global 
page-levell  features were extracted from the first page of each document. Each document 
iss represented by a 23 element feature vector as: 

proportionall  zone features 

(( npinf,niz,ntz,niz,nti , PtmPï,Pt^Vin,piuPr,pb i h0,hi,.,. ,hg ) . 

globall  document features text histogram 

Thee features are categorized as follows: 

•• Global document features, which represent global attributes of the document. 
Thee global features we use are the number of pages, fonts, image zones, text zones, 
andd textlines in the document. 

•• Proportional zone features, that indicate the proportion of document page 
areaa classified by the layout segmentation process as being a specific type of image 
orr text zone. The feature vector includes the proportion of image area classified 
ass table, image, text, inverse printing, italic, text, roman text, and bold text. 

•• Text histogram, which is a normalized histogram of pointsizes occurring in the 
document. . 

Thiss feature space representation is similar to that used by Shin, et al. [97], for 
theirr experiments in document genre classification. We do not include any texture 
featuress from the document image, however. Note that the features for the vertices in 
thee FOGG classifier discussed in the previous subsection is essentially a subset of these 
features,, with a limited set of features collected locally for each text zone rather than 
forr the entire page, 

2.3.33 Experimenta l result s 

Thee first set of experiments we performed was designed to determine the appropriate 
entropyy threshold h for our classification problem and test set. Figure 2.4 gives the 
learningg curves for the first order Gaussian graph classifier over a range of training 
samplee sizes and for several entropy thresholds. 

Thee learning curves indicate that our classifier performs robustly for all but the 
highestt thresholds. This implies that there is intrinsic structural variability in most 
elasses,, which cannot be represented by a single FOGG. This is particularly true for 
smalll training samples. Note, however, that a relatively high threshold {h — 0.05) may 
bee used with no performance loss when sample size is more than 25. This indicates 
thatt a smaller and more efficient graphical model may be used to represent each genre 
iff the training sample is large enough. 

Thee second set of experiments provides a comparative evaluation of our classifier 
withh the statistical classifiers described above. Figure 2.5 gives the learning curves of 
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Figuree 2.4: Classification accuracy over a range of training sizes for various entropy 
thresholds.. The x axis represents the number of training samples selected randomly per 
class.class. The y axis represents the estimated classification accuracy for the corresponding 
numberr of training samples. 

alll  classifiers evaluated. The curves were obtained by averaging the classification results 
off  50 trials where n samples were randomly selected from each genre for training, and 
thee rest used for testing. These results indicate that the first order Gaussian graph 
classifierr consistently outperforms all of the other classifiers. 

2.3.44 Computational efficiency 

Figuree 2.6 indicates the computation time required for clustering and classification 
usingg FOGGs. The times were estimated by averaging over 50 experimental trials. 
Figuree 2.6a shows the time to learn a graphical model of each class as a function of the 
numberr of training samples. A plot of ^ is also shown for reference. The n2 bound 
onn clustering time indicates that the time required for clustering is dominated by the 
computationn of the initial n x n distance matrix, with an additional constant factor 
representingg the intrinsic complexity of each class. The constant factor of ^ shown 
inn the figure was determined experimentally, but is clearly class specific and depends 
onn the variance in size of the training ARGs being clustered. 
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Figuree 2.5: Learning curves for all classifiers. The curves indicate the estimated classi-
ficationfication accuracy of each classifier over a range of training sample sizes. Classification 
accuracyy was estimated by averaging over 50 trials for each sample size. The x axis 
representss the number of training samples selected randomly per class. 

Figuree 2.6b shows the time required to classify an unknown ARG as a function 
off  the number of FOGGs used to represent each class. As expected, there is a linear 
dependencee between the number of FOGGs in a a class and the time required for clas-
sification.. Again, the constant factor affecting the slope of each performance curve is 
determinedd by the complexity of each class. 

2.3.55 Analysi s 

Thee experimental results presented above indicate that the FOGG classification tech-
niquee outperforms statistical classifiers on our example application. In understanding 
thee reasons for this it is useful to analyze some specific examples from these experi-
ments.. Table 2.2 gives an average confusion table for a linear discriminant classifier on 
ourr dataset. 

Notee that the class IJNM contains the highest percentage of confusions. The pri-
maryy reason for this is that the class contains many structural sub-classes within it. 
Figuree 2.7 provides examples from the three primary structural sub-classes within the 
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Figuree 2.6: Computation time for clustering and classification, (a) gives average time 
requiredd for clustering for each class as a function of the number of training samples 
perr class. A plot of ^ is also shown for reference, (b) shows the average time required 
too classify an unknown ARG as a function of the number of FOGGs representing each 
class. . 
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JAC M M 
STDV V 
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TOPO O 

IJN M M 
0.8524 4 

0 0 
0.0540 0 
0.0199 9 
0.0724 4 

JAC M M 
0.0464 4 
0.9718 8 
0.0016 6 
0.0013 3 
0.0444 4 

STDV V 
0.0250 0 

0 0 
0.9127 7 
0.0584 4 
0.0047 7 

TNE T T 
0.0750 0 

0 0 
0.0310 0 
0.9195 5 

0 0 

TOPO O 
0.0012 2 
0.0282 2 
0.0008 8 
0.0009 9 
0.8786 6 

Tablee 2.2: Average confusion matrix for a linear discriminant classifier. Classification 
accuracyy is estimated over 50 random trials. 

IJNMM class. As shown in the figure, the class contains document images with one, 
two,, and three columns of text. The variance in structural layout composition makes 
itt difficult for statistical classifiers to learn decision boundaries distinguishing this class 
fromm others. Similar structural sub-classes can also be seen in the TOPO class, which 
alsoo accounts for the large number of confusions. 

Thee main advantage of the FOGG approach over purely statistical classifiers is 
inn its ability to learn this type of subclass structure. Figure 2.8 gives an example 
snapshott of the clustering procedure on the IJNM class for a random training sample, 
withh the clustering halted at a low entropy threshold of 0.00005. The figure shows 
howw the distinct structural subclasses are represented by individual FOGGs. It is this 
independentt modeling of subclasses that enables the FOGG classifier to outperform 
statisticall  methods. 
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Figuree 2.7: Example document images from different structural categories within the 
IJNMM class. 

2.44 Discussio n 

Wee have described an extension to discrete first order random graphs which uses con
tinuouss Gaussian distributions for modeling the densities of random elements in graphs. 
Thee technique is particularly appealing for its simplicity in learning and representa
tion.. This simplicity is reflected in the ability to learn the distributions of random 
graphh elements without having to worry about the discretization of the underlying fea
turee space, and the ability to do so using relatively few training samples. The learned 
distributionss are also effectively "memoryless" in that we do not have to remember the 
observedd samples in order to update density estimates or compute their entropy. 

Sincee we can quickly compute the increment in entropy caused by joining two dis
tributionss directly from the Gaussian parameters, the hierarchical clustering algorithm 
usedd to learn a class model is very efficient. The use of an approximate matching strat
egyy for selecting an isomorphism to use when comparing random graphs also enhances 
thee efficiency of the technique while preserving discriminatory power. 

Thee experimental results in the previous section establish the effectiveness of first 
orderr Gaussian graphs as a classification technique on real-world problems. The need 
forr modeling structure is evident, as the statistical classifiers fail to capture the sub-
structurall composition of some classes in our experiments. While it might be possible 
too enrich the feature space in such a way that allows statistical classifiers to handle 
suchh structural information, the FOGG classifier is already capable of modeling these 
structurall relationships. Moreover, the FOGG classifier uses a small subset of the 
featuree space used by the statistical classifiers in our experiments. The important 
differencee is that the FOGG classifier models the structural relationship between local 
featuree measurements. 

Thee FOGG classifier requires the selection of an appropriate entropy threshold 
forr training. This threshold is problem and data dependent, and was more or less 
arbitrarilyy chosen for our experiments. The results shown in Figure 2.4 indicate that 
ann adaptive entropy thresholding strategy might be effective for balancing the intrinsic 
entropyy in a class with the desire for minimizing the complexity of its graphical model. 
Itt is also possible that the use of a measure of cross-entropy, such as the Kullback-
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Graphicall  Model Clusteredd ARGs 
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nott shown 

FOGGG 2 
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nott shown 

FOGGG 3 

FOGGG 4 

FOGGG 6 

Unclustered d 
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Figuree 2.8: Example clusters learned from 30 randomly selected samples from the 
IJNMM class of documents. FOGGs 1 and 2 represent the most commonly occurring 
two-columnn documents, while FOGG 6 represents the three-column layout style. A 
veryy low entropy threshold was used to halt the clustering procedure at this point for 
illustrativee purposes. The unclustered ARGs have not been allowed to merge with any 
otherss at this point because they represent segmentation failures and their inclusion in 
anotherr FOGG would drastically increase the overall entropy. 
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Leiblerr divergence [65], might permit the learning of models which simultaneously 
minimizee the intra-class entropy, while maximizing inter-class entropy. More research 
iss needed on the subject of entropy thresholding in random graph clustering. 

Whilee the use of entropy as a clustering criterion has been shown to be effective, 
thee precise relationship between the entropy of a distribution and its statistical prop-
ertiess is not well understood. It is possible that alternate distance measures, such as 
divergencee or JM-distance [108], could be effectively applied to the clustering problem. 
Suchh distance metrics have precise statistical interpretations, and might allow for the 
establishmentt of theoretical bounds on the expected error of learned graphical models. 
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Multi-scal ee visua l styl e characterizatio n 
wit hh rectangula r granulomeres * 

EuclidEuclid alone has looked on Beauty bare. 
LetLet all who prate of Beauty hold their peace, 
AndAnd lay them prone upon the earth and cease 
ToTo ponder on themselves, the while they stare 
AtAt nothing, intricately drawn nowhere... 

-Ednaa St. Vincent Millay 

Theree are many applications in document image understanding where it is necessary 
too compare documents according to visual appearance before attempting high-level 
understandingg of document content. Example applications include document genre 
classification,, duplicate document detection, and document image retrieval. 

Genree classification is useful for grouping documents for routing through office 
workflows,, as well as identifying the type of document before applying class-specific 
strategiess for document understanding [97]. Document image retrieval systems are 
off  particular interest in some application areas [31]. Examples of such applications 
areass include digital libraries, ancient document collections, and technical drawing 
databases.. Given an example image as a query, a document image retrieval system 
returnss a ranked list of visually similar documents from an indexed collection. In some 
collectionss automatic conversion of documents to electronic formats is often expensive 
orr impossible. In such cases image retrieval may be the only feasible means of providing 
accesss to a document database. 

Whetherr document images are to he classified into a number of known document 
genres,, or ranked by similarity to documents in a document database, it is necessary 
too establish meaningful measures of visual similarity between documents. To that 
endd we must first define an appropriate document representation. Consider the docu-
mentt shown in figure 3.1. The visual appearance of a document is determined by the 
foregroundd and background pixels in the document image. Document segmentation 
techniquess using structural decompositions of the background are common in the lit-
eraturee on document understanding [5]. The background of a document image can be 
representedd by rectangular regions of various sizes. Analysis of the structure of such 

**  To appear in the International Journal on Document Analysis and Recognition [9]. 
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Figuree 3.1: Characterizing document images as a union of rectangles. 

rectangularr decompositions can be used to derive useful descriptors of the appearance 
off  document images. 

Notee that most of the visual content of a document image can be described by 
analyzingg the background in this way, for some documents it is necessary to perform the 
samee type of decompositional analysis on the foreground. The most obvious example 
off  this are documents containing reverse "video" regions. 

Documentss have an intrinsic multi-scale nature. This multi-scale character is im-
plicitt in the scales distinguishing characters, words, textlines, paragraphs, columns, etc. 
Thee proper scale to use for document representation depends on the application, and 
hencee a generic representation of visual content must be multi-scale. Some researchers, 
inn fact, advocate exploration of an entire scale-space of potential document segmenta-
tionss before committing to a single one [16]. Most techniques based on a single layout 
segmentationn fail to take the multi-scale nature of visual perception into account. 

Ourr approach for representing visual content is based on morphological granulomet-
ricc analysis of document images. A granulometry can be thought of as a morphological 
sieve,, where objects not conforming to a particular size and shape are removed at each 
levell  of the sieving process. They were first introduced by Matheron for characterizing 
thee probabilistic nature of random sets [73]. Granulometries, and the corresponding 
measurementss taken on them, have been applied to problems of texture classifica-
tionn [72], image segmentation [33], and filtering [42]. Recent work by Vincent has 
shownn how granulometries can be effectively and efficiently applied, particularly in the 
binaryy image domain [113]. 

Traditionall  granulometries employ openings by homothetics, i.e. scaled versions, of 
aa single structuring element to generate the filtered image at each level. Granulome-
triess characterize the granular composition of images nicely when, as in the case of 
booleann random sets, they are constituted of nomothetic versions of a single primary 
grain.. While many natural textures fall into this category, the structural composition 
off  document images is not so nicely captured by nomothetic granulometries. The back-
groundd of a document image typically contains rectangular regions of many different 
aspectt ratios, and any nomothetic filtering process wil l fail to capture both independent 
dimensions.. For this reason, we propose a new multivariate rectangular granulometry 
whichh can be used to explore the entire space of rectangular image decompositions. 

Thee rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce 
thee concept of document genre, which provides a context for understanding document 
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Authorr Reader 

Figuree 3.2: Genre as mediator. Knowledge of a genre, by both author and reader, 
createe communication pathways for specific message components. 

similarity.. We discuss the theory of granulometric analysis and the specifics of our 
multivariatee extension to rectangular granulomeres in section 3.2. Next, a descrip-
tionn of our representation of document images derived from measurements on these 
granulometricc filters is described. We also show how these measurements may be used 
too interpret the important features distinguishing between visually distinct document 
classes.. To illustrate the effectiveness of our representation, we have applied our tech-
niquee to the problems of document genre classification and document image retrieval. 
Thee results of these experiments are given in section 3.4. 

3.11 Documen t genre 

Humanss rarely read documents outside of a specific context influencing their inter-
pretation.. Such contextual influences can be partially characterized by the concept 
off  genre. Abstractly, document genre acts as a mediating factor between author and 
reader.. Figure 3.2 illustrates this concept. Document genre consists of medium specific 
ruless or conventions that allow elements of an author's message to be effectively en-
codedd within a medium. Knowledge of a specific genre allows an author to effectively 
encodee a message, and a reader to decode it. For example, when presented with an 
unknownn business letter, most people can easily decode the visual and typographical 
cuess in it to identify the sender and recipient without the need to actually read any of 
thee content. It is knowledge of the genre of business letters that makes this possible. 

Wee can narrow this rather abstract conception of genre by adopting the following 
definition: : 

Definitio nn 3 A document genre is a category of documents characterized by simi-
laritylarity  of expression, style, form, or content. 

Throughh these four elements document genre creates an implicit contract between au-
thorr and reader. This contract manifests itself as expectation in the reader; expectation 
specificc components of the message are presented through known rules of expression, 
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Figuree 3.3: Characterizing document genre along the way. At each stage in the doc-
umentt analysis process some type of genre characterization may be performed. This 
workk focuses on characerizing the visual style component of document genre. 

style,, form, and content. In the semiotic research community, analysis of such struc-
turess is sometimes described as the study of how symbols mean as opposed to what 
theyy mean [22]. 

Theree are three major components of document genre for machine printed texts: 

•• textual style, which determines the characteristics of the various font styles, 
sizes,, and forms of emphasis applied to different local information components in 
documentt images. 

•• structura l style, which determines the organizational relationships between ho
mogeneouss content regions on a printed page. 

•• visual style, which dictates the overall appearance of a document. 

Writtenn communication is highly structured, and document typesetting systems 
exploitt this in organizing logical content into a physical realization of that content in 
geometricc layout structures. Document understanding systems likewise exploit this 
structuree in decomposing document images into typographically homogeneous regions 
beforee attempting high-level understanding. Just as genre plays a key role in mediating 
author/readerr communication, it can play a similar role in document understanding 
systems.. Figure 3.3 illustrates the conceptual pipeline of processing steps in a document 
understandingg system, and indicates the genre characterization stages inserted along 
thee processing flow. Immediately after scanning, the visual components of a document's 
genree can be analyzed. After layout analysis, the typographical constructs can then be 
characterized.. Lastly, the textual components of genre can be extracted from the text 
extractedd by an OCR system. All of these components of genre are finally indexed in 
aa document retrieval system. 

Notee the bidirectional communication between the logical analysis stage and the 
retrievall system. Logical analysis algorithms may utilize genre characterization by 
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exploitingg genre-level similarity with known documents already indexed in the system. 
Ass shown in figure 3.3, this work focuses on the characterization of visual components 
off  document genre, In the following sections we detail our approach to characterizing 
thee visual appearance of documents. 

3.22 Granulometrie s 

Thee visual appearance of a document is completely determined by the foreground and 
backgroundd pixels in the document image, While complete, this representation is cum-
bersomee due to the enormous semantic gap between the sensor space, i.e. the field of 
pixelss acquired by the document scanner, and the conceptual space in which documents 
aree interpreted. Documents are intrinsically multi-scale, and their multi-scale nature 
iss evident in the scales distinguishing characters from words, words from textlines, 
textliness from paragraphs, etc. A multi-scale approach is consequently an obvious 
choicee for a genre characterization technique. Out approach is based on multi-scale 
decompositionss of the background of document images. We can imagine a document 
imagee being decomposed into a collection of maximal rectangles that "fit " into the 
backgroundd of the image as shown in figure 3.1. Such decompositions supply informa-
tionn about the information carrying portions of a document or class of documents. In 
thiss and the following section we show how such decompositions may be constructed 
andd analyzed in order to characterize visual similarity between document genres. 

Ass mentioned above, the intrinsic multiscale nature of documents lends itself well 
too multiscale analysis techniques. Morphological scale-spaces possess conceptual and 
practicall  advantages which make them particularly suitable in the document image 
domain.. In this section we first introduce some necessary concepts and terminology 
fromfrom mathematical morphology, and then describe the specific extensions we use to 
measuree visual structure in document images. 

Wee are primarily concerned with scanned, binary document images, and all of our 
morphologicall  operations wil l be defined on subsets of the Euclidean plane, or constant 
Euclideann images in morphological parlance. Al l of our notation and conventions follow 
thosee of Serra [94]. 

Thee basic operations in mathematical morphology are the erosion and dilation. 
Ann erosion of image S by structuring element B is defined in terms of Minkowski 
subtraction: : 

y£B y£B 

wheree £Ly denotes the translate of 5 by —y, and È denotes the reflection of B about 
thee origin. All of the erosions we wil l discuss use symmetric structuring elements, and 
wee wil l therefore denote erosion simply as S&B. Dilation is similarly defined in terms 
off  Minkowski addition: 

ddBB(S)=(S)= (J Sy = S@B. 
y£B y£B 

Notee that erosion and dilation are dual with respect to complementation, i.e. SC@B — 
(SQB)(SQB)CC. . 
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Figuree 3.4: The size distribution and pattern spectrum of an image consisting entirely 
off  square grains at various scales. The solid line is the size distribution, and the dotted 
linee is the pattern spectrum. 

Combinationss of erosions and dilations can be constructed that perform more elab-
oratee transformations of images. The most basic of these are the opening and closing 
operations.. The opening of an image by structuring element B is: 

SoBSoB = (SeB)@B, 

andd the closing 

S»BS»B = (S@B)eB. 

Onee of the most useful tools in mathematical morphology is the granulometry, which 
iss constructed through sequential opening of an image. 

Formally,, a granulometry on V(R x R), where V(X) is the power set of X, is a 
familyy of operators: 

§§tt : V{R xR) —> V(R x R) 

satisfyingg for any S EV{R~x R) 

A l :: &t(S) C S for all t > 0 (#, is anti-extensive) 

A2:: For S C 5 ', $t{S) C #f (S') (* t is increasing). 

A3:: * , o #( , = #,, o #, = ymax{u> } for all % t' > 0. 

Off  particular interest are granulometries generated by openings by scaled versions of a 
singlee convex structuring element B, i.e. 

%,(S)%,(S) = SotB. 

Maragoss [72] has described two useful measurements on granulometries, the size dis-
tributionn and the pattern spectrum. The size distribution induced by the granulometry 
GG — {*, }  on image S is: 

«c(*,S)) = X W - f ' M . (3-D 
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Figuree 3.5: Ambiguity in size distributions. All of the images in (a) generate the size 
distributionn shown in (b). In many cases univariate size distributions are incapable of 
capturingg all of the degrees of freedom associated with grain sizing and orientation. 

A(X)A(X) denoting the area of set X. $G(£, 5) is a cumulative probability distribution. 
Thee pattern spectrum is defined as the derivative of the size distribution. 

Univariatee size distributions, i.e. size distributions constructed from granulometries 
withh a single scale parameter as in equation 3.1, are generally incapable of capturing all 
off  the free variables controlling grain placement and orientation. The example abstract 
imagess shown in figure 3.5 all generate identical size distributions. For document 
imagess such discriminations are vital, as it is the arrangement of both vertically and 
horizontallyy aligned rectangles are key to background decomposition. In such cases, 
multivariatee granulometries are more appropriate [15]. 

Too capture the vertically and horizontally aligned regions of varying aspect ratios, 
wee use multivariate, rectangular granulometries to characterize document images. Let 
HH and V be horizontal and vertical line segments of unit length centered at the origin. 
Wee define each opening in the rectangular granulometry as: 

VVxx,y{S),y{S) = So(yV®xH). 

Thee above definition makes use of the fact that any rectangle may be written as a 
dilationn of its orthogonal horizontal and vertical components. Note that any increas-
ingg function f(x) induces a univariate granulometry {^' Ij /(x)}  satisfying A1-A3. The 
extensionn to rectangular openings allows us to capture the information from all rect-
angularr granulometries in a single parameterized family of operators. Figure 3.6 gives 
somee example openings of this type for a document image. 

3.33 Documen t representatio n 

Inn this section we describe our method for representing document images using mea-
surementss taken on rectangular granulometries. Note that it is not the filtered versions 
off  the image S that are of most interest in describing the visual appearance of document 
images,, but rather the measurements taken on the filtered images tyx.y(S). 
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Figuree 3.6: Some examples of x̂<y(S) for a document S for various values of x and y. 
Thee multi-scale nature of documents is evident in the different structural relationships 
emergingg at different levels in the granulometry: characters are merged into words, 
wordss into lines, and lines into textblocks. Eventually the margins are breached and 
thee entire document is opened. 

Figuree 3.7: Example rectangular size distributions for two documents from different 
genress in our test database. Note the prominent flat plateau regions indicating regions 
off  stability in the granulometry. These most likely correspond to typographical param-
eterss such as margin width, inter-line distance, etc. The size distribution on the left is 
constructedd from the document shown in figure 3.1, and the one on the right from the 
documentt used to construct the example openings in figure 3.6. 

3.3.11 Rectangula r size distribution s 

Thee size distributions and pattern spectra introduced by Maragos [72] have been subse-
quentlyy extended to multivariate granulometries [15]. The rectangular size distribution 
inducedd by the granulometry G = {^x,y} on image S is: 

A{S)-A(*A{S)-A(*XlVXlV(S))) (S))) 
** GG(x,y,S)(x,y,S) = - ^ , 

A(X)A(X) denoting the area of set X. <I>G(:r, y, S) ÏS a lso a cumulative probability distri-
bution,, i.e. $c(x,y, S) is the probability that an arbitrary pixel in S is opened by a 
rectanglee of size x x y or smaller. 
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Ass mentioned in the introduction, documents with regions containing reverse video 
text,, i.e. white text on a black background, are not thoroughly captured by the open-
ingss ^3;,y To account for this, we extend the rectangular size distributions downward 
too include openings of the foreground. The definition becomes: 

(( MS)-A(#XV(S))) i f > 0 

*o(x,y,S)*o(x,y,S) = l AIS^M (S*)))  tf r \ < : 0 (3-2) 
{{  A(s*y " x>y<u 

Thee pattern spectrum is defined as the derivative of $<?(:£,$/, 5), for which we have 
twoo choices in the case of rectangular granulometries. For document images there is 
noo a priori  evidence for preferring either horizontal or vertical directional derivatives, 
e.g.. for preferring emphasis on inter-column gap over inter-line spacing, and for now 
wee concentrate on using the size distribution as our document representation. 

Figuree 3.7 gives two example size distributions. In these examples, we only plot the 
sizee distribution in the first quadrant, i.e. for x, y > 0. We see that the rectangular size 
distributionn captures much information about the document image. Of specific inter-
estt are the plateau regions in the size distribution, which indicate islands of stability 
mostt likely corresponding to specific typographical features such as inter-line spacing, 
paragraphh spacing, and inter-column gap. 

3.3.22 Efficienc y 

I tt is not feasible to exhaust the entire parameter space for rectangular size distributions 
inn a naive way. This is especially true for document images, which tend to be large. 
Wee can take advantage of several properties of rectangular granulometries and size 
distributionss in order to make their computation more tractable. 

First,, each rectangular opening may be decomposed into linear erosions and dila-
tionss as follows: 

**,y(£ )) = S°{yV®xH) 

== (5 0 (yV © xH)) © (yV © xH) 

== (({S 0 yV) e xH) © yV) © xH. (3.3) 

Thiss eliminates the need to directly open a document image by rectangles of all sizes. 
Instead,, the opening is incrementally constructed by the orthogonal components of 
eachh rectangle, which are increasing linearly in size rather than quadratically. 

Next,, we can eliminate the need to erode and dilate the image by structuring el-
ementss increasing linearly in size. Using linear distance transforms for vertical and 
horizontall  directions we can generate all needed erosions and dilations for each rectan-
gularr opening. The horizontal distance transform of an image S is defined as: 

£>h(S,£>h(S, x, y) = min{Ax \ (x  Ax, y) e 5 } , 

andd the vertical distance transform as: 

DDvv(S,x(S,xyyy)y) =mm{Ay |  e S). 
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Figuree 3.8: Efficient computation of an arbitrary rectangular opening. Distance trans-
formss are used to effectively encode all possible vertical and horizontal erosions. By 
thresholdingg these distance images we can obtain each desired erosion. The ® operator 
iss used above to indicate the application of the recursive filters described in equa-
tionss 3.4 and 3.5. The first part of the opening, (S © yV) © xH is illustrated above. 
Thee opening is completed by performing the same steps on ((S © yV) © xH)c. 

Thesee transforms can be efficiently performed using recursive forward/backward filter 
pairss defined on image S: 

DDh h 

A, , 

ffhh\x,y]\x,y] = min{ƒ[ x - 1, y] + 1, S(x, y)} 
gh[x,y]gh[x,y] = mm{f[x,y], g[x + l:y) + 1} 

ffvv[x,y][x,y]  = min{f[x,y - 1] + 1, S{x,y)} 
ggvv[x,y][x,y]  = min{/ [x,y] , g[x,y + 1] + 1} 

(3.4) ) 

(3.5) ) 

Thee use of these distance transforms to generate erosions of the original image repre-
sentss a significant savings in computation time. To generate a vertical or horizontal 
erosionn of arbitrary size we only have to apply two fixed-size recursive neighborhood 
operations,, rather than eroding by structuring elements increasing in size. In this way 
eachh opening can be incrementally constructed as illustrated in figure 3.8. 

Lastly,, since rectangular size distributions are monotonically increasing in both 
parameters,, i.e. if x' > x and y' > y then $G(X', y', S) > $G(X, y, S), we can recursively 
searchh the parameter space, eliminating the need to explore large, flat regions. The 
recursivee decomposition process is illustrated in figure 3.9. 

3.3.33 Feature space reduction and interpretation 

Thee multi-scale representation developed in the previous two subsections captures 
muchh structural information about document images, and we have also shown how the 
computationall  complexity of computing rectangular size distributions can be reduced. 
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Figuree 3.9: Recursive exploration of the rectangular parameter space. If 
&G{wo:ho,S)&G{wo:ho,S) = $ G ( U > I , / I I , S ), then every opening in the rectangle defined by these 
pointss will open the same area. If not, the same strategy is applied recursively on the 
fourr sub-rectangles. 

(a)) (b) (c) 

Figuree 3.10: Coefficients of the first principal component for a document collection. 
Onn the left are shown the coefficients in the principal eigenvector mapped back into 
thee original feature space of the size distribution (i.e. the same feature space as shown 
inn the examples given in figure 3.7). On the right, individual openings are interpreted: 
(a)) shows the original images, (b) an opening emphasizing the presence of the Topology 
logotype,, and (c) an opening emphasizing the differences in margins. 

However,, the complexity of the representation itself remains unchanged. To that end 
wee describe in this subsection our approach to dimensionality reduction, which also 
leadss to interesting qualitative interpretations in the original document image space. 

Thee dimensionahty of the entire size distribution is too large to be applied effectively 
inn a statistical pattern recognition setting. Some feature selection or reduction strategy 
mustt be applied. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a well-known approach to 
featuree reduction, and can be applied to rectangular size distributions to reduce the 
dimensionalityy of our document representation, while preserving the maximum amount 
off  variance in a document collection. The principal component mapping defines a 
rotationn of the original feature space using the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 
off  the dataset. Since each eigenvector is of the same dimensionahty as the original 
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Figuree 3.11: The first two principal components for two document classes. 

featuree space, we can visualize them individually in the same way as size distributions. 
Figuree 3.10 shows the coefficients of the first principal component computed for a 
two-classs subset of our four document genres (see section 3.4 for a description of the 
documentt collection used in our experiments). 

Fromm inspection of the plot on the left in figure 3.10 it is evident that it is not 
necessaryy to sample much of the parameter space in order to account for most of 
thee variance in the entire sample. In particular, most of the large openings do not 
contributee at all to the variance in the first principal component mapping. By selecting 
aa coefficient of high magnitude in the first principal component, we can compute the 
correspondingg opening x̂.y{S) on document images from our test sample. This allows 
uss to interpret features important for distinguishing between documents in the original 
imagee space. The opening shown in figure 3.10b emphasizes the presence of the logotype 
appearingg in the upper right corner of Topology articles, while in figure 3.10c the 
differencesdifferences in margins are emphasized. 

Thee principal component mapping is also useful for visualizing an entire genre 
off  document images. Figure 3.11 shows a sample class of document images (from the 
JournalJournal of the A CM) after mapping to the first two principal components. The clusters 
inn the low-dimensional space represent the gross typographical differences between 
documentt images from this class. In this case, clusters indicating the paper size and 
gutterr orientation are clearly defined. The outliers in this plot are page images not 
conformingg to the standard layout style for articles, such as errata pages and editorials. 

3.44 Experimental results 

Too illustrate the effectiveness of rectangular granulometries, we have applied the tech-
niquee to the problems of document genre classification and document image retrieval. 
AA total of 537 PDF documents were collected from several digital libraries. The sam-
plee contains documents from four different journals, which determine the genres in our 
classificationn problem, and relevance for document retrieval. Note that these genres are 
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Classifier r 
1-Nearestt Neighbor 

Quadraticc Discriminant 
Linearr Discriminant 

# P Cs s 
5 5 

94% % 
93% % 
76% % 

7 7 
95% % 
94% % 
80% % 

10 0 
98% % 
98% % 
93% % 

Tablee 3.1: Genre classification results for 30 training samples per class and various 
numberss of principal components. Classification accuracy is estimated by averaging 
overr 50 experimental trials. The PCA is performed independently for each trial. 

nott necessarily determined by visual similarity. Since we are using an inherently logical 
definitionn of document genre, i.e. coming from the same publication, there may be 
significantlyy different visual sub-genres within each genre (see figure 3.11). However, 
thiss does give us a non-subjective division of our document collection. 

Wee consider only the first page of each document, as it contains most of the visually 
significantt features for Q^cruninating between document genres. The first page of 
eachh PDF document was converted to an image and subsampled to 1/4 of its original 
size.. The rectangular size distribution described in section 3.2, equation 3.2, was then 
computedd for each image. Each quadrant of the size distribution is then sampled to 
formm a rectangular size distribution of size 41 x 61. The resulting dimensionality of our 
featuree space is 5002. 

3.4.11 Genre classificatio n 

Tablee 3.1 gives the estimated classification accuracy for a training sample of 30 doc-
umentss selected randomly from each document genre, with the remaining documents 
usedd as an independent test set. Estimated classification accuracy is shown for 5, 7, 
andd 10 principal components computed from the training sample, and for a 1-nearest 
neighbor,, quadratic discriminant, and linear discriminant classifier. These results in-
dicatee that, even with relatively few principal components, rectangular granulometries 
aree capable of capturing the relevant differences between document genres. 

3.4.22 Documen t imag e retrieva l 

Forr our document image retrieval experiments, a single document image is given as 
aa query, and a ranked list of relevant documents is returned. We use the rectangular 
sizee distributions described above as the representation for each document. Document 
rankingg is computed using the Euclidean distance from the size distribution of the 
queryy document to each document in the database. For evaluation, a document is 
consideredd relevant if it belongs to the same genre as the query document (i.e. it is 
fromfrom the same publication). Note that this definition of relevance does not take into 
accountt the existence of visually distinct subclasses within a single publication. 
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STDV V TOPO O Overall l 

Figuree 3.12: Average precision and recall plots for each genre in the test database. 
Resultss on the entire feature space and with 5, 10, and 20 principal components are 
shown.. The graphs on the left show the precision and recall for each individual class, 
whilee the plot on the right gives the overall average precision and recall. 

Precisionn and recall statistics can be used to measure the performance of retrieval 
systems.. They are defined as: 

Precision n 

Recall l 

## relevant documents retrieved 
## documents retrieved 

## relevant documents retrieved 
## relevant documents 

Ratherr than computing the overall precision, it is more useful to sample the precision 
andd recall at several cutoff points. For a given recall rate, we can determine what the 
resultingg precision is. That is, how many non-relevant documents must be inspected 
beforee finding that fraction of relevant documents. 

Figuree 3.12 gives the average precision/recall graphs for each document genre in 
ourr database. The graphs were constructed by using each document in a genre as a 
query,, ranking all documents in the database against it, and computing the precision 
att each recall level. These individual precision/recall statistics are then averaged to 
formm the final graph. 

Thee graphs in figure 3.12 give a good indication of how well each individual genre 
iss characterized by the rectangular size distribution representation, and also indicates 
thee overall precision and recall for the entire dataset. The overall precision/recall 
graphh is constructed by averaging the precision and recall rates over all classes. This 
graphh indicates that, on average. 50% of all relevant documents can be retrieved with 
aa precision of about 80%. 

Al ll  of the precision/recall graphs have a characteristic plunging tail, indicating that 
theree are some queries where relevant documents appear near the end of the ranked list. 
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Figuree 3.13: Some illustrative query examples. A sample query image for each genre 
iss shown, along with the highest and lowest ranked relevant images from the relevant 
genre.. In most cases the least relevant document is pathologically different the query. 

Itt is illustrative to examine some specific examples of this phenomenon. Figure 3.13 
givess some example query images along with the highest ranked relevant document 
returned,, excluding the query document itself, and the lowest ranked relevant document 
returned.. In most cases these low ranking relevant documents represent pathologically 
differentt visual sub-classes of the document genre. 

3.55 Discussion 

Wee have reported on an extension to multivariate granulometries that uses rectangles 
off varying scale and aspect ratio to characterize the visual content of document images. 
Rectangularr size distributions are an effective way to describe the visual structure of 
documentt images, and by employing morphological decomposition techniques they can 
bee efficiently computed. Experiments have shown that size distributions can be used to 
discriminatee between specific document genres. Principal component analysis can be 
usedd to reduce the dimensionality of multivariate size distributions, while preserving 
theirr discriminating power. One of the attractive aspects of rectangular size distribu
tionss is the ability, even under dimensionality reduction, to interpret the significant 
featuress back in the original image space. 

Documentt retrieval experiments also indicate the effectiveness of rectangular size 
distributionss for capturing visual similarity of documents. For our document database 
50%% of relevant documents can be retrieved with a precision of approximately 80%. 

Principall component analysis has proved useful for accentuating the important 
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featuress in size distributions. A non-linear PCA approach which maximizes inter-
classs variance while minimizing intra-class variance wil l certainly improve both the 
classificationn and retrieval results. 

Wee plan to elaborate further on feature selection approaches in the near future. 
Thee entire parameter space for rectangular size distributions is expensive to sample for 
documentt images. Feature selection, as opposed to feature reduction such as PCA, is 
moree desirable because of this. Feature subsets are also more natural to interpret in 
termss of the original document images. Research in currently focused on feature selec-
tionn strategies which also (re-) introduce spatial information into the size distribution 
representation. . 

I tt should be noted that the techniques presented in this paper are not limited solely 
too visual similarity matching, but rather constitute a general approach to multi-scale 
analysis.. As such, the granulometric approach may prove useful for applications such as 
tablee decomposition, text identification, and layout segmentation. A systematic study 
off  the effects of noise on the representation is essential to establishing the widespread 
applicabilityy of the granulometric technique to document understanding, 
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Probin gg textua l styl e wit h loca l vertica l 
granulometrie s s 

AndAnd as imagination bodies forth 
TheThe forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 
TurnsTurns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing 
AA local habitation and a name. 

-- William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act 5, Scene 1. 

Inn the previous chapter we introduced the concept of rectangular granulometries 
andd size distributions for thé purpose of characterizing the global visual appearance 
off  machine printed document images. While this approach works very well for dis-
criminatingg gross differences between layout classes, there are a few open, questions 
regardingg the use of such descriptions of visual style. First, note that the rectangular 
sizee distributions of chapter 3 provide no information about local components of layout 
style.. The motivation behind the use of rectangular granulometries was to character-
izee the global visual impact of entire page images by decomposing their rectangular 
structure.. Like the Fourier transform, however, each size measurement is implicitly as-
sumedd to be present everywhere in the image. There are, in fact, known relationships 
betweenn granulometries and the Fourier transform [32]. This makes them less suitable 
forr characterizing local style, as the impact of local stylistic phenomena become lost in 
thee global representation. 

Anotherr question arising from the developments in the previous chapter deals with 
thee use of principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the 
rectangularr size distribution representation. Principal component analysis identifies the 
principall  axes in a high dimensional space which account for a significant percentage 
off  the variance in the sample of point. This is done through eigenanalysis of the 
covariancee matrix of the samples, and then projecting them onto a subspace determined 
byy principal eigenvectors. When applying linear transformations to size distributions, 
however,, it is very uncertain how to interpret them morphologically. While the PCA 
hass been shown to be very effective for reducing thé dimensionality of size distributions 
ass a descriptor of visual appearance, it is rather unclear as to whether or not it makes 
sensee to apply linear feature reduction to implicitly non-linear (morphological) features. 

Thiss chapter is about textual style characterization, and locality is crucial to the 
techniques.. We will describe several tools and techniques for measuring the style of 
textuall  elements, specifically characters, words, and textlines. Textual style is an im-
portantt theme in document analysis. Apart from the basic problem of optical character 

51 1 
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recognition,, textual style characterization has been used for locating query matches in 
documentt images [56], and word spotting in images [104, 70, 90], and typeface recog-
nitionn [120]. 

Inn passing we wil l attack the outstanding questions of chapter 3 by introducing a 
notionn of local size distribution for characterizing textual style. This new perspective 
onn size distributions, when equipped with a generative model for printed text, wil l also 
providee a view that justifies the use of the PCA on them for feature reduction. Local 
sizee distributions have been previously investigated in the greyscale domain for texture 
classificationn [37], and on binary images for signature verification [93]. Our treatment 
differss from these in that we wil l be providing a formulation of local size distributions, 
measuredd from local granulometries, that establishes precise conditions under which 
theyy behave linearly. The essence of our argument lies in specifically articulating how 
andd when it makes sense to consider linear combinations of independently measured 
sizee distributions. 

Inn the next section we introduce our local size distributions and elucidate on the key 
observationn which makes everything work. Section 4.2 uses the theoretical development 
inn section 4.1 to develop an efficient technique for spotting words in textlines. In 
sectionn 4.3 we wil l introduce a simple generative model of printed text and illustrate 
howw the model behaves in predictably linear ways under projection. The model will also 
alloww us to generate model distributions directly from text, which we can be exploited 
byy the word spotter described in section 4.2. Section 4.4 illustrates the properties of 
ourr approach through examples and experiments. We show how the generative model 
cann be used to build simple typeface classifiers and investigate the performance of our 
wordd spotting technique on synthetically generated textlines. Section 4.5 wraps up 
withh a discussion and future directions. 

4.11 Anothe r loo k at granulometrie s 

Inn this section we wil l revisit the granulometries of chapter 3. By analyzing the theo-
reticall  formulation of granulometries and size distributions in a slightly different way, 
wee wil l arrive at some new insights regarding their behavior. 

4.1.11 The key observation 

Throughoutt chapter we wil l be dealing exclusively with univariate size distributions, 
specificallyy with linear, vertical size distributions. The most thorough treatment of lin-
earr morphological filters is that of Soille [102], who is primarily concerned with efficient 
computationn of linear openings at arbitrary orientations. Since we wil l only be using 
verticallyy oriented operators, however, we are not concerned with the efficiency of our 
openingss in this chapter. Another important distinction between the granulometries 
off  chapter 3 and those now under consideration is that we wil l be working with size 
distributionss induced by families of openings of the foreground. In the previous chapter 
wee worked with openings of the background to characterize layout style. Here we wil l 
bee characterizing the local style arising from measurements of character patterns. 

Wee begin with the standard definition of the univariate vertical granulometry of an 
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imagee S induced by the following family of openings: 

* h.(S)) = 5oAV; 

wheree V is a vertical line segment of unit length centered at the origin, and scalar h is 
aa scale factor controlling the height of the opening. This family of openings gives rise 
too the granulometry G = {&h}-  From this, the vertical size distribution is computed 
inn the usual way: 

A(S)-A{*A(S)-A{*hh{S)) {S)) 

* c(h' 5)) = W)—' 
wheree A(X) denotes the area of the set X. For notationai simplicity in what follows, 
andd because we we only be using vertical granulometries, we write the vertical size 
distributionn simply as: 

A{S)-A{SohV) A{S)-A{SohV) 

** {KS){KS) = A(S) 

== A(SohV) 
A(S)A(S) K } 

soo that the opening is explicit in the definition. 
Thee key observation we are aiming for results from rewriting equation (4.1) in 

functionall  form. Letting dom(S) denote the rectangular domain of definition of image 
S,, the characteristic function of 5 is denned as: 

n = ff  1 if z e S 
XsWXsW " j o otherwise 

forr all z G dom(S). We can now rewrite equation (4.1) as: 

YlYl XSohvfr) 
*(ft,S)) = ! _ ^ ^ (4.2) 

z€dom(S') ) 

Furtherr restricting the sums to the points in the original image image 5, which 
afterr all are the only points that can ever hope to contribute to the distribution, gives 
us: : 

>,ygo/tv(z) ) 

*(/ i ,S)) = l - z € S 

£ x s ( z ) ) 
zes s 

== ! — ]̂ T 5Z X^oftv(z), (4.3) 
11 I zes 

soo that the vertical size distribution can be seen as measuring how the characteristic 
functionn of S evolves with progressive opening. 
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Thee importance of this view of vertical size distributions lies in the exposure of 
thee averaging process hidden in the original definition. In particular, after introducing 
localityy in the next subsection, the linearity of equation 4.3 wil l allow us to characterize 
howw local size distributions combine in meaningful ways. 

4.1.22 Introducin g localizatio n 

Wee wil l begin introducing localization into vertical size distributions as a straightfor-
wardd extension of equation (4.3). Instead of averaging the image values over the entire 
supportt of S we wil l restrict the average to a crisp neighborhood about an arbitrary 
pointt in dom(S). The local vertical size distribution at point x 6 dofn(S) is defined as: 

11 ^-^ 
$x(/i ,, S) = 1 - 2 ^ X(N*nS)ohv(z>)- (4.4) ) 

z€N xnS S 

NNxx in the definition above denotes a local neighborhood around the point x. 
Thee first thing to notice is that such locally denned size distributions are, with a 

littl ee care, wholly consistent with the original, global definition. In what follows we 
wil ll  consider a subset of the domain of S, denoted by E and called the neighborhood 
supportt set. 

Proposit ionn 4 For E C dom(S') and neighborhood function N, ifN^nNy = 0 for all 
x , y e ££ suck that x ^ y , then: 

#(/ i ,5n n 
Lx€E Lx€E 

)) = 
Exe£ l ^xn5 |<Mfc ,5) ) 

Proof:Proof: Pick E c dom(S) and N such that N* n Ny = 0 for all x, y e E, x ^ y. Then 

r r 
$(h,Sn $(h,Sn 

Lx€£ £ 
)) = *(fc, (J [Nxns]) 

*£E *£E 

77 ,X(Nxng)oftv(x) 

== 1 -xeu^sIJ^ns ] ] 

Ut^ n5)o o 
xeE xeE 

Byy the mutual disjointness requirement we note that 

II  U(** n5)l  = Y^\NxnSU and 
xg£ £ x €F F 

22X(N22X(NxxnS)ahv{x)nS)ahv{x) = ^2 77 ^X(ATxnS)o/tv(g) 
x€U*e£[JVxnSl l x€Ex€E Lz€NxnS 

(4.5) ) 
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E E justt aline of text -N^ -N^ 

sr sr 

Figuree 4.1: Setting up a textline for local probing. The image T is the entire textline, 
thee set E supporting the local neighborhoods is the middle scanline, and the neighbor-
hoodd of each point in E is the entire vertical extent of T. 

Substitutingg these identities back into 4.5 we get: 

$(/i,sn n IM M 
.xEE .xEE 

E E 
)) = i -

// ,X(NxnS)oftv(z) 
xeExeE jz£Nxns 

^\N^\NxxnS\ nS\ 
xeE xeE 

(4.6) ) 

Now,, from the original definition of $x(h, S) in equation 4.4 we have: 

££ X(*„ns)ohv(*) = \NxnS\-\NxnS\$x(h,S) 
z<=Nz<=Nxxns ns 

Substitutingg this into 4.6 we have 

$(fc,sn n 
Lx££ £ 

)) = 1 -
Ex6££ i\N*  n 5 I - I *  n S\**(h>  5)1 

EExxeeEE\N\NxxnS\ nS\ 

ZZXXZEZE \N*ns\, 

andd the proposition is proved. D 
Thee proposition above establishes the formal relationship between local and global size 
distributions,, i.e. that the global vertical size distribution can be re-captured over a 
restrictedd domain by re-normalizing and averaging the local vertical size distributions. 

Whilee the disjointness requirement on E and the neighborhood function Nx seems 
att first rather odd and restrictive, there are many configurations of E and iVx that are 
particularlyy well suited to document image analysis. Figure 4.1 illustrates just such 
ann arrangement of the neighborhood and support set that we wil l be using in what 
follows. . 

Inn everything that follows, we will be dealing with configurations like that of fig-
uree 4.1. Also, while treating local and global size distributions functionally is con-
venientt for theoretical treatment, in practice we will always be discretely sampling 
sizee distributions over a range of sizes and points in the neighborhood support set E, 
andd therefore we introduce some notational simplifications. First, since in most of our 
exampless E is a line bisecting the image vertically, we will dispense with the vector 
notationn for elements in E, emphasizing its ID nature. We wil l further write global 
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sizee distributions as: 

*<S)) = 

A{SA{S o hoV) 

__ A{SohkV) _ 

andd local size distributions as: 

* - (S )) = 

A((SnNA((SnNxx)oh)oh00V) V) 

lA({SnNlA({SnNxx)oh)ohkkV)V) J 

forr x e E, 

wheree Nx is understood to be the vertical line segment centered at x and extending for 
thee entire vertical height of S. Writing size distributions as column vectors helps to 
simplifyy thé notation in what follows, and also emphasizes their linear nature. We have 
alsoo switched to boldface symbols to remind us of this in what follows. Note also that 
wee have dispensed with both global and local normalization of size distributions. We 
wil ll  leave them un-normalized for now. In this vector representation $(S) and $X(S) 
aree decreasing, monotone vectors. That is, if <1>(S) = [a»] then a*+i < a .̂ 

4.22 An efficient word spotter 

Thee developments in the previous subsection allow us to determine precisely the in-
terpretationn of linear combinations of local size distributions. We will show now how 
thee linear properties of size distributions described above can be exploited to construct 
efficientt algorithms. We wil l develop an algorithm that locates words in segmented 
textlines,, using local vertical size distributions. 

Wee begin by identifying candidate word gaps in the textline image T. In what 
followss we wil l Call any point x in E such that *x(T ) = 0 a gap. In order to control 
thee number of gaps to be considered we cluster runs of adjacent gaps, identifying each 
clusterr by its center gap and its length. We filter this collection of clusters, and denote 
thee set of gaps of length greater or equal to s as G3. Since E is one dimensional and 
cann be naturally ordered by the x coordinate, we can simply write the set of candidate 
gapss as {#.} . 

Wee now define the cumulative size distribution at each gap & as 

#«»(r)) = 53*«(n (4.7) ) 
*<9i *<9i 

whichh is simply the global size distribution of the entire textline up to point </*. 
Promm (4.7) and the additive properties of our size distributions, however, we can write 
thee size distribution of any candidate word (i.e. a pair of candidate gaps) as: 

== * 9r(r)-$ ff( (r) . (4.8) ) 
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I tt should be noted also that since we are dealing exclusively with linear combinations 
off  local vertical size distributions, linear projections wil l push through the sums of 
equationn 4.8 as deeply as is convenient. That is, we can project the original local size 
distributions,, the cumulative gap distributions, or the candidate word distributions as 
needed. . 

Now,, given an image W of a word we want to match it against all potential words 
inn T as denned by pairs of candidate word gaps (gi,gr)- Let || • || denote the L\ norm 
andd define the candidate word distance matrix as; 

DD = [dl,r], 

where, , 

rfrf f | | * ( W 0 - # g ; ( r ) | | f o r f < r 
, rr \ oo otherwise 

Thee task of finding the best matches for word W in T has then been transformed into 
thee problem of finding minima in the distance matrix D. 

Thee choice of the L\ norm is not arbitrary. Given the appropriate metric, the 
distancee matrix D defined above is row and column convex. That is: 

iff ditr < dj,r+i then ditT < dttr+k V& > 0, and (4.9) 

iff ditr < di+i tT then d r̂ < dj+fc,r VA: > 0,/. (4.10) 

Thee reason for this is that the restriction that all possible vectors (size distributions) 
bee monotonically decreasing in dimensions places a strong restriction on the possible 
movess that can be made by adding a new observation to an existing one. In two 
dimensions,, for example, this constraint restricts all vectors to fall between 0Q and 45° 
fromfrom the £-axis, since we require y < x. An illustration of this general idea is shown 
inn figure 4.2r 

Roww and column convexity are not guaranteed for arbitrary metrics, however, as 
figurefigure 4.3(a) illustrates for the Euclidean metric. The circular shape of the equidistant 
boundaryy to point w admits situations where an increase in distance does not ensure 
thatt all subsequent additions fall outside of the equidistant circle of the current mini
mumm distance. In such cases there can be multiple minima in the distance matrix. By 
adoptingg a Manhattan distance metric as shown in 4.3 the possibility is eliminated be
causee the equidistant boundary to w cannot be violated any longer under the angular 
constraintt imposed by the monotone requirement. 

Thiss convexity property of D suggests a greedy algorithm for finding the best 
matchess for a word within a textline which advances the candidate right word bound
aryy until the distance begins increasing, at which point it begins advancing the left 
boundary.. This process is described in algorithm 3, which we call the Greedy Inch-
wormm algorithm as its progress through a textline is reminiscent of inchworm motility. 
Ass it takes a step forward it takes in a new glyph from the sequence or it releases the 
oldestt from the sequence under consideration, reducing its length. 

AA trace of the execution of the algorithm is also provided in figure 4.4. A textline 
iss being matched with the somewhat unimaginative text "word." The algorithm pro
gressess through the line, advancing the left boundary only when it is guaranteed to not 
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Figuree 4.2: No turning back, a sketch of a proof of the row and column convexity 
off  distance matrix D. The property arises from the restriction of size distributions to 
monotonee functions (vectors), causing all vectors under consideration to fall between m 
andd the x axis in the graph above. Once distance between candidates begins increasing 
(byy adding x to a above), it can never decrease again since all additions a-f-x-f-y must 
falll  in the shaded region. 

Figuree 4.3: (Almost) no turning back, (a) In a Euclidean metric space it is possible to 
havee non-convex distance matrices even with the monotone restriction. Given point a, 
thee shaded region indicates those points of distance less than or equal to ||w — a||. In 
thiss configuration it is still possible to make a move (EX in the example) which increases 
inn distance from w, but still admits moves of 45° capable of decreasing in distance from 
w.. (b) In an L\ metric space, however, this cannot happen as the equidistant boundary 
conformss to the 45° constraint. 
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Algorith mm 3 Greedy Inchwonn Algorithm 

Input ::  A segmented textline image T, a word image W to match, a distance threshold 
i ,, and Gj ~ {ffot • • • t ffn}i a filtered set of candidate word gaps in T of length greater 
orr equal to s. 

Output ::  M = {{gi,gk)}, a set of word matches in T. 

Initializee I := 0, r := 0, M :— 0 
whil ee r <= n and I <= n do 

i ff  di^T < t then 
Addd (l,r) toM 

endd if 
i ff  dt+i jT < di,r+i theii 

i := ZZ + l 
else e 

rr  := r + 1 
endd if 

endd whil e 

findfind any better matches by advancing the right boundary. Row and column convexity 
alsoo allow us to compute values in the distance matrix lazily, eliminating the need 
too compute distance values for every candidate match. The algorithm is linear in the 
numberr of detected gaps, and the maximum number of distance computations required 
iss 2(2n — 1). Note that the algorithm is not guaranteed to find all matches below the 
thresholdd t (introduced in algorithm 3), which can be arbitrarily high. It will, however, 
findfind each row and column minimum, guaranteeing that it will find the global best. 

4.33 A Generativ e mode l 

Wee will now define a generative model of size distributions for printed text. The model 
assumess that text is generated in a single typeface. Using the frequency of occurrence 
off letters in a word we will construct model size distributions of words. 

4.3.11 Glyph distribution s 
Ourr construction begins by considering the global size distributions of individual low
ercasee machine printed characters. For a given typeface we typeset images of each of 
thee n = 26 lowercase glyphs and compute the vertical size distribution: 

AA = 
$ (< * l ) ) r r 

.. * ( a n ) T T 

Thee rows of A are just the size distributions of each glyph. Figure 4.5 shows some 
examplee glyph distributions for the Adobe Times-Roman typeface. Note how, as de
scribedd above, we are now working with un-normalized size distributions which are 
noww decreasing functions of size. We will refer to such matrices as canonical glyph 
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,th,i,ss i v^Qrd, th,a,t. w;Qrd 
9o9o 9\ 92 93 9A 95 96 97 98 99 9io 9u 9 

\ \ 
912 912 

1.00 0 0.42 2 
1.00 0 

0.31 1 
0.82 2 
1.00 0 

0.27 7 
0.71 1 
0.87 7 
1.00 0 

0.24 4 
0.46 6 
0.62 2 
0.74 4 
1.00 0 

0.44 4 
0.25 5 
0.38 8 

0.94 4 
0.33 3 
0.15 5 

1.57 7 
0.94 4 
0.77 7 

o.522 mmmm 0.62 
0.80 0 
1.00 0 

0.29 9 
0.51 1 
1.00 0 

0,41 1 
0.43 3 
0.42 2 
1.00 0 

1.82 2 
1.20 0 
1.02 2 
0.87 7 
0.61 1 
0.45 5 
0.28 8 
0.77 7 
1.00 0 

2.06 6 
1.45 5 
1.27 7 
1.12 2 
0.86 6 
0.64 4 
0.41 1 
0.54 4 
0.76 6 
1.00 0 

2.35 5 
1.74 4 
1.56 6 
1.41 1 
1.12 2 
0.92 2 
0.41 1 
0.32 2 
0.52 2 
0.74 4 
1.00 0 

2.56 6 
1.94 4 
1.76 6 
1.61 1 
1.35 5 
1.12 2 
0.61 1 
0.17 7 
0.32 2 
0.52 2 
0.80 0 
1.00 0 

3.06 6 
2.45 5 
2.27 7 
2.12 2 
1.86 6 
1.64 4 
1.12 2 
0.51 1 
0.26 6 

1222^2] ] 
0.29 9 
0.51 1 
1.00. . 

Figuree 4.4: An example execution of the greedy inchworm algorithm. At the top is 
samplee textline containing two occurrences of "word." Below is the upper triangular 
distancee matrix, with shaded cells indicating the progression of the search. The search 
expandss its right boundary out to g5, at which point adding any more text to the match 
onlyy decreases the distance. After a tiny contraction, removing the initial "th" from 
consideration,, it advances the right boundary to include the "rd" of the first match. 
Twoo contractions later, and the left boundary is at the beginning of the first "word" 
andd we have a perfect match. 

distributionsdistributions whenever we are assuming that an arbitrary pattern was generated from 
onee one of them. 

Wee now consider each glyph distribution as a realization of a random variable. 
Lettingg M A denote the n x k matrix with each row identically equal to the mean of 
thee rows of A, we compute the covariance of the glyphs: 

C C A=A= - ( A - M A ) T ( A - M A ) . 
nn — 1 

Further,, let EA denote the matrix of eigenvectors of C A , and EA the matrix consisting 
onn the first k principal eigenvectors of C A- We can now consider projections of the 
glyphh distributions of A. Figure 4.6 gives a scatterplot of all of the projected lowercase 
Times-Romann glyphs, and also provides an illustration of how other typefaces project 
ontoo the Times-Roman eigenspace. 

Theree are some interesting observations to be made from the plots of figure 4.6. 
Firstt of all. there is reasonable separation between the Times-Roman glyphs with only 
twoo principal components, implying that low-frequency variations are most important 
forr for distinguishing differences between character classes within typefaces. When pro-
jectingg distributions of other typefaces onto tins eigenspace, some glyphs are relatively 
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100 12 
Verticall size (h) 

Figuree 4.5: Some example Times-Roman global vertical glyph distributions. 

stable,, such as the "m," "r," and "k." This indicates that there are relatively minor 
stylisticc variations, as measured by vertical size distributions, in these character classes 
forr these typefaces. Also, the invariance of vertical size distributions is illustrated by 
thee proximity of all instances of "r" and "u," as well as the clustering in the "p," "b," 
"q,""  "p" complex. In section 4.4.1 wil l exploit this type of eigenspace projection to 
developp a style-based typeface recognition algorithm. 

4.3.22 A generativ e wor d mode l 

Inn the previous section we showed how glyph distributions can be computed and pro-
jectedd onto meaningful subspaces. These projections manage to capture some of the 
essencee of typeface style. Using the techniques of section 4.1 for combining local mea-
surementss into meaningful measurements of larger areas we will develop now a gener-
ativee model of size distributions for printed words. 

Wee consider a word to be an unordered bag of isolated glyphs, and represent them 
byy a column vector of counts of the number of times each glyph appears in the word. 
Lettingg na. denote the number of times the glyph a>i appears in a word, the word is 
representedd as: 

ww = 

" 0 : 26 6 

Givenn a matrix A of glyph distributions and a word W we can compute the model 
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-1500 ' ' 1 ' - : : : : i-J ' 1 1 
-3000 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 

Firstt principal eigenvector 

Figuree 4.6: Principal component projection of Times-Roman, Helvetica, and Book-
mann typefaces onto the Times Roman eigenspace. The letters in the graph represent 
thee projections of the Times-Roman glyphs. Lines emanating from them lead to the 
projectedd versions of the other typefaces. 

verticall  size distribution as: 

$(w)) = A r W (4.11) 

Equationn (4.11) says that the vertical size distribution of words is just a linear 
combinationn of glyph distributions, and that we can generate model size distributions 
forr words in arbitrary typefaces from the character occurrence vector w and a glyph 
distributionn for the typeface A. The ability to generate model distributions directly 
fromm text is particularly advantageous in combination with the word spotter described 
inn section 4.2, allowing us to effectively query images of textlines with text. 

4.44 Experiment s and illustratio n 

Inn this section we wil l describe some experiments we performed on synthetically gen-
eratedd textlines and words in order to evaluate the performance of vertical size dis-
tributionss for characterizing stylistic differences between typefaces and spotting words 
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inn textlines. To evaluate the techniques described above on a collection of text more 
representativee of English text than the contrived examples used to motivate the the-
oreticall  development above, we sampled the first one hundred pages from the Project 
Gutenbergg version of Moby Dick [38]. The text consists of 2,843 textlines, containing a 
totall  of 37,816 words. Thé words in the text can be broken down as consisting of 22,986 
stopwordss (words such as "the" and "but" which hold littl e or no retrieval value), and 
14,8300 non-stopwords. For our experiments we selected the top one hundred most 
frequentlyy occurring non-stopwords, of which there were 3,030 occurrences in the first 
onee hundred pages of Moby Dick. All of our experiments were performed using only 
lowercasee glyphs, and the text of Moby Dick was first normalized by downcasing all 
capitall  letters and removing all punctuation. 

4.4.11 Typefac e classificatio n 

Thee development of the generative model for text in section 4.3, and particularly the 
analysiss of the model under orthogonal projection in section 4.3.1 and figure 4.6 suggests 
thee following typeface classifier for words. 

Supposee you have a number of typefaces fi and canonical glyph distributions for 
eachh face A$, and an image W of a word to which you want to assign one of the 
typefaces,, from the generative model of section 4.3 we can write the size distribution 
off  W as: 

*{W)*{W)  = Awvt 

5 5 

wheree w is the vector of character counts in the word and Aw is the glyph distribution 
off  the true typeface of W. 

Lettingg E,\. denote the first k principal eigenvectors of CA^ , consider the projection 
off  #(W) onto its eigenspace: 

3 3 

andd we can construct the projected word distribution from the projected glyphs. 
Ourr classification rule is simple: assign W a typeface as follows: 

typeface(W)) = argmin \\Ei(Ei)T&(W) - *(W)|J 

Thatt is, we assign W to the typeface whose principal eigenspace best reconstructs the 
originall  vertical size distribution. 

Wee implemented this typeface classifier and tested it on 33 standard PostScript* 
typefaces.. Figure 4.7 gives examples of each typeface as well as the standard abbrevia-
tionss used for each. Table 4.1 gives the average recognition performance on the top 500 
mostt frequently occurring non-stopwords in the first one hundred pages of Moby Dick. 
Thee typeface classifier was also evaluated on entire textlines, to investigate how evi-
dencee for a particular typeface might accumulate with additional text. These accuracy 
numberss are also shown in table 4.1. 

•PostScriptt is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated 
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AvantGarde-Book k 
(pagk) ) 

sphagnums s 
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sphagnums sphagnums 
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Figuree 4.7: The 33 standard PostScript fonts. 
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Average e 
Sdev v 

## of principa l components 
2 2 

ww j tl 

12%% 1 18% 
311 1 28 

3 3 
w w 

23% % 
38 8 

tl l 

28% % 
30 0 

|| 7 

!!  w 

11 40% 
|| 45 

tl l 

45% % 
34 4 

10 0 
w w 

40% % 
45 5 

tl l 

48% % 
35 5 

Tablee 4.1: Average typeface recognition accuracy and standard deviation for words 
andd textlines. Accuracy figures are given over a number of principle components for 
thee 33 standard PostScript typefaces shown in figure 4.7. Figures in the ' V columns 
correspondd to recognition oil individual words, and the "tl " columns for entire textlines. 

Probablyy the most conspicuous feature of table 4.1 is the extremely low average per-
formancee for all typefaces and the extreme variability over all 33 typefaces. Increasing 
thee number of glyphs in each pattern by classifying entire textlines instead of words 
increasess recognition accuracy marginally, and we can conclude that evidence does ac-
cumulatee with contributions from more glyphs. Additionally, the typeface classifier is 
markedlyy unstable for all numbers of principal components. 

Analysiss of the recognition rates for ail typeface classes showed that for all numbers 
off  principal components at least one typeface was being recognized with 100% accuracy. 
Furtherr inspection of the actual confusions being made be the classifier showed that 
thesee typefaces were acting as catch-all "sinks" in the classifier in that their eigenspace 
didd a reasonable job of reconstructing words from most others. Most of these confusions 
weree occurring across typeface families as well, leading us to suspect that stylistic 
similaritiess between families were dominating the classification results. Table 4.2 gives 
thee recognition accuracy figures for the typeface classifier applied only within the major 
PostScriptt font families. 

Thee results in table 4.2 provide a more detailed picture of how the typeface classifier 
iss behaving. Notice that in many cases the within-family average recognition accuracy 
iss decreasing when applied to entire textlines. In such cases the vertical size distribution 
off  the textline is becoming so saturated with distributions of individual glyphs that it 
cann be explained at least as well by other eigenspaces. We can also see from table 4.2 
thatt the number of principal eigenvectors required for accurate recognition depends on 
thee family, and that in most cases increasing the number of principal components from 
sevenn to ten results in more confusions. 

Thee Helvetica family stands out in table 4.2 because of the consistently poor perfor-
mancee achieved by the recognizer. If we examine the examples of Helvetica typefaces in 
figurefigure 4.7 we see that it contains, in addition to the largest number, the largest variety 
off  typeface styles of all the families. The family contains narrow, oblique, roman, and 
boldd faces, and all combinations of these. Such variations, and similarities, in style are 
difficul tt to discriminate through analysis by vertical size distributions. 

4.4.22 Wor d spottin g 

Thee greedy algorithm described in section 4.2 was implemented and evaluated on the 
textliness generated from the first one hundred pages of Moby Dick. Each textline was 
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Family y 

AvantGard e e 
Average e 

Sdev v 
Bookman n 

Average e 
Sdev v 

Courier r 
Average e 

Sdev v 
Helvetica a 

Average e 
Sdev v 

NewCentury y 
Average e 

Sdev v 
Palatine e 

Average e 
Sdev v 

Times s 
Average e 

Sdev v 

## of principa l components 
2 2 

w w tl l 
3 3 

w w tl l 
7 7 

w w tl l 
10 0 

w w tl l 

71% % 
39 9 

73% % 
49 9 

73% % 
38 8 

63% % 
48 8 

89% % 
15 5 

90% % 
19 9 

93% % 
9 9 

99% % 
2 2 

30% % 
46 6 

25% % 
50 0 

64% % 
40 0 

50% % 
58 8 

92% % 
12 2 

99% % 
2 2 

92% % 
5 5 

95% % 
8 8 

46% % 
54 4 

42% % 
51 1 

46% % 
43 3 

25% % 
50 0 

76% % 
36 6 

75% % 
50 0 

69% % 
37 7 

73% % 
49 9 

21%% | 13% 
27 7 35 5 

31% % 
39 9 

31% % 
45 5 

48% % 
30 0 

33% % 
45 5 

42% % 
38 8 

26% % 
45 5 

52% % 
54 4 

50% % 
58 8 

61% % 
40 0 

50% % 
58 8 

71% % 
37 7 

74% % 
50 0 

70% % 
38 8 

74% % 
50 0 

54% % 
47 7 

50% % 
58 8 

66% % 
27 7 

67% % 
46 6 

86% % 
6 6 

97% % 
2 2 

87% % 
18 8 

88% % 
23 3 

33% % 
46 6 

25% % 
50 0 

68% % 
30 0 

52% % 
55 5 

78% % 
38 8 

75% % 
50 0 

92% % 
8 8 

100% % 
0 0 

Tablee 4.2: Average typeface classification accuracy within typeface families. In each 
celll  the rate on the left is for individual words, on the right is for entire textlines. 
Averagee accuracy and standard deviation are given for a range of principle component 
numbers. . 

typesett in the 12'pt Times-Roman typeface and imaged at 300dpi. The local vertical 
sizee distribution was then computed as described in equation (4.4) with the textline 
setupp shown in figure 4.1. Gaps were then detected in the local size distributions 
andd the cumulative vertical size distribution computed and retained for each detected 
candidatee word boundary. A gap size parameter was also included to permit filtering of 
gapss unlikely to be actual word boundaries. Gap clusters below this gap size parameter 
aree removed from consideration as word boundaries. 

Forr the word spotting experiments we limited the words to be spotted to the top 
onee hundred most frequently occurring non-stopwords in the sample. Words are not 
imagedd as the textlines were, however, but rather computed directly from the character 
occurrencee count of each word using a pre-eomputed canonical glyph distribution for 
12ptt Times-Roman and the generative model given by equation 4.11. So, we are in 
factt querying images with text. 
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Threshold d 

0.1 1 
0.01 1 

0.001 1 
0.0001 1 

G app size (pixels) 
2 2 

pre e 

0.02 2 
0.83 3 
0.90 0 
0.91 1 

4 4 
recc pre 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
0.99 9 

0.02 2 
0.85 5 
0.92 2 
0.93 3 

rec c 

1.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.00 0 
0.99 9 

6 6 
pre e 

0.03 3 
0.85 5 
0.91 1 
0.91 1 

rec c 

0.86 6 
0.88 8 
0.89 9 
0.88 8 

Tablee 4.3: Precision and recall for words spotting over a variety of threshold values 
andd gap sizes. 

Performancee is measured using precision and recall, defined as: 

Precision n 

Recall l 

## correct words spotted 
## words spotted 

## correct words spotted 
## words to be spotted 

Tablee 4.3 gives the precision and recall statistics for the approach given a number of 
distancee thresholds and gap sizes. 

Notee that the very high recall rates in table 4.3 are not yet cause for unrestrained 
jubilation,, as we are evaluating performance on purely synthetic data. What is inter-
estingg in these results is an analysis of how the lexical texture of English text exposes 
aspectss of our word spotting approach when the performance changes. 

First,, there are some invariants inherent in the characterization of text using vertical 
sizee distributions. Some notable examples are: 

permutation n 

wordd join 

bagdanov v 
away y 

vagabond d 
away y 

Becausee we are computing size distributions locally as shown in figure 4,1, the com-
binedd size distributions are invariant to arbitrary permutations of characters as shown 
inn the first example above. The size distributions are in fact invariant to arbitrary 
permutationss of pixel column, but this does not occur too frequently in English text. 
AA more subtle error is the second example above, where two isolated words are being 
matchedd to a single word. This error cannot be prevented by simply adjusting the gap 
sizee or distance threshold, but only by penalizing matches that span "too many" gaps 
thatt are "too big." 
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Figuree 4.8: Word distributions that are coincidentally close (see text for word images). 

Thee most obvious parameter in the Greedy Inchworm algorithm is the distance 
thresholdd used to select matches. The precision figures of table 4.3 are extremely low 
forr very high thresholds, and increase dramatically as the threshold decreases. Setting 
thee distance threshold too high results in false matches like these: 

undersegmentation n 

oversegmentation n 

coincidence e 

ihad d 
sland d 

mention n 

hard d 
hands s 

moment t 
Figuree 4.8 provides the actual size distributions computed from the falsely matched 

wordss in the examples above. It is interesting to try to mentally redistribute the ink 
inn the false matches to understand why they have such similar distributions. In the 
topmostt example above, for example, the dot of the "i " has approximately the same 
verticall  size distribution as tip of the arc on the "r." 

Wee have just illustrated how a high distance threshold can lead to false matches, 
butt note how in table 4.3 recall eventually begins to drop as the threshold is decreased. 
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Recalll  that we are generating theoretical vertical size distributions from text under the 
assumptionn that characters are perfectly isolated. In these examples: 

word d 

harpooneer r 
morning g 

thee culprit 

rp p 
rn n 

att least one pair of letters are being kerned together in such a way that the area is not 
conserved.. The overlapping areas, though small, create subtle differences between the 
actuall  and theoretical size distributions. 

Thee other parameter in the greedy word spotting algorithm is the gap size. Some of 
thee errors caused by a high distance threshold can be eliminated by increasing the gap 
size,, and thereby eliminating some character gaps as candidate word boundaries. This 
iss why the precision increases with gap size. Eventually, however, some word gaps will 
bee missed and performance wil l decline as indicated by the decreasing recall statistics 
forr a gap size of six in table 4.3. 

4.55 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we described techniques for characterizing textual style using locally 
measuredd features, the local vertical size distribution. The main contributions óf this 
chapterr are the characterization of local size distributions and precise conditions under 
whichh they may be combined to obtain meaningful measurements of larger structures. 
Thee generative model of text distributions described in section 4.3 additionally allows 
uss to construct model vertical size distributions directly from text. The combination 
off  these has allowed us to create simple and efficient tools for typeface classification 
andd word spotting. 

Thee typeface classifiers operate under the assumption that stylistic differences be-
tweenn typefaces are more important, from a variance perspective, than stylistic differ-
encess between glyphs within a single typeface. Results on the 33 standard PostScript 
typefacess shown in figure 4.7 suggest that this is not the case and that features more 
discriminatingg than vertical size are needed for determining stylistic differences. Stylis-
ticc variation within some typeface families are also not adequately captured by vertical 
sizee measurements, as indicated by the results in table 4.2. The typeface classification 
results,, however, do suggest that vertical size distributions are capturing some measure 
off  stylistic variation between letter classes. 

Basedd on local vertical granulometries, the greedy word spotting algorithm finds the 
bestt matches for one hundred words in a textline in just ten milliseconds, on average. 
Thee algorithm is a factor more efficient than template matching. This performance 
increasee is due to our ability to update the template quickly using linear combinations 
off  vertical size distributions, and to take greedy steps in searching the row and column 
convexx candidate distance matrix. 

Inn general, Word spotting using vertical size distributions as we have presented 
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themm can be thought óf as an elaborate type of template matching, where the template 
iss not fixed in size, but can adjust itself automatically during matching. The tools 
providedd by our analysis of how and when size distributions can be combined linearly 
allowss us to adjust the template without taking further measurements. 

Al ll  of the experiments in this chapter were performed on synthetically generated 
data,, and were designed specifically to probe the benefits and limitations of vertical 
sizee measurements for characterizing local textual style. It is clear that the vertical 
sizee distributions we have described will not be robust in the presence of noise, and 
thee use of the generative model with canonical (and clean) glyphs wil l also suffer. The 
approach,, however, is somewhat similar in spirit to Spitz's style-directed document 
analysiss [103, 104]. Spitz uses character shape codes and lexical statistics to reason 
aboutt patterns appearing frequently in document images, the goal being to create 
trulyy typeface independent document understanding algorithms. With the features and 
techniquess described above we could construct a candidate canonical glyph distribution 
inn an unsupervised way from a document image and apply similar strategies as Spitz. 

Ourr theoretical treatment of vertical size distributions is in no way specific to word 
spottingg or textual style characterization in general. The greedy wórd spotting algo-
rithmm could also be applied to phrase spotting in textlines, logotype detection, barcode 
reading,, or any other image pattern classification problem where there is a natural 
linearr order of observations and which can be meaningfully measured by vertical size. 
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Autocorrelation-drive nn restoratio n of 
scanne dd colo r halftone s 

M.nn optimist is a person who sees a green light everywhere, while a pessimist 
seessees only the red stoplight... The truly wise person is colorblind." 

-Albertt Schweitzer 

Colorr is experiencing a renaissance in the world of document image understanding. 
Thiss renewed interest is due, in part, to the ubiquity of inexpensive color scanners on 
desktops,, as well as the availability of cheap disk space and powerful CPUs. Com-
poundingg this, the proliferation of mass produced color documents, in concert with 
advancess in commodity color scanning technology, creates the expectation that docu-
mentt understanding systems cope effectively with color. The increasing computation 
powerr and storage capacity of desktop workstations at least admits the possibility that 
colorr document understanding systems can be built. 

Colorr documents, particularly scanned halftone documents, present unique chal-
lengess to document understanding systems. Switching to color analysis immediately 
causess a combinatorial increase in representation alone, and solved problems in the 
binaryy or greyscale domain become open issues again. Even the problems of fore-
ground/backgroundd separation and layout segmentation are affected by uncertainty 
introducedd by color. Indeed, most research on the topic has been limited to attempt-
ingg to cope with the complexity introduced by color, and researchers have not begun 
exploitingg the potential richness in representation that color offers. Typical approaches 
too reducing this complexity include color clustering in RGB-space [100,119], which clus-
terss colors that are close in the RGB-cube under the assumption that they are close 
spatially;; adaptive partitioning of RGB-space [43], which adaptively identifies clusters 
inn RGB-space and assigns them a unique label; and chromatic/achromatic color clas-
sificationn [118], which identifies chromatic elements in a document image in order to 
segmentt foreground from background. All of these of these techniques reduce the image 
complexityy to a handful of colors, or even directly to greyscale or binary, so that from 
theree known techniques can be applied. 

Colorr clustering and quantization rely on the assumption that small variations in 
colorss within a local spatial region result from noisy measurements of the same color. 
Halftonee color reproduction, however, deliberately varies color in a region to create the 
perceptionn of continuous tone color. Colorspace reduction is essentially a very simple 
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modell  of the human visual system, which is very adept at averaging out minute sub-
resolutionn variations in color. Halftone color reproduction exploits this spatial low-pass 
behaviorr to create the perception of continuous tone color using a precise arrangement 
off  sub-resolution colorant dots. Golorspace reduction approaches that do not take 
thesee high-frequency patterns into account can actually accentuate halftone patterns, 
resultingg invisible distortions, known as moiré patters, that are more prominent than in 
thee original scan. This also has the undesired effect of simplifying color images in color 
resolutionn only, but not spatially. In other words, the number of colors is reduced, but 
high-frequencyy patterns in space remain that do not represent the original, perceived 
colorr document. 

Wee will show how increasing scanning resolution of color halftone reproductions 
introducess noise to local shape measurements, and propose in this chapter a non-linear 
diffusionn approach to recapture continuous tone color representations. The technique 
iss motivated by the sub-resolution averaging process of the human visual system. We 
doo not aim at straightforward or focused averaging, but rather at an averaging process 
drivenn by the local geometry of color images. Hence we are using geometry-driven 
diffusion. . 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the halftone process 
off  color reproduction, and discusses some of the resulting artifacts affecting the inter-
pretationn of scanned color halftones. Section 5.2 gives the diffusion framework used to 
correctt for these discrepancies. Section 5.3 describes our technique for computing local 
autocorrelationss that is used to drive the diffusion of color halftones. Several examples 
off  our diffusion results are given in section 5.4, and we conclude in section 5.5 with 
somee directions for further research. 

5.11 Halftone process color 
Inn this section we describe the process of reproducing colors using halftone screens. 
Thiss color reproduction technique is still the most common method of reproducing 
colorss in high-throughput color printing environments [96], and most mass-produced 
periodicalss are reproduced using this technique. We begin by describing the general 
techniquee for halftone color reproduction. 

5.1.11 Halfton e colo r reproductio n 

Thee halftone color reproduction process exploits the spatial low-pass character of the 
humann visual system to create the perception of continuous tone color. This is achieved 
byy precisely arranging a collection of dots in primary ink colors in a region that, when 
spatiallyy averaged, create the illusion of a continuous color. Most commercial halftone 
printingg systems use cyan, magenta, and yellow colorants for reproducing color. A 
fourthh black colorant is also usually incorporated to reduce the use of the more expen-
sivee inks, prevent over saturation of the paper, and to produce denser blacks [96j. Each 
primaryy color is deposited independently on paper using a screen of dots or varying 
sizess aligned at a specific angle. 
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Thee primary screens are oriented at standard, pre-spcified angles: 

•• Yellow: 0° 

•• Cyan: 15° 

•• Magenta: 75° 

•• Black: 45° 

Thee primary inks are screened in the order listed above, i.e. lightest to darkest, and 
att the specified angles. These angles are selected to minimize the formation of moiré 
patterns.. Figure 5.1 illustrates this process. 

Colorr printing systems are calibrated using the spectral Neugebauer model [91], 
whichh models the predicted spectral distribution of a patch on the final printed page 
ass a function of the wavelength A: 

N N 

wheree Ri is the spectral reflectance of the «th Neugebauer primary and Wi is proportion 
off area in the given patch of the corresponding Neugebauer primary. N is the number 
off Neugebauer primaries, and in a four colorant system N = 24 = 16, corresponding 
too all possible combinations of colorants (e.g. yellow and cyan, yellow and magenta, 
etc.). . 

Thee specifics of the Neugebauer calibration procedure are not relevant, however, 
ass we will not be using the model explicitly. What is important is the linearity of 
thee model, which links the physics of color reproduction to the physics of human 
colorr perception. As printers are calibrated to reproduce colors by modeling a spatial 
averagingg process of known primaries, we can recapture continuous tone colors using a 
similarr spatial averaging procedure. 

5.1.22 Scanned colo r halftone s 

Inn most document understanding tasks, it is convenient to assume that a scanned image 
iss an accurate perceptual representation of the original page. For binary, or indeed even 
grayscalee images, this is a fairly simple requirement to satisfy. For halftone process 
colorr documents, however, there is an interaction between the scanning process and 
thee halftone dot patterns used to create the perception of continuous tone colors. 

Considerr the image in figure 5.2. When viewed at the scale intended, the viewer will 
perceivee two continuous tone regions separated by a crisp edge. When scanned at even 
moderatelyy high resolutions, however, the scanner begins to resolve the individual dots 
constitutingg the continuous colors. The edge boundary itself is no longer well defined as 
thee dots or its contour become visible. The situation becomes more noticeable in more 
complexx images. In figure 5.3 we can see the complex arrangement of "interesting" 
featuress such as edges and text superimposed on convoluted patterns óf halftone dots. 
Notee that the original print in figure 5.3 was generated using only the three primaries 
describedd in section 5.1, and the the green color is produced by spatial averaging of 
thee scanner sensors. 
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Figuree 5.1: Example of halftone color reproduction. The rather putrid green color 
onn the left is translated into a pat tern of halftone dots. The combination of each of 
thee primaries (cyan, magenta and yellow in this example) creates the perception of 
thee desired color when viewed at the appropriate resolution. Note that the simulated 
halftonee screen on the right is not an accurate halftone of the green patch, as in reality 
printerr colorants are semi-opaque, causing colors to blend more subtly. 

Figuree 5.2: A simple example of a scanned color halftone. The image was created by 
scanningg a color magazine page at 600dpi. While there is only one feature of interest 
(thee edge), the scanning resolution is high enough to resolve the dots of the halftone 
pat ternn quite distinctly. 

Figuree 5.3: A complex example of scanned color halftones. 
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Original Original 

ISOISO DPI 300300 DPI 

Figuree 5.4: Local average squared difference images for a simple color edge. At the top 
leftt is the original image at 75dpi. The local neighborhood variance images are shown 
att 75, 150. and 300dpi. 

Wee can begin to quantify what is happening by examining the evolution of local 
imagee statistics as a function of scanning resolution. For each pixel in a scanned color 
image,, we compute the average squared difference in a local neighborhood A*x: 

K(x)) = 
1 1 _77 X>(x ) - u(y))2. 

yy € Nx 

f5.r r 

Thee local variance images for a range of scanning resolutions are shown in figure 5.4 
forr a simple color edge between a mustard yellow pat eh and paper. Even at very low 
scanningg resolutions. 75dpi. the halftone dots are being partially resolved. While these 
relativelyy minor variations could be easily discounted as noise, as the scanning resolu-
tionn increases, the shape of the halftone dots begins to dominate the local statistics. 

Suchh local differences are then averaged for the entire image to compute an average 
measuree of neighborhood variance for an entire image 

\'\' = 
1 1 

MX MX 
E (̂: : 

wheree M and N are the width and height of the image. Figure 5.5 plots the evolution 
off  such local difference measurements for the same edge image as in figure 5.4. As 
scanningg resolution is increased, local shape information is influenced as individual 
halftonee dots are resolved. The critical point in the graph is at 300dpi. where there is 
aa sharp jump in the measured neighborhood variance. 

Increasingg scanning resolution is done primarily to increase shape resolution in 
thee resulting scan. That is. we increase scanning resolution in order to resolve more 
relevantrelevant details about structures in the original image. For document analysis it is 
desirablee to increase shape resolution of characters and layout features in order to 
improvee segmentation and recognition performance. To a human observer there is 
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Figuree 5.5: Average neighborhood variance as a function of scanning resolution. The 
averagee local variance of each color channel (in CIE L*a* b color space) is shown. 

noo shape information at all to be resolved in perceptually continuous regions. If the 
originall  pages were actually continuous tone images - as they appear to the human eye 
att observation scale - such local image statistics would not be influenced by increasing 
scanningg resolution. The patches of the image of constant color would remain as 
constant.. For process halftone color, however, this is not the case. At even moderate 
scanningg resolutions the halftone dot patterns are resolved and begin to interfere with 
thee actual structures we are trying to measure. The degree to which, and scanning 
resolutionn at which, such dot pattern interfere with the actual structure depends on a 
numberr of factors, such as the original halftone screen resolution and the ink density 
att a particular location. 

5.22 Diffusio n of scanne d colo r halftone s 

Thee Neugebauer model used for calibrating color reproduction systems is based on a 
linearr spatial averaging of the spectral reflectances of the primaries present in a given 
patch.. This is how CCD sensors in color scanners operate [96], and there is much 
evidencee supporting the belief that the human front-end visual system operates in a 
similarr way [60]. The critical process at work here is the linear spatial averaging of 
sub-resolutionn measurements. This is why halftoning works, and why it doesn't when 
wee increase scanning resolution beyond the point at which halftone dots become visible. 

// .-' 

// // 

f f 
''  *f .J..J. ^ ^ ^ 

aa —x— 
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5.2.11 Linea r diffusio n filterin g 

Gaussiann diffusion filtering has received much attention in the computer vision lit -
erature,, and is considered to be a good model for the spatial low pass behavior of 
thee human front end visual system. Given an input image J, we embed it in a one 
parameterr family of diffused images: 

mm (x; a) = / J (y)p(x - y; a)dy 
JJ yen2 

wheree g{x.\&) is the isotropic two dimensional Gaussian: 

Thee scale parametér a controls the amount of smoothing applied to the image. In-
creasingg a results in simpler images with details below a certain spatial scale being 
reducedd and eventually removed. 

Figuree 5.6 shows the result of smoothing a color halftone image for a range of scales 
a.a. Gaussian filters of this type have the desired effect of removing the halftone dot 
detailss by averaging the observed tristimulus values within each neighborhood. The 
colorr patches are partially diffused to a continuous hue for larger values of a. The 
scalee &  at which this occurs wil l depend on the distribution of dot sizes in the region. 
Eventually,, Gaussian diffusion filtering has the undesired effect of blurring image details 
thatt we are interested in preserving. In the case of the image shown in figure 5.6 it 
iss difficult to balance blurring the halftone dot patterns into a continuous hue against 
thee preservation of the crispness of the edge. 

5.2.22 Nonlinea r diffusio n filterin g 

Whatt is clearly needed is a diffusion process that does not treat all regions equally, 
Gaussiann diffusion filtering ean also be formulated as the solution to a partial differential 
equationn (PDE). In fact, it is well known that Gaussian convolution is the unique 
solutionn to the diffusion equation: 

uutt ~ div(Vu) 

Peronaa and Malik were the first to rigorously address the problems of of unwanted 
blurringg in linear diffusion filtering [88]. They introduce an "edge stopping function" 
intoo the diffusion PDE, regulating diffusion at edges using a decreasing function g of 
thee edge indication function: 

utut = div(s(|Vuj2)u) 

Theyy use the gradient function |Vuj2 to indicate discontinuities in the image, and they 
proposee a diffusivity function: 

g(sg(s22)) = e~%! (A>0). 
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Figuree 5.6: Example of linear isotropic diffusion of scanned color halftones. As the 
scalee of diffusion increases the dot structure disappears, but intriest ing features (i.e. 
thee edge) are also blurred 

Inn this diffusivity function A plays the role of a contrast parameter regulating forward 
(loww contrast) and backward (high contrast) diffusion locally. At locations where the 
gradientt falls below A diffusion is allowed. When the gradient is above A diffusion is 
reversedd and edges are enhanced. 

Ideal l 
Diffused d 
Gradient t 

—— Ideal 
Diffused d 
Gradient t 

1000 120 1 » 160 180 200 

Figuree 5.7: A comparison of natural and halftone edges. Shown on the left is an 
idealizedd edge. On the right is the same edge after performing simulated halftoning. 
InIn both graphs, the ideal edge is shown along with a diffused version and the (squared I 
tiisii  derivative. 

Considerr the graph of figure 5.7. Two idealized one dimensional edge> are shown. 
Onn the left is an edge that might appear in a natural image, and on the right is the 
samee edge after transformation by a simulated halftoning process. The gradient, or in 
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thee case of ID signals the square of the first derivative, does a good job of characterizing 
thee difference between constant regions and the edge in the example on the left. For 
thee halftone signal, however, the edge is indicated in the original signal by a change in 
thee width of the individual impulses. In this example the gradient signal is corrupted 
withh noise from the halftone pattern resulting from constant regions in the original. In 
orderr to dampen the noise caused by the discrete character of the signal, the scale use 
forr computing the gradient must be increased to the point where edge articulation is 
lost. . 

5.33 Measurin g loca l autocorrelatio n 

Ass discussed in the previous section, gradient based edge indicators do a poor job of ar-
ticulatingg edges in halftone images. The reason for this is that edges, when reproduced 
usingg halftone, do not necessarily result in dramatic variations in intensity Rather, 
theyy result in a change in primary ink concentration, i.e. halftone dot width, at the 
edgee boundary. The Perona and Malik diffusion model starts with the assumption that 
diffusionn should be unrestricted in constant regions. If we examine the plots of ideal 
edgess in figure 5.7 we see that is the repetition of halftone dots that determine regions 
too be diffused. It is at points where this pattern of repetition, or self-similarity, changes 
wheree we want to restrict diffusion. 

Onee way the seff-similarity of a signal u(x) can be effectively characterized by its 
autocorrelation: : 

^ ( T ) = / / 

+oo o 
u(x)u{xu(x)u{x + r)dx. (5.2) 

OO O 

Thee autocorrelation function Mu(t) measures how similar the signal u is to itself at 
distancee t. This approach is not directly applicable to our problem, however, because 
thee autocorrelation function provides no locality in measuring correlation. 

Startingg with (5.2) above, we introduce locality into our autocorrelation measure-
mentt by modulating the original signal with a Gaussian. A new spatial parameter, XQ, 
iss introduced to indicate the point about which we are computing the autocorrelation, 
andd the image is replaced with u modulated by a Gaussian aperture centered at XQ' 

/

+oo o 
u(x)g{xu(x)g{x — xo; a)u(x + r)g{x + r - x0; cr)dx 

•oo o 
/ + o o o 

u(x)u(xu(x)u(x + r)g{x — xo; a)g(x + T — xo; <j)dx (5.3) 
•oo o 

Takingg the derivative of RU{T, XO) with respect to xo gives us a measure of the local 
changee in self similarity: 

dd d f+

 - ^— / u(x)u(x + r)g(x - x0\cr)g(x + r - x0;a)dx 

ff++ °°°° d 
== / u(x)u(x + r)-=—[g{x - xo; <r)g(x + r - xo; cr)]dx 

J-ooJ-oo ÖXo 
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Figuree 5.8: The family of convolutions K'{x — XQ,T\Z) for a range of r values about 
XQQ = 0 (see figure 5.9 for the three dimensional version of this family). 

Re-writingg the derivative of the Gaussian products then gives us: 

dd f+

-RU(T,-RU(T, XQ) = / u(x)u(x + T)K'(X — #o, r; a)dx, 
••• J-oo 

where e 

dxdx0 0 

K'(xK'(x — xo,T;a) = 

(5.4) ) 

[g(x[g(x - x0;a)g(x + r - x0)} 
d d 

dxdx0 0 

2(X-X2(X-X00)+T)+T  (x-xn)
2 + (x + r-x,,)2 

— s — - —ff e 2 2̂ 
2TT(T4 4 

(5.5) ) 

Fromm equations (5.4 and (5.5) we can see that what is occurring is actually the 
convolutionn of the signal by a family of modulated Gaussian derivative like functions. 
Figuree 5.8 illustrates the family of convolution kernels used to compute RU{T, XQ) for a 
rangee of r values. Note the similarity of each curve in this figure to a Gaussian deriva-
tivee kernel. In our case, each derivative kernel is globally modulated by the original 
Gaussiann introduced in equation (5.3) above to mute the contribution of measurements 
takenn away from XQ. 

Inn two dimensions we have an additional spatial parameter yo, two offset parameters 
TTXX and Ty, as well as two partial derivatives: 

{Ru)x{Tx,Ty,x{Ru)x{Tx,Ty,x00,yo),yo) = ƒ u(x,y)u(x + TX,%J + Ty)Kx{x - x0,y - y0,Tx,Ty:a)dxdy 

(Ru)y(r(Ru)y(rxx,Ty,xo,yo),Ty,xo,yo) = / u(x,y)u{x + Tx,y + Ty)Ky{x-x0,y-yo,Tx,Ty\(7)dxdy, 
Jx,y Jx,y 

wheree Kx and Ky are the partial derivatives of the two dimensional kernel in the x 
andd y directions, respectively: 

u(u( \ 2s + rg -(a;2 + y2) - (TX + xf - {ry + y)2, 
KKxx(x,y,T(x,y,Txx,T,Tyy;a);a) = — ^ - e x pf | p k 

Ky{x,y,TKy{x,y,Txx,T,Tyy;a);a) = 4 7 r a6 exp( — ). (5.6) 
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Figuree 5.9: Visualizing Kx for a range of offsets rx and ry (see also figure 5.8). 

Wee have omitted the spatial parameters XQ and yo in the derivative kernels above 
forr brevity, as well as the fact that in practice we wil l be computing them in a local 
neighborhoodd translated so x0 = 0 and y0 = 0. Some samples of Kx for a range of rx 

andd Ty values are shown in figure 5.9. 
Too use the change in local autocorrelation directly in the Perona and Malik nonlinear 

diffusionn equation, we obtain a scalar-valued function from (Ru)x and {Ru)y (which are 
functionss of TX and ry at every point in space), we integrate the square of the change 
inn local autocorrelation over all offsets rx,ry\ 

|Vfl u|22 s ft [((Ru)x(rx,Ty,xo,yo))2 + ({Ru)y(rx,Ty,x0,yo))2]dr xdTy 

Thee symbol VRU is used to emphasize the association with the gradient, in whose place 
wee will be using the above directional local autocorrelation measures in our diffusion. 

Ann illustration of the ability of local autocorrelation to articulate edges is shown in 
figuree 5.10. For small a the local autocorrelation is very similar to the gradient. As 
thee scale increases, however, the gradient is unable to articulate the edge, while the 
locall  autocorrelation remains stable at the edge. 
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Figuree 5.10: A comparison of edge articulation using the gradient and local autocor-
relation.. Shown on the left are the gradient and local autocorrelation functions for a 
IDD edge similar to that shown in figure 5.7, computed for a = 4. On the right are 
thee gradient and local autocorrelation for a = 8. Both functions are re-normalized to 
attainn a maximum of 1 to facilitate comparison. 

5.44 Experiments 

Theree is no good, objective quality measure for the recovery of scanned color halftones. 
Inn the absence of such a performance metric, we discuss here some qualitative experi-
mentss we have performed to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed technique. The 
experimentss are designed with many applications in mind, focusing on the potential 
userss of scanned halftones, their requirements and expectations. 

Al ll  example images were scanned using a Hewlett Packard ScanJet model C7716 
colorr scanner. The resolutions used are actual optical scanning resolutions of the de-
vice,, and no interpolation or other post-processing was performed to artificially obtain 
higherr scanning resolution. Images are acquired in 24-bit RGB TrueColor format, and 
alll  processing is performed in the RGB colorspace. 

Too illustrate how our diffusion process is treating edges and constant regions in 
images,, a diffused version of the image from figure 5.3 is shown in figure 5.11. Also 
shownn is the diffused image quantized to only size unique colors. The example shows 
howw edges are preserved by maintaining the halftone dots supporting their boundary, 
whilee the halftone dot patters in perceptually constant regions are diffused. 

Inn section 5.1.2 we defined a simple measure of variance within a neighborhood 
off  a scanned color image (see equation (5.1) and figure 5.4). This measure of local 
structuree shows how the local image statistics change unexpectedly as a function of 
scanningg resolution. We computed this measure for a sample color image at a number 
off  scanning resolutions before and after applying our diffusion technique. Figure 5.12 
showss the results of this comparison for all color channels in the original and diffused 
setss of images. The results of this comparison indicate that our diffusion approach 
performss well across a broad range of scanning resolutions, and effectively mutes the 
resolutionn of unwanted shape at high resolution. The critical point in this example 
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Figuree 5.11: Diffusion and quantization of high resolution halftone scans. The top im-
agee the result of performing autocorrelation-driven diffusion on the image of figure 5.3. 
Onn the bottom is the top image quantized to only six colors. 

occurss at 300dpi. Up to this point the local variance in the original scans is increasing, 
andd quite dramatically between 150 and 300dpi. Until this point, more and more 
halftonee shape is being resolved. At 300dpi the halftone dots become fully resolved 
andd the local variance stabilizes. For the diffused images, the local variance remains 
stablee across all scanning resolutions. 

AA qualitative measure of the quality of scanned images can be gained by visual 
inspectionn of reconstructed halftones reproduced at appropriate resolution. This is 
relevantt not only for aesthetic reasons, as it is also a reflection of how such color 
scanss wil l appear to document analysis algorithms. Figure 5.13 provides examples of 
thee Improvement in visual quality gained by applying our proposed technique. Note 
howw even at the lowest shown scanning resolution the halftone dot patterns interfere 
withh the continuous color of the solid blue and green regions. The effect is even more 
pronouncedd at the higher resolutions. After applying the diffusion the continuous tone 
colorss are recaptured. Note also how our technique is able to preserve details in the 
diffusedd images. 

Ann original color page that appears to an observer to only contain four colors 
shouldd ideally be presented to an analysis algorithm with those four colors. Figure 5.14 
il lustratess how interference from resolved halftone details can affect the results of color 
quantization.. The technique of minimum variance color quantization was applied [109]. 
at temptingg to quantize the image to only four colors. Quantizat ion accentuates the 
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Figuree 5.12: Stability in evolution of local image statistics. The average neighborhood 
variancee from equation (5.1) is plotted as a function of scanning resolution for a sin-
glee source image before and after diffusion. Each color channel in the L*a* b color 
representationn is plotted separately for both images. Scanning resolutions of 75, 150, 
300,, and 600dpi are shown. Neighborhood sizes used for computing the average local 
variancee are 3x3, 7x7, 15x15, and 31x31, respectively. 

halftonee noise in the constant color regions of the original scan, while after diffusion 
thesee regions can be quantized without introducing noise. This is directly related to 
thee evolution of local image statistics mentioned above. As more halftone shape is 
resolved,, the color quantizer becomes more confused. 

Independencee of our technique from a specific halftoning model is demonstrated 
byy a common quality measure used for describing the fidelity between compressed 
(andd halftoned) images and originals is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in the 
luminancee channel [89]. The root-mean-squared error between an original image u and 
reconstructedd image u is: 

RMSE(II,, u) =[  Y, W& % ~ Ste y)f 
.x,j/€dom(u) ) 

Thee PSNR between u and ü is then defined as: 

(( L_ 200 log 10 0 VRMSE(u,w)yy ' 
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Image e 
Lena a 
Peppers s 
House e 
Sailboat t 
Trees s 

Technique e 
Classical l 

25.122 (5.68) 
25.455 (5.60) 
26.655 (4.90) 
22.788 (5.02) 
23.677 (4.85) 

Floyd d 
26.411 (5.69) 
27.344 (5.60) 
28.699 (4.9Ö) 
24.366 (5.02) 
25.544 (4.86) 

Jarvis s 
25.900 (5.68) 
26.233 (5.60) 
27.355 (4.90) 
23.844 (5.02) 
23.955 (4.86) 

Stuki i 
26.066 (5.68) 
26.566 (5.60) 
27.800 (4.90) 
24.100 (5.02) 
24.366 (4.86) 

Tablee 5.1: Peak signal-to-noise ratio (dB) for reconstructed continuous tone images 
afterr halftoning. Results for classical halftone screening as well as the Floyd-Steinbérg, 
Jarvis,, and Stuki error diffusion halftoning techniques. The peak signal-to-noise ratio 
off  the synthetic halftone is given in parentheses. 

Severall  standard images were halftoned using classical and error diffusion halfton-
ingg algorithms [24, 40]. The halftoned images were then processed with our proposed 
technique.. Figure 5.15 shows an example image along with a halftoned version gen-
eratedd using the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion halftoning algorithm. The image, as 
reconstructedd by our diffusion is also given. 

Tablee 5.1 gives the PSNR values for synthetically halftoned images and images re-
constructedd from them using our diffusion technique. The results illustrate how our 
techniquee can be applied under different halftoning conditions with identical effective-
ness. . 

5.55 Discussion 
Inn this chapter we have proposed a non-linear diffusion approach for recovering con-
tinuouss tone color images from scanned color halftones. The technique uses a measure 
off  local autocorrelation to drive and limi t the diffusion. The reason for this is that 
att higher scanning resolutions the shape of halftone dots becomes resolved, and inter-
feress with the actual shapes we wish to analyze. At high scanning resolutions, color 
measurementt become a matter of texture measurement as well as intensity. 

AA simple measure, the local neighborhood variance, was introduced to quantify 
howw local shape statistics change unexpectedly when increasing scarming resolution 
off  halftones. The proposed diffusion technique stabilizes this local variance measure 
acrosss scanning resolution by diffusing halftone texture corresponding to perceptually 
continuouss colored regions. Experiments show that the visual appearance of scanned 
halftoness can also be improved when reproduced. Our diffusion technique mutes the 
high-frequencyy halftone signal, while preserving important visual details. By comparing 
thee fidelity of images reconstructed from synthetically halftoned images, it has also 
beenn shown that our diffusion technique performs similarly on a variety of non-classical 
halftoningg algorithms. 

Ann important aspect of evaluation of halftone restoration algorithms is visual ap-
pearance.. The behavior of our diffusion approach at edges is predictable. At halftone 
edges,, where the autocorrelation changes rapidly, the halftone dots supporting the edge 
boundaryy are preserved. While this creates unpleasant visual effects when viewed at 
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150dpii  300dpi 600dpi 

Figuree 5.13: Reproducing scanned color halftones on a laser printer. The images in the 
topp row are the original scanned images, the bot tom row are the best results obtained 
fromm our proposed diffusion Technique. 

Originall  Diffused 

Figuree 5.14: Original and diffused images after color quantization. The left image is 
thee quantized original scan al 300dpi. on the right is the quantized image after applying 
ourr diffusion technique. The images arc quantized to four colors and displayed at their 
intendedd size. 

•riginall (b) Halftoned (c) Reconstructed 

Figuree 5.15: Reconstruction of original from halftoned image. The original image 
(a)) was halftoned using Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion. The version of the image 
reconstructedd with our technique is shown in (c). 
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highh resolutions, the effect is not noticeable in the reproduced version. In fact, these 
edgee dots preserve edge definition at reproduction resolution. 

Thee visual appearance of scanned halftones is not only important for document 
analysiss algorithms, but is also of interest in production printing environments. Pro-
vidingg an accurate representation of the original continuous color source wil l result 
inn higher color fidelity in reproductions, and images that scale much better across a 
broaderr range. Consider the fact that all of the halftone image examples provided in 
thiss chapter were reproduced on a color laser printer. The printer is doing its best to 
reproducee the high frequency components of a foreign color reproduction model. 

Wee have also shown how diffused images can be much more effectively quantized to 
thee number of perceptually salient colors in an observed document page. This results 
inn images that are more visually appealing, reproduce better, and scale predictably 
becausee high frequency distortions induced by the halftone patterns are eliminated. It 
alsoo allows us to simplify the representation of scanned color images, while preserving 
fidelityfidelity  with the original. 

Ann advantage of OUT approach is that it is based on a model of color perception, and 
iss not at all specific to a particular halftoning algorithm. This independence from a 
halftoningg model enables our technique to perform well on halftone models other than 
classicall  halftone screening. 





Chapte rr  6 

AA functiona l approac h to softwar e 
desig nn in imag e processin g researc h 

environment s s 

"Programming"Programming languages are rigorous but incomplete approximations of the 
languagelanguage of mathematics.n 

-Didierr Rémy, Using, Understanding, and Unraveling the OCaml 
Language Language 

6.11 Introductio n 
Inn this chapter we wil l depart from the sort of document analysis problems that have 
concernedd us for the first four chapters, and turn to a topic that permeates all of 
them.. This chapter is about marshaling all of the disparate fragments of functionality 
necessaryy to perform experimental image processing and computer vision research. 

Eachh previous chapter was concerned, in various degrees, with image processing. 
Inn chapter 2 we assumed perfect segmentations of document images were available. 
Chapterss 3 and 4 required morphological and recursive filter operators. In the pre-
cedingg chapter we relied heavily on Gaussian filtering and neighborhood operations 
too implement iterative solutions to non-linear diffusion partial differential equations. 
Thee tools proposed in this chapter would apply equally well to many other application 
areas. . 

Thee image processing software requirements in research environments are very much 
aa moving target. Specific needs can be ephemeral, existing only for the duration of a 
singlee paper, thesis, project, or whim. As such, a single researcher can spend a great 
deall  of energy putting together all of the software components necessary for just a 
singlee experiment. In particular, a large amount of time can be spent in translating 
relevantt mathematical abstractions of theory into the software engineering abstractions 
off  practice. 

Inn addition to the changing needs of researchers, another consideration in the design 
off  a flexible software environment is the varying levels of interaction a researcher will 
requiree from it when developing ideas. When prototyping, for example, interaction 
andd responsiveness are key, as well as the ability to rapidly express ideas in the form 

89 9 
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off  running code. When running large scale experiments, however, interaction becomes 
lesss important, and efficiency is paramount. Much experimental software is written 
too satisfy specific and immediate needs, and then it is thrown away. While we could 
endlesslyy debate whether or not tins is the correct software model for researchers, the 
factt remains that this is how it is, and it is unlikely to change overnight. We choose, 
rather,, to focus on how to optimize such a model so that it can be more effective. 

Inn the next section we expand on these observations with a discussion of the motiva-
tionss and specific implementation decisions made. Seetion 6.5 begins the development 
withh descriptions and examples of the primitive image processing operations supported 
byy our system. Seetion 6.6 continues with a discussion of how native, efficient, back-
endd implementations of the the basic functionality can be rolled in, supporting opti-
mized,, native-code efficiency for applications requiring it- In section 6.7 we show how 
thesee primitive operations provide the building blocks for the construction of very high 
levell  abstractions that are meaningful to researchers. All developments are illustrated 
throughh the use of actual code examples and case studies. 

6.22 A critiqu e of pur e reaso n 

Ass almost all software development strategy is driven by personal experience, we sum-
marizee our own recent experiences. We assume that our experience is indicative of 
other,, comparable complex software engineering projects. 

Wee have been involved in a many man-year software development project build-
ingg a large image processing library, Horus, based on identifiable generic abstractions 
underlyingg much of the core of image processing practice [99]. This effort has been 
successfull  in capturing the core essence of image processing functionality in a compact 
andd maintainable base of code. 

Thee library is implemented in C++, and runs under a variety of modern operating 
systems.. The core abstractions provided by Horus are: 

•• Pixel domains 
Sixteenn types of pixels are supported by Horus. They are divided into scalar and 
vectorr types, and all commonly encountered image formats are covered by the 
supportedd Horus types. 

•• Primitiv e pixel operations 
Eachh implementation of a Horus pixel datatype must conform to an interface 
thatt specifies the exact arithmetic operations it must support. The supported 
pixelpixel operations in Horus is an exhaustive list of unary, binary, and relational 
functionss defined over the supported pixel domains. 

•• Images 
Imagess are instantiated over pixel domains using the C + + template mechanism. 
Imagess in Horus are containers for image data and the essential information 
neededd by operations to interpret them. Image types are represented by sig
naturess which encode their underlying pixel domain and dimensionality. Horus 
providess support for one-, two-, and three-dimensional images. 
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 Generic image operations 
Thee design of the core functional abstractions of Horus is based on a number of 
patternss common to image processing operations. Central to our development 
inn this chapter are the Unary Pixel Operation (UPO), Binary Pixel Operation 
(BPO),, Reduce Operation (RedOp), and Generalized Convolution (GenConv). 
Eachh class of operations has a unique data access and arithmetic application 
patternn to it. Operations are instantiated using the C ++ template mechanism. 
AA complete instantiation of a generic operation requires a type for all images and 
aa specification of all arithmetic operations. 

Thiss is a description of the abstract functional core of Horus. Additional layers of 
functionalityy are also provided to allow easier manipulation of images. A large set of 
functionss is also included in Horus that call patterns pre-instantiated over the most 
commonn image types and operations. This minimizes the effort a user must expend 
instantiatingg individual operations. A CORBA layer is integrated into the Horus sys-
temm allowing inter-óperability between remote machines and added flexibility  through 
languagee bindings, as well as a Java graphical user interface for interactive experimen-
tation.. Language bindings are supplied, via the CORBA layer, for Java, Perl, and 
indirectlyy to the Matlab scientific computing platform. 

Whilee Horus has been successful in satisfying the original intent and desires of 
itss designers and software engineers, end users - both individual and institutional -
havee been slower to recognize its advantages. A number of complex, inter-related 
factorss have caused this, but the reasons can be distilled down to a number of specific 
observationss made by actual users: 

1.. Horus is big. 
Ass is typical of an advanced C ++ library, the current Linux binary distribution 
off  Horus consists of approximately 50Mb of shared libraries. Along with this 
aree about three megabytes of header files, of which there are over one thousand. 
Consideringg all of this, the footprint of Horus is certainly not dainty by any 
measure.. Aggravating this observation is the fact that most image processing 
problemss wil l only require a tiny fraction of the functionality offered by the entire 
distribution. . 

2.. Horus is bafflingly complex. 
Thee accuracy of the observation is certainly a matter of perspective. To the 
seasonedd C ++ programmer, Horus is not overly complex. Image processing, and 
computerr vision in particular, is one of those fields that sits at the nexus of a great 
manyy disciplines. Engineers, mathematicians, physicists, and researchers from 
manyy other backgrounds have made important contributions. The complexity 
off  Horus is, at least in part, a byproduct of its sound design. It was designed 
too be generic and maintainable. Its core abstractions were not designed to be 
accessiblee to people from such a sweeping range of backgrounds. 

3.. Horus takes forever to compile. 
Againn a matter of perspective, but in part true due to items one and two above. 
AA complete, optimized build of Horus can take hours. While this is not often 
necessaryy in practice, excessive compile times are still a concern particularly in 
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thee prototyping stage of a project. At this stage it is important to be able to 
rapidlyy turn ideas into running code. Waiting for a compiler - or worse, trying 
too decipher a subtle typing error within a many-times-nested C ++ template 
expansionn - can be frustrating to say the least. 

4.. Horus doesn't do what I want 
Thiss observation could perhaps be more accurately phrased aI don't know how 
toto make Horus do what I want" This is perhaps the inevitable bottom line, and 
thee natural result of the previous observations. While the library offers a broad 
selectionn of functionality over many different image types, the need inevitably 
arisess to extend the core functionality in some way. Such extensions require 
researcherss to deal with the size and complexity of Horus, and also tests their 
patiencee with compile times. Part of the reason for this is that the "language" 
off  Horus is very far distanced from the natural language of mathematics. This 
factorr becomes acutely frustrating during prototyping phases, where developed 
codee may be immediately thrown away. 

Thee accuracy and relevance of all the above observations can be debated endlessly. 
I tt cannot be doubted, however, that the observations are a reflection of end user per-
ceptionss of Horus as a big and complex image processing system that is difficult to use. 
Inn a sense, Horus has been successful in managing the complexity of implementing and 
maintainingg a large image processing system, but has not adequately addressed the 
problemss of managing the complexity of using such a system. 

6.2.11 Analysis 
Horuss is representative of a modern trend toward genericity in the design of sustain-
ablee image processing and computer vision software. Libraries such as Khorus [62] and 
SCTL-imagee [59] from the previous generation of image processing software surpassed 
theirr limits of maintainability with the increasing demand for new image representa-
tionss and the operators required on them. Modular design resulted in a combinatorial 
expansionn in the codebase that had to be maintained when integrating new image types 
andd operators. Advances in software engineering suggested that object oriented and 
genericc design might be the solution. 

Thee Image Understanding Environment (IUE) is an example of object oriented 
designn of image processing software [49]. It defines a class hierarchy that abstracts the 
conceptss of image processing data and functionality. The library makes of the design 
patternss of object oriented software engineering to achieve maximal sharing of code 
betweenn operation defined over varying datatypes. 

Thee VIGRA computer vision library uses STL-style genericity to provide imple-
mentationss of image processing functionality as C++ template instantiations [64]. It 
iss comparable to Horus in this respect, and our motivations for re-abstraction away from 
expressingg image processing and computer vision theory in C ++ syntax are equally 
validd with VIGRA as a model. 

Inn our approach, we have decided to take some of the design successes of modern 
imagee processing environments, and concentrate on building tools to support image 
processingg and computer vision research that are more suited to each stage of the 
experimentall  research process. 
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template<clas ss  DstValT ,  clas s SrclValT ,  clas s Src2ValT > 
clas ss  HxBpoAd d 

{ { 
public : : 

typede ff  HxTagTransInVa r  TransVarianceCategory ; 

HxBpoAdd(HxTagListft ))  { } 

DstVal TT doIt(cons t  SrclValTf t  x ,  cons t  Sxc2ValT & y ) 
{{  retur n x  +  y ;  }  10-

stati cc  DstVal T neutralElement O 
{{  retur n DstVal T (0 )  ;  } 

stati cc  HxStrin g className O 
{{  retur n HxStrin g ("add" )  ;  } 

h h 
template << clas s ImgSigT > 
clas ss  HxlnstantiatorAd d 2 0 

{ { 
public : : 

HxImgFtorBpo < < 
ImgSigT ,,  ImgSigT ,  ImgSigT , 
HxBpoAdd<typenam ee ImgSigT :  :ArithType , 

typenam ee ImgSigT::ArithType , 
typenam ee ImgSigT::ArithType > 

>> f ; 
}; ; 

30 0 

s ta t icc HxInstantiatorAdd<HxImageSig2dByte> f 001; 

Figuree 6.1: An example instantiation of a Horus function to add two images. 

Inn some sense, the core of image processing software environments based on generic 
designn is not composed of image processing functions, but rather generic recipes for 
instantiatingg image processing functions. In many libraries, instantiated recipes of 
manyy functions for every type of image representation are pre-defined so users did 
nott have to cope with the complexity of instantiating their own functions. Figure 6.1 
providess an example of what is required to instantiate an image processing operating in 
Horuss [58]. It is provided only as an example of the complexity involved. Instantiating 
similarr operations can be accomplished by applying the cut-and-paste paradigm and 
makingg simple modifications. The process is, however, burdensome and syntactically 
tedious. . 

Evenn researchers who are experienced C++ programmers do not usually reason 
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inn terms of objects, iterators, and template instantiations when initially developing a 
theory.. The language of C ++ is very far from the mathematical languages of partial 
differentiall  equations and mathematical morphology. This distance causes frustration 
andd can lead to subtle errors introduced in the process of translating theory into exe-
cutablee code. 

Thee needs of a researcher change and evolve during the course of a project. In the 
initiall  stages, when he is usually interested in playing with an idea on only a handful of 
images**  interaction and responsiveness are very important. He wants to see as quickly 
ass possible whether an idea has merit and is worthy of deeper investigation. We 
havee therefore Concentrated on developing interactive systems that can be dynamically 
reconfiguredd at runtime. When an idea has evolved to the point where a researcher 
wantss to test it on several thousand images, such interactive abstractions become less 
meaningful. . 

6.33 Desig n consideration s 

6.3.11 Goals 

Fromm the analysis in the previous section we established several goals for our image 
processingg environment: 

•• Functionality on demand 
Wee concentrate on providing only the functionality required at any specific time, 
andd the tools to provide rapid (re-)configuration as needed. 

•• Relevant and meaningful abstractions 
Emphasiss is placed on building tools capable of providing abstractions that are 
moree meaningful to a researcher developing a new idea. At the very least, these 
abstractionss should allow a researcher to play with ideas before committing them 
too a more laborious implementation in a native image processing environment. 

•• Interaction, flexibility, and scalability 
Whatt we are proposing is an interactive system for experimental image process
ing.. This interactivity should be flexible in expression, and also in scalability. 
Whenn interaction is no longer important, efficient implementations must be pos
sible. . 

•• Minimal effort 
Thee implementation of the goals above should be transparent to the user. We 
strivee for seamless integration of functionality and different levels of interaction, 
requiringg minimal effort from the user. 

6.3.22 Choic e of languag e 

AA prime motivation for our approach is the observation that most theories in com
puterr vision and image processing treat images as functions rather than numerical 
arrays.. Theories are derived in functional form and then separately discretized for im
plementation.. If researchers wish to treat images as functions, it makes sense to defer 
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discretizationn decisions as much as possible, preferably until after a working prototype 
off  the theory has been developed. Satisfying this need requires the use of languages 
thatt do not discriminate against functions, or otherwise designate them to some spe-
ciall  category. In other words, a programming language that treats functions as first 
classs objects that can be created, modified, and returned as values from procedures is 
needed. . 

Whilee the concept of functions as first class objects is central to the design of all 
functionall  programming languages, another important consideration for our require-
mentss is the proper handling of types. Experience has shown that in practical, working 
situations,, a programmer can expend a great deal of effort and experience much frustra-
tionn trying to get the types correct. A single image processing application can require 
thee handling of many different types of numerical image representations, e.g. byte, 
integer,, floating point, etc., and assembling the appropriate functions for the desired 
typess can be difficult even for simple programs. Most imperative programming lan-
guages,, and indeed most functional languages, do not provide the sort of flexibility  and 
safetyy needed to ensure correct program executing through strict static type checking. 

Muchh research in the programming language community has concentrated on the 
correct,, static typing of programs during compilation. These efforts culminated in 
thee early eighties with the definition of the programming language ML (standing for 
Meta-Language)) [75]. ML was one of the first languages implementing a system for 
polymorphicc type inference, in which the types of higher order objects such as functions 
needd not be explicitly specified, but can be inferred from the constraints on its con-
stituentt elements. Modern descendants in the ML family include SML/NJ [85, 111, 41], 
Haskelll  [50], and OCaml [21, 23]. 

Al ll  of the modern dialects of ML posses the same core features of ML, but OCaml 
iss distinguished in many ways, and was selected for our application for the following 
reasons: : 

•• OCaml is an impure functional programming language 
OCamll supports a broad range of imperative features in addition to its functional 
core.. Mandating conformance to a pure functional programming paradigm is too 
restrictivee for image processing applications, and OCaml's looping constructs, 
arrays,, and mutable data structures offer the comfort and flexibility needed. 
Greatt effort has been expended by the language designers to ensure the type 
soundnesss of these imperative features, and their use does not affect the ability 
off the OCaml compiler to ensure type safety in the resulting executables. 

•• OCaml has an efficient, native code compiler 
Thee standard OCaml distribution includes a native code compiler capable of 
generatingg very efficient code for a variety of architectures and operating sys
temss [10]. In particular, OCaml benchmarks favorably in comparison to C and 
C+++ for array and matrix manipulation. 

•• OCaml interfaces well with the outside world 
OCamll will never be the host language for large-scale experimental or production 
visionn systems. Despite the impressive benchmarks of its native code compiler, 
OCaml'ss place in our framework is for prototyping operations quickly. OCaml 
providess means for seamlessly interfacing with foreign functions and data. We 
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wil ll  exploit this feature to maintain relationships with the foreign type system of 
Horns,, so that OCaml prototypes can be transparently transformed into efficient, 
C+++ implementations, 

•• OCaml allows for dynamic, compile-tile syntax extension 
OCamll is no more the language of image processing and computer vision then 
C++.. In OCaml, however, syntax is a malleable concept. Through the use of 
thee camlp4 pre-processor it is possible to dynamically extend the core syntax of 
thee language. It operates on the abstract syntax trees of the OCaml language 
duringg parsing, and as such should be distinguished from the usual conception 
off pre-processor in C-like languages. With it we can provide concrete syntactical 
constructionss that are more meaningful to users. 

Too summarize, we found OCaml to posses the right combination of features for our 
purpose.. It is a modern functional programming language, allowing programs to ma
nipulatee functions just as they would any other type. Its polymorphic type inference 
systemm enables to the compiler to statically ensure type safety of programs, eliminating 
manyy programming errors that would otherwise only be detected disastrously at run
time.. The rest of this chapter assumes that the reader is familiar with the syntax and 
conceptss of OCaml. For those readers who are not, a good starting point is the OCaml 
websitee [81]. A book on application development in OCaml is also available [21]. 

6.3.33 Previou s work 

Theree have also been a number of functional approaches to the design of image process
ingg tools. The Envision system is an extension to the Scheme programming language 
(aa modern dialect of LISP) specifically designed to support image processing [107]. The 
intentionss of the Envision designers resonate very well with our own in that they see 
thee shift toward C++-style genericity as a stopgap measure in the struggle to achieve 
trulyy generic, maintainable, and portable image processing functionality. They too rec
ognizee that changing requirements create race conditions between users and designers 
off image processing tools. Users demand specific functionality, and implementors race 
too implement it, hoping that the requirement will last at least as long as development. 
Thee Envision system satisfies our goal for interaction and flexibility, but provides no 
explicitt means for scaling applications. We focus on modeling the functionality of 
native-codee software environments to support this. 

Thee LISP Universal Shell (Lush) is another functional approach to image process
ingg [71]. Its design strategy is closest to our own. The Lush interpreter supports inline 
CC compilation in Lisp source code. Because of this, C and Lisp code can manipulate the 
samee data, allowing for the same time of interaction and scalability as we are aiming 
for.. In fact, the first prototype of the DjVu web-centric document distribution system 
wass implemented in Lush [39]. The system is semi-monolithic. It includes thousands 
off image processing and machine learning functions. Our approach differs from the 
designerss of Lush in two important ways. We deliberately hide the backend implemen
tationn of optimized functions, rather than allowing the user to directly manipulating 
dataa with native code. Our design is also decidedly non-monolithic. One of our primary 
goalss is to achieve the most functionality with the smallest amount of code. 
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OCaml OCaml 
CoreCore abstraction 
Modelss of Horus: 
Pixell  domains 
Primitivee pixel operations 
Images s 
Genericc image operations 

ns: ns: 

Figuree 6.2: The proposed system architecture. Users interact with the system through 
thee OCaml toplevel. The core abstractions of the OCaml implementation are models 
off  Horus core abstractions. 

6.44 Architectur e 

Thee architecture of our proposed system is illustrated in figure 6.2. Each of the core 
abstractionss of Horus are modeled in the OCaml implementation, allowing fully func-
tionall  image processing operations to be implemented entirely in OCaml. This is a 
cruciall  requirement of our system. In order to achieve the level of interaction required, 
imagee processing operations must be definable and manipulable in OCaml. 

Thee modeled core abstractions and the code generator interact to create instantiated 
Horuss implementations of image processing functions. Functions in the configured 
Horuss backend are transparently substituted into the OCaml system at runtime. Image 
processingg operations have a dual existence. They are prototyped interactively in 
OCaml,, code is generated and compiled, and the foreign implementation is imported 
backk into the OCaml imaging system in place of the prototype. The interface to 
functionalityy does not change, only the efficiency 

Inn this architecture users are isolated from the details of backend library creation. 
Thee foreign functions of the Horus backend conform to the same interface as the OCaml 
ones,, but the details of code generation, compilation, and dynamic linking are com-
pletelyy hidden from the user. By this, the system is used as a configuration tool as well 
ass an experimental image processing environment. 

6.55 Primitiv e type s and operation s 

Inn this section we describe all of the basic types and operations in our system. We 
beginn with a discussion of the OCaml types used to represent the physical and algebraic 
structuree of images. We only include representative examples of primitive operations 
forr brevity. Details of external image representation and I/O are omitted for clarity. 
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6.5.11 Types and typing 

Thee discussion begins, quite naturally, with the abstract, polymorphic datatype used 
too encapsulate information about images: 

typee (-'a, *b) cap •= { 
widthh : int ; 
heightt : in t ; 
dataa : ( 'a, Jb, Bigarray.c.layout) Bigarray.Array2.t 

} } 

Thiss datastructure is parametrized by the two polymorphic type parameters C' a, ' b) , 
whichh are placeholder types for the internal OCaml representation of image data and 
thee external native data representation, respectively. This type of parameterization 
allowss specific image types (discussed below) to define their own internal and external 
dataa representation formats. Note that this data type declaration doesn't do or define 
anythingg except for constraints on structures of type cap (short for capsule). For now 
thee only constraints imposed are that a cap contain an integer width and height, an 
OCamll two dimensional BigArray in c_layout format. Only when the type parameters 
( '' a, ' b) are supplied in concrete cap implementation will this type become concrete. 

Noww we will define the core abstract image types. This is done in three stages. 
First,, we define the Base module type which uses the cap structure above and supplies 
essentiall functions for creating, reading, and writing images: 

modulee type Base = 
sig g 

typee dom 
typee ert 
typee cbpo_t = (dom —> dom —> dom) 
typee cupo_t • (dom —> dom) 
vall read : string —> (dom, ext) cap 
vall write : (dom, ext) cap —> string —> unit 
vall create : int —> int —> (dom, ext) cap 

endd 10 

Thiss module defines the two types dom and ext , which provide the internal and external 
dataa representation needed to fully instantiate the cap type for an image type. Note 
howw the read, wri te , and c rea te functions use the (concrete) type (dom, ext) cap 
forr the images they take and return. The other two types defined in the Base mod
ulee provide our first glimpse of the algebraic structure with which we will equip our 
images.. The type cbpo_t, short for Concrete Binary Pixel Operation (type), is the 
typee signature to which some algebraic pixel operations must conform. Similarly, the 
cupo_tt type (Concrete Unary Pixel Operation) is the signature for unary operations. 

Wee now define the interface signature for the Concretelmage type, which contains 
alll of the Base types and functions, and specifies exactly the algebraic pixel operations 
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whichh must be supplied by any image type implementation; 

modul ee typ e Concretelraag e 
si g g 

includ ee Bas e 
va ll  ad d 
va ll  su b 
va ll  mu l 
va ll  di v 
va ll  ne g 

end d 

cbpo_ t t 
cbpo. t t 
cbpo_ t t 
ebpo_. t t 
cupo_ t t 

Onlyy a few example algebraic pixel operations are included above. The supported pixel 
operationss need not be limited to the above examples, but to include more here would 
bee distracting. Indeed, any function conforming to the cbpo_t or cupo_t signatures 
cann be included as needed. 

Noww we examine a concrete implementation of a basic image type. Figure 6.3 
showss the implementation of images of floats (called scalar float images to distinguish 
them,, for example» from images of float vectors that might be used to implement color 
images).. Structurally, there is not much difference between the implementation and 
thee signature for Concrete Image defined above. Most importantly, however, is the 
inclusionn of concrete types for dom and ext, concretizing cbpo_t and cupo_t in the 
process.. Implementations of all of the arithmetic pixel operations are also supplied. 

Thiss formulation of the basic types and operations is satisfactory from an opera-
tionall  viewpoint, but from a design perspective it is desirable to hide the implemen-
tationn of all arithmetic operations defined over pixel domains. At the same time it is 
necessaryy to not hide the actual type of the underlying domain (so that constant pixel 
valuess can be easily created, for example). We will accomplish this goal by hiding the 
typess of the arithmetic operations in a separate module. Two new polymorphic pixel 
operationn types are introduced in the visible interface: 

typee ' a bpo_t 
typee 'a upoJt 

whosee (hidden) implementation is provided as: 

typee 'a bpp_t * 'a —> 'a —> 'a 
typee 'a upo_t «• ' a —> 'a 

Sincee the actual implementation is hidden in the interface, the types of unary and 
binaryy pixel operators are abstract and cannot be manipulated outside of the module 
implementingg them. 

AA new image type is now defined, mirroring the Concrete Image signature, but 
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File ::  pixalgebra.m l 

(*(*  The concrete implementation of images of floats *) 
modul ee ScalarfloatGon e • 

struc t t 

(*(*  Internally OCaml floats, externally 32-bit floats *) 
typ ee do m =  floa t 
typ ee ex t  =  float32_el t 

(*(*  Primitive pixel op types *) 
typ ee cbpo_ t  •  (dor a —> do m - > dom )  1 0 
typ ee eupo_ t  =  (do m —> dom ) 

(*(*  I/O: by default, images are normalize to 0-1, i.e. /2S5 *) 
lett read s = . . . 
lett write c s = . . . 

lett create w h = 
{{  width = w; 

heightt - h; 
dataa = Array2. create float32 c.layout h v }  20 

(*(*  The arithmetic ops in person *) 
l ett add - C +. ) 
l ett sub = C —. ) 
l ett mul a ( * . ) 
lett div - ( / . ) 
lett neg a = —. a 

end d 

Figuree 6.3: A structure implementing images of scalar floats. The structure supplies 
concretee types for all abstraction. The arithmetic operations are implemented using 
thee OCaml operators for floats. 

usingg the new operator types: 

modulee type Abstractlmage 
sig g 

includee Base 
vall  add ; dom bpo_t 
va ll  su b 
va ll  mu l 
va ll  di v 
va ll  ne g 

end d 

domm bpo_ t 
domm bpo_ t 
domm bpö_ t 
domm upo_ t 

Andd lastly, a functor is used to lif t a Concrete lmage to an Abs t rac t lmage. The functor 
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iss just a fancy identity operator the copies all of the functions and types from the 
Concretee Image, constraining the types we want to hide through the Abstract Image 
signature: : 

modulee Primeimage = functor (I : Concrete Image) —> 
struct t 

typee dom * I.dom 
typee ext = I . ext 
lett read = I.read 
lett write • I .write 
le tt create = I .create 
le tt add = I.add 
le tt sub = I.sub 
le tt mul = I.mul 10 
le tt div = I .div 
le tt neg » I,neg 

end d 

Thee interface to the ScalarFloat pixel algebra is exposed as: 

modulee Sealarfloat : Abstractlmage with type dom = float 
modulee Sealarf loat Gone : Concretelmage with type dom = float 

andd the implementation is provided by the appropriate functor call: 

modulee Sealarf loat - Primelmage(SealarfloatConc) 

Thiss hiding of the actual pixel operator types is a bit too restrictive; the very fact 
thatt they are functions are hidden from the user. It is sometimes necessary to create 
imagess directly from OCaml functions - for convenient construction of convolution 
kernels,, for example. We can relax these constraints by providing application functions 
thatt take binary and unary pixel operation from the image structure and apply them, 
ass well as an of _f un function to create an image from a function given a support range. 
Theirr interface is defined as: 

vall bapply : ( 'a bpo_t) —> 'a —> 'a. —> ' a 
vall uapply : (*a upo_t) —> 'a —> 'a 
vall of_fun : (int - > int - > 'a) -> int - > int - > ( 'a , *b) cap 

andd are implemented as: 

l e tt bapply f a b « f a b 
le tt uapply f a = f a 
le tt of _fun f v h » 

l e tt r = I .create w h in 
forr y = - ( h / 2) to (h / 2) do 

forr x - -(w / 2) to (w / 2) do 
r.data.{yy + (h / 2), x + (w / 2)} < - f x y 

done; ; 
done; ; 
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Notee that by using polymorphic types in the Abstract Image definition and for appli-
cationn functions, they can be used for any image type, and need not be duplicated for 
alll  image implementations. 

Wee now have all of the basic elements for pixel domains. Al l I/O operations have 
beenn included to allow creating and saving of images, and we have defined an algebraic 
structuree that must be provided in all pixel implementations. Further, we have ensured 
thee safety of our implementation by hiding it behind an abstract module- Next, the 
processess may be discussed by which we lif t these primitive pixel operations to images. 
Byy abstracting the pixel domains underlying images we are able to define and constrain 
thee set of valid algebraic operations on pixels. 

6.5.22 Primitiv e imag e operation s 

Pixell  domains were defined with two fundamental pixel operation types: unary and 
binary.. Unary image operations over images take a single input image, apply a unary 
pixell  operation to every pixel, and return the result. Binary image operations take as 
inputt two images, apply a binary pixel operation to the corresponding pixels in the 
twoo inputs, and return the result. It is natural that these primal types are the first to 
consider.. As they form the basic operation in our algebra of pixels, so shall they in the 
algebraa of images we wil l now define. 

Binar yy pixe l operation s 

Wee start by defining the module type used to encapsulate the type information about 
ourr binary pixel operations: 

modulee type Bpo = 
sig g 

typee dom 
typee ext 
vall  op : (dom, ext) cap —> (dom, ext) cap —> (dom, ext) cap 
vall  op-val : dom —> (dom, ext) cap —> (dom, ext) cap 

end d 

Thiss Bpo type contains all of the type information about the underlying pixel domain, 
andd also requires two functions: op which takes two images and returns another, and 
op_vall  which takes a pixel value from the underlying domain, an image over the same 
domain,, and returns an image. 

Al ll  that is required to instantiate a binary pixel operation over images is an 
Abstractlmagee and a binary pixel operation from the same Abstractlmage. This 
iss done again through an OCaml functor, shown in figure 6.4. Note that, as required 
byy the signature, the functor provides implementations of op, which takes two images 
andd returns the result image, and op_val which allows us to replace one of the im-
agess with a constant value. Instantiation and use of these operations is shown in the 
examplee program in figure 6.5. 
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F i l e :: p i x a l g e b r a . ml 

modulee MakeBpo = 
functorr ( I : AbstractImage ) —> 

functorr ( 0 : s ig val op : I . dom bpo_t end ) —> 
s t r u ct t 

typee dom = I.dom 
typee ext = I .ext 
l ett op iml im2 = 

l ett r esu lt = I . c rea te iml.width iml .height i n 
l ett (d l , d2, r) = ( iml .data, im2.data, r esu l t . da ta) i n 

forr y = 0 to iml.height — 1 do 10 
forr x = 0 to iml.width — 1 do 

r . {y ,x }}  < - (O.op d l . { y , x }  d2.{y,x} ) 
done;; done; r e s u lt 

l e tt op_val v im = . . . 
end d 

Figuree 6.4: The OCaml type functor used to lif t a binary pixel operation to binary 
imagee operations. 

F i l e :: u t i l . m l 

openn Pixalgebra 
openn Scalar f loat 

(*(*  Instantiate the operations we'll need *) 
modulee BpoAdd = MakeBpo (Scalarf l oa t) ( s t ruct l et op = Scalarf l o a t. add end) 
modulee BpoMul = MakeBpo(Scalarf loat)(struct l et op = Scalar f loat .mul end) 

(*(*  Load the two images, halve them *) 
l e tt t r ui = BpoMul. op_ val 0.5 (Scalarf l oat .read " t r u i . t i f " ) 
l e tt sche = BpoMul. op_val 0.5 (Scalarf l oat .read "schema.t i f") 10 

(*(*  Add the images, write out the result *) 
l e tt _ = Sca la r f loa t .wr i te (BpoAdd.op t r ui sche) " r esu l t . t i f" 

Figuree 6.5: A simple example program il lustrating the instantiation and use of binary 
pixell  operations on images. 
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Notee also that this satisfies one of our original requirements. The program shown in 
figurefigure 6.5 only instantiates the image operations that are absolutely necessary, and this 
iss accomplished with a rninimum of syntactic fuss as compared to the C ++ example 
inn figure 6.1. 

Unaryy pixe l operation s 

Unaryy pixel operations are lifted to operate over images in the same way binary pixel 
operationss were in the previous section. We begin with a type signature for Upo mod-
ules: : 

modulee type Upo = 
sig g 

typee dom 
typee ext 
vall  op : (dom, ext) cap —> (dom, ext) cap 

end d 

andd a functor to make a Upo from an Abstract Image and a unary pixel operation: 

modulee Makeüpo = 
functorr ( I : Abstractlmage ) —> 

functorr ( Ü : sig val op : I . dom upo_t end ) —> 
struct t 

typee dom * I.dom 
typee ext = I.ext 
lett op im = 

lett result - I .create im.width im.height in 
lett dl = imi.data in 
lett r • result .data in 10 

forr y = 0 to im.height — 1 do 
forr x = 0 to im.width — 1 do 

r.{y,x}} < - D.op dl.{y,x} 
done; ; 

done; ; 
resul t t 

end d 

Unaryy operations on images are then instantiated in the same way as binary ones: 

modulee UpoNeg = MakeUpo(Scalarfloat) (struct le t op = Scalarf loat.neg end) 

Notee that unlike the Bpo interface, unary pixel operations do not require an op_val 
operation. . 

Reducee operation s 

Thee previous section shows how primitive binary and unary pixel operations can be 
liftedd to operate on images, instantiating operators which take and return images. 
Thesee operations were completely specified by a primitive pixel operation and a generic 
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F i l e:: pixalgebra.ml 

modulee MakeRedOp * 
functorr ( I : Abstractlmage ) -> 

functorr ( 0 : sig val op : I . dom bpo_t val neut : I . dom end ) —> 
struct t 

typee dom = I.dom 
typee ext • I .ext 
le tt neut » O.neut 
l e tt op im » 

le tt w = im.width in 
le tt h = int.height in 10 
le tt d * reshape.l (genarray_of_array2 im.data) (w * h) in 
le tt ree my_fold c v = 

iff c » (w * h) then v else my_fold (c + 1) (Q.op v d.{c}) in 
my_foldd 0 neut 

end d 

Figuree 6.6: The OCaml functor used to instantiate a reduce operation from a pixel 
domain,, and binary pixel operation, and a neutral element from the domain. 

recipee for lifting it to the correct operation over images. All of the remaining image 
operationss are meta-operations, in that they will lift already instantiated operations 
too form higher-level ones. The next important class of image operations are reduction 
operatorss which take an image and return a pixel value. A reduce operation can be 
instantiatedd from any binary pixel operator. 

modulee type RedOp = 
sig g 

typee dom 
typee est 
vall neut : dom 
Vall op : (dom, ext) cap —> dom 

end d 

Likee all of the previous operations, the RedOp type maintains information about 
thee underlying pixel domain, and in addition keeps a neutral element neut used to 
initializee the operation. This neutral element will depend on the binary operation used 
too instantiate the RedOp. 

Reducee operations correspond naturally to the fold operation on lists in functional 
programnaingg languages. The implementation of the RedOp functor is shown in fig
uree 6.6. In our implementation the image is converted into a one dimensional array 
andd apply a tail recursive fold operation, which allows the OCaml compiler to aggres
sivelyy optimize the operation. The neutral element nöut is used, of course, as the initial 
valuee for the fold. 
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File ::  util.m l 

openn Pixalgebr a 

openn Scalarfloa t 

modul ee Bp o =  MakeBpo(Scalarfloat ) 

modul ee Re d =  MakeRedOp(Scalarfloat) ; 

modul ee BpoAd d =  Bp o (struc t  le t  o p =  Scalarfloat .  ad d end ) 

modul ee BpoMu l  =  Bpo(struc t  le t  o p =  Scalarfloat.mu l  end ) 

modul ee RedMi n = 

MakeRedOpp (struc t  le t  o p =  Scalarfloa t  .mi n le t  neu t  =  256. 0 end ) 

modul ee RedMax = 

MakeRedOpp (struc t  le t  o p =  Scalarfloa t  .ma x le t  neu t  =  0. 0 end ) 

10 0 

le tt  sch e =  Scalarfloat.rea d "housel.tif " 

le tt  s  =  RedMin.o p sch e 

le tt  b  =  RedMax.o p sch e 

le tt  resul t  =  BpoMul.op_va l  (255. 0 / .  ( b - .  s) )  (BpoAdd.op_va l  (-.s )  sche ) 

le tt  _  =  Scalarfloat.writ e resul t  "result.tif "  2 0 

Inputt image Outputt image 

Figuree 6.7: An example of instantiation and use of binary and reduce operations. This 
iss the first example program, which reads in an image and stretches the grey values to 
achievee a minimum and maximum of zero and one. 

Generalize dd convolutio n operation s 

Thee convolution operation can well be called the workhorse of image processing and 
computerr vision. The standard convolution of function ƒ with function g is defined 
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discretelyy as: 

[f*9]{*>v)=[f*9]{*>v)=  ^2 Yl fix>v)9{x-UiV-v)* 
u=x—Su=x—Sxx v=y—6v 

wheree the sum is taken over a local rectangular neighborhood around (x,y) parame-
terizedd by its width Sx and height öy. 

Thiss convolution functional can be generalized by observing that it is naturally de-
composedd into two arithmetic operations. In the convolution operation defined above, 
wee can replace the multiplication of ƒ and g with an arbitrary binary pixel operation, 
andd the summation with an arbitrary reduce operation. Given an instantiated binary 
pixell  operation and reduce operation, we define a parameterized GenConv signature as: 

modulee type GenConv = 
sig g 

typee dom 
typee ext 
vall  op : (dom, ext) cap —> (dom, ext) cap —> (dom, ext) cap 

end d 

Notee that, but for the exclusion of the op_val function, the signature for generalized 
convolutionss is identical to that of binary pixel operation. 

Ass with all image operations, GenConv implementations are created using OCaml 
typee functors. Figure 6.8 shows the functor implementing generalized convolutions. 
Thee generalized convolution pattern performs many array accesses, and all internal 
scratchh arrays are implemented using native OCaml arrays for efficiency. All temporary 
scratchh arrays are created using the create function of the underlying pixel domain. 
Att its core, the generalized convolution operation used the instantiated binary and 
reducee image operations to compute the result for each pixel. Figure 6.9 presents an 
examplee of a generalized convolution used to perform simple image sharpening. 

Thesee are the generic recipes for liftin g operations from the pixel domain to images. 
Thee patterns are common to many image processing operations. Abstraction of the 
underlyingg domain allows genericity in that all operations can be instantiated over 
structuress conforming to the Abstractlmage signature. 

6.66 Backend substitution 
I tt is now time to reap the benefits of our efforts to maintain, through abstraction, 
thee relationship between the native OCaml implementation and the foreign Horus im-
plementation.. This was done so that efficient, native-code implementations of image 
processingg operations can be immediately generated from instantiated OCaml opera-
tions.. In this way, the OCaml implementation can be thought of as a specification 
off  desired functionality. In our sample implementation we have carefully chosen pre-
existingg Horus patterns and algebraic pixel operations, and inflexibly required patterns 
too be instantiated with pixel operations defined in an Abstractlmage type which hides 
thee implementation details of primitive pixel operators. 
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F i l e:: pixalgebra.ml 

modulee MakeGenConv = 
functorr ( I : Abstract Image ) —> 

functorr ( R : RedOp with type dom = I.dom and type ext - I . ext ) —> 
functorr ( B : Bpo with type dom = I.dom and type ext = I . ext ) —> 

struct t 
lett op im k = 

lett (iw, in) = (im.width, im.height) in 
lett (kw, kh) = (k.width, k.height) in 
lett (hkh, hkw) = C(kh - 1) / 2, (kw - 1) / 2) i n 
lett res = I .create iw ih in 10 
lett d = res.data in 
lett exp - I .create (iw + kw — 1) (ih + kh — 1) in 
lett _ = copy im.data exp.data hkw hkh in 

forr y  0 to ih — 1 do 
lett band = Array2.sub-left exp.data y kh in 
lett buf = I.create kw kh in 
forr x = 0 to iw — i .do 

forr yt = 0 to kh - 1 do 
forr xt » 0 to kw — 1 do 

buff  .data.{yt, xt}  <— band.{yt, xt + x}  2D 
done; ; 

done; ; 
d.{y,x}}  <— R.op (B.opkbuf) 

done; ; 
done; ; 
res s 

end d 

Figuree 6.8: A functor implementing the generalized convolution operation. 

Thee substitution begins by extending the Concretelmage type with extra infor-
mationn about how operations over a specific pixel type should be implemented in the 
Horuss backend: 

modulee ScalarfloatCone = 
struct t 

lett hxtype - "HxScalarDouble" 
lett hxdata = "float" 
le tt  hxpt r  =  "HxDataPtr2dFloat " 
le tt  hxbigarra y -  "BIGARRAY_FLGAT32* ' 

end d 

Inn brief, these additional elements tell the system that the Horus arithmetic type (C-H-
class)) that implements pixels of this particular OCaml type is HxScalarDouble, that 
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F i l e:: sharpen.ml 

openn Pixalgebra 
openn Scalar f loat 

modulee A = Scalar f loat 

modulee BpoMul = MakeBpo(A) ( s t ruct l et op = A.mul end) 
modulee RedAdd = MakeRedOp(A) (s t ruct l et op = A.add l et neut = 0.0 end) 
modulee GCMulAdd = MakeGenConv (A) (RedAdd) (BpoMul) 

l ett sharp_k k = 
l ett f x y = match x, y with 

|| (0, 0) -> 8.0 * . k +. 1.0 
|| (_, _) - > ( - . k) 

i n n 
A.of_funn f 3 3 

l ett sharpen im k = GCMulAdd.op im (sharp_k k) 

10 0 

k k 
— O — i i 

-- oVi 
IM t tt CCWWA1W-

k k 

Original l Sharpened d 

Figuree 6.9: An example instantiation and use of a generalized convolution. A sharp-
eningg kernel and function to perform sharpening are defined 

pixelss are represented by the native C ++ type f loa t, that the Horus data pointer type 
iss HxDataPtr2dFloat, and that the interface between OCaml and Horus is made using 
ann OCaml Bigarray of type BIGARRAY_FL0AT32. 

Thiss information establishes the link between our native OCaml types and the 
typess underlying the Horus image processing system. To complete the link between 
OCamll  and Horus, we annotate each primitive pixel operation in Concrete Image with 
thee corresponding Horus operations. The new types for concrete primitive binary and 
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unaryy operations is; 

modulee type Base = 
sig g 

typee ebpo_t = (dom —> dom —> dom) * str ing * str ing 
typee cupo_t « (dom —> dom) * str ing 

end d 

wheree each operator is now represented as a tuple containing the actual OCaml operator 
andd one or more additional strings annotating the operation with the corresponding 
operatorr name from the Horus pixel implementation. 

Ass a specific example, these are the concrete operators from the Scalarf loatCone 
type: : 

modulee ScalarfloatCóac = 
struct t 

le tt  ad d =  (  + .  ) ,  "operator+" ,  "operator** " 
le tt  su b «  (  —.  ) ,  "operator—" ,  "operator—= " 
le tt  mul  =  (*.) ,  "operator*" ,  "operator** " 
le tt  di v =  (/.) ,  "operator/" ,  "operator/» " 
le tt  mi n =  min ,  "min" ,  "minAssign " 
le tt  max =  max ,  "max" ,  "maxAssign " 
le tt  ne g a  -  —.a ,  "operator— "  1 0 

Notee that each binary operation is equipped with a string representing the Horus oper-
atorr used for generating a binary image opérator and an image reduce operation. For 
thiss reason operations of type cbpo_t are annotated with composite assignment oper-
atorss as well as the corresponding arithmetic infix operator. The Primeimage functor 
remainss unchanged, as all it does is lif t the Concretelmage to an Abstractlmage, 
hidingg the actual representation of operations in the process. 
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Next,, each functor defining image operations is equipped with a new function that 
generatess Horus-compatible C ++ code using skeletons similar to the code shown in 
figurefigure 6.1. This is illustrated with the MakeBpo functor: 

modulee MakeBpo = 
functorr ( I : Abstract Image ) -> 

functorr ( Q : sig val op : I . dom bpo_t end ) —> 
struct t 

lett gen f op_name = 
lett hxtype, hxdata, (_, op_func, _) * I.hrt.ype, I.hxdata, O.op in 
lett neut = 0 in 
lett fp - open_out ("hxbuild/" ~ f) in 

output_stringg fp interpolate f i l e "bpo-skeLtxt"; 10 
close_outt fp; 
namee :• "Hx" " op_name " "_caml" 

end d 

Thiss function generates the instantiation for the Horus operation corresponding to this 
Bpoo using the information now provided in Abstract Image. The C + + eode for the 
instantiatedd Horus operation is placed in a spécial hxbuild directory, which serves as 
aa repository for generated code in our system. 

Thee system maintains and imports a shared library of foreign functions (in p ixa lgebra . ml) ) 

(*(*  A reference to the shared library supplying foreign functions *) 
l e tt chorus-lib * 

t ry y 
reff [(Dl.dl_open "dllChorus.so")] 

withh Sys_error e —> print.endlineline e; ref [] 

(*(*  This function does a build of all generated code *) 
l e tt build-l ib » fun <) - > 

matchh !chorus_lib with 
|| ( l i b : : [ ] ) - > 10 

Dl,disclosee l i b ; 
Unix.systemm "cd hxbuild; hxmake.sh"; 
chorus_libb :- [(Dl.dl_open "dllChorus.so")] 

|| CI - > 
Unix.systemm "cd hxbuild; hxmake.sh"; 
chorus_libb :* [(01.dl_open "dllChorus.so")] 

Whenn the imaging system starts up, the shared library dl lChorus. so is loaded. The 
functionn bu i ld_ l ib can be called after generation of all operations, i.e. after calls 
too the gen function of an instantiated Bpo, forcing a build of all new generated code. 
Callss to bu i ld_ l ib also force a re-load of the dl lChorus.so library, refreshing any 
pre-existingg symbols that may have been loaded. 

Finally,, once an operation has been instantiated and generated, and the library has 
beenn built, the following OCaml type functor is used to replace the existing OCaml im
plementationn with the native Horus code (only the code specific to the implementation 
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off  the binary image operation is included, again from pixalgebra.ml): 

modulee HakeFastBpo = 
functorr ( R : Bpo ) —> 

struct t 

lett op = 
lett bpo.wrap f = 

funn (iml : (dpm, ext) cap) (im2 : (dom, ext) cap) —> 
{{  width - iml.width; 

heightt = iml.height; 
dataa = i iml. data im2. data }  in 10 

lett l i b » List.hd !chorus_lib in 
lett sym = Dl.dl_s.ym l i b !name in 

bpo_wrapp (Dl.call2 sym) 

end d 

Thiss functor replaces the OCarnl operation from an instantiated Bpo with the corre-
spondingg operation from the already loaded dl lChorus. so library. The most impor-
tantt feature of this functor, and indeed of this entire section, can be seen by looking 
att the signature of this functor (from pixalgebra.ml i ): 

modulee HakeFastBpo : 
functorr ( R : Bpo ) —> 

Bpoo with type dom = R.dom and type ext * R.ext 

Thee functor takes an instantiated Bpo and also returns a Bpo. That is, the fast functions 
conformm to the same interface as the original Bpo. Because of this, and because we 
havee maintained the relationship between OCaml and Horns types, any pre-existing 
codee using the OCaml Bpo will now work exactly as before, but with the optimized 
Horuss backend. 

Ass an example, figure 6.10 shows how the sharpening convolution of figure 6.9 can 
bee made more efficient by generating optimized Horus implementations of the required 
operation. . 

Thee developments in this section built directly on the abstraction of primitive pixel 
andd image operations, whose definition was tightly constrained to conform to a model 
off  the core abstractions of Horus. By constraining the abstraction of pixel domains and 
genericc patterns to model their analogues in a foreign, native-code image processing 
libraryy we are able to automatically generate efficient, optimized code to replace the 
OCamll  implementations of low-level image processing functions. The interface to the 
substitutedd foreign functions is identical to the OCaml implementation. 

6.77 Case studies 

Inn this section usage patterns for the system are examined. 

http://Dl.dl_s.ym
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Fi le ::  sharpen.m l 

ope nn Pixalgebr a 
ope nn Scalarfloa t 

modul ee A  =  Scalar f  loa t 

modul ee BpoMu l  *  HakeBpo(A)(struc t  le t  o p =  A.mu l  end ) 
modul ee RedAd d =  MakeRedQp(A)(struc t  le t  o p »  A.ad d le t  neu t  =  0. 0 end ) 
modul ee OcGCMulAdd =  MakeGenConv(A )  (RedAdd )  (BpoMul ) 

(*(*  NEW: generate code for convolution, build library, and make fast *) i o 
le tt  _  =  OcGCMulAdd.ge n "GCMulAdd.c "  "GCMulAdd " 
le tt  _  =  build-li b 0 
modul ee GCMulAd d =  MakeFastGenCon v (OcGCMulAdd ) 

le tt  sharp_ k k  = 
le tt  f  x  y  =  matc h x ,  y  wit h 

||  (0 ,  0 )  ->  8. 0 * .  k+ .  1. 0 
||  (_ ,  - )  - > (-.k ) 

i n n 
A..  o f  .fu n f  3  3  2 0 

lett sharpen im k » GCMulAdd.op im (sharp_k k) 

Figuree 6.10: The sharpening function revisited. The generalized convolution is replaced 
byy an optimized, native-code version. 

6.7.11 Linear  scalespace 
Linearr scalespace theory is quite popular in the image processing and computer vision 
researchh fields [61]. The basic idea is to take an input image I and embed it in a one 
parameterr family of smoothed images by convolving it with a Gaussian convolution 
kernel: : 

UJ{X\(T)=UJ{X\(T)= / I(y)g{-x.~y\a)dy 
JveRJveR2 2 
' y ee J?2 

wheree <?(x;a) is the isotropic two dimensional Gaussian: 

Thee scale parameter a controls the amount of smoothing applied to the image. In-
creasingg a results in simpler images with details below a certain spatial scale reduced 
andd eventually removed. 

Onee nice property of such representations is that derivatives of the image can be 
takenn simply by taking the derivative of the Gaussian kernel and performing the con-
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File ::  scalespace.m l 

openn Pixalgebr a 

modul ee A  =  Scalarfloat.Scalarfloa t 

modul ee BpoMul  =  MakeBpó(A )  (struc t  le t  o p =  A.mu l  end ) 

modul ee RedAd d =  MakeRedGp(A)(struc t  le t  o p =  A.ad d le t  neu t  =  0. 0 end ) 
modul ee GCMulAdd =  MakeGenConv(A)(RedAdd)(BpoMul ) 

le tt  re c h  n  x =  matc h n  wit h 
||  0  ->  1 . 
jj  1  ->  2 .  * .  x 
II  _  -> .  2 .  * .  x *. ( h ( n -  1 )  x )  - . 

2..  * .  (float_of_in t  ( n -  1) )  * .  ( h ( n -  2 )  x ) 

le tt  gl d s  x  = 
le tt  p i  -  3.1415926535 8 i n 
le tt  nor m =  1. 0 / .  ( s * .  (sqr t  (2. 0 * .  pi)) )  i n 

nor mm * .  (ex p (—.  ( x * *  2,0 )  / .  (2. 0 * .  s  * *  2.0)) ) 

le tt  gdld_ h s  o x =  fu n x i  _  —> 
le tt  x  =  (float_of_in t  xi )  i n 

(-.1. 00 / .  ( e * .  (sqr t  2.0)) )  * *  (float-of-in t  ox )  * . 
(hh o x (- .  x  / .  ( s * .  (sqr t  2.0))) )  * .  (gl d e  x ) 

lett gdld_v s ox = fun x y —> gdld_h s o i yx 

lett do_sep_gauss i s ox oy = 
lett sz = 2 * (int_of-float (3. * . s +. 0.5)) + 1 in 
lett h = A.of_fun (gdld-h s ox) sz 1 and v = A.of_fun (gdld_y s oy) 1 sz in 

GCMulAdd.opp (GCMulAdd.op i h) v 

Figuree 6.11: Gaussian scalespace in 30 lines of OCaml code. This collection of functions 
implementss Gaussian convolution at arbitrary scale and order of differentiation. 

volution.. Such Gaussian derivative operators are widely used for edge detection, image 
smoothing,, and sharpening. 

AA complete implementation of Gaussian scalespace functionality is given in fig-
uree 6.11. The code in figure 6.11 provides a function capable of computing Gaussian 
derivativess of any order and any scale, hence it represents the basic building blocks 
off  scalespace. By way of explanation, the implementation öf Gaussian scalespace is 
developedd in the interactive OCaml toplevel. 

First,, all operations will be defined to operate in the Scalarf loat domain, which 
iss natural since the Gaussian kernels are denned on the reals. Development begins by 
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openingg modules and creating an alias for the Scalarf l oat image domain: 

## ope n Pixalgebra; ; 
## ope n Scalar f  loat; ; 
## modul e A  =» Scalar f  loat; ; 
modul ee A  : 

si g g 

end d 

Notee that we omit the lengthy signature definitions returned by many functions, and 
replacee them with ellipses in the source fragments. The aliasing öf Scalarf loat allows 
moree generality and brevity m what follows. 

Next,, to perform convolutions we must instantiate all of the operations necessary. 
Wee need a Bpo implementing the multiplication operation, a RedOp to sum the pixel 
valuess in an image (or neighborhood, actually), and a GenConv instantiated using these 
operations: : 

## module BpoMul = MakeBpo(A) (struct let op * A,mul end);; 
modulee BpoMul : 

sig g 

end d 
## modul e RedAd d *  MakeRedOp(A )  (struc t  le t  o p *  A.ad d le t  neu t  =  0. 0 end )  ; ; 
modul ee RedAd d : 

si g g 

endd 1 0 
## modul e QcGCMulAdd -  MakeGenConv(A )  (RedAdd )  (BpoMul )  ; ; 
modul ee OcGCMulAdd : 

si g g 

end d 

Thee backend implementation is finalized by generating optimized Horus code for the 
generalizedd convolution: 

## OcGCMulAdd.ge n "GCMulAdd.c "  "GCMulAdd"; ; 
—— :  uni t  °  ( ) 
## build-li b <) ; ; 
—— :  uni t  =  ( ) 
## modul e GCMulAd d =  MakeFaetGenConv(OcGCMulAdd )  ; ; 
modul ee GCMulAd d : 

si g g 

end d 

Thiss is not strictly necessary, but wil l make our interactive development of the Gaussian 
convolutionn code more responsive and is a good illustration of the type of progressive 
prototypingg and implementation supported by the system. 
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Noww that we have a configured, compiled, and optimized backend providing no 
moree than the basic functionality needed, the conceptual heart of the task at hand 
iss the generation and application of Gaussian convolution kernels. We will use the 
factt that the two dimensional Gaussian kernel is separable into horizontal and vertical 
componentss to make our implementation efficient and elegant. That is: 

==  9(x;<T)g{y;<r), 

wheree g{x\ er) and g(y; er) are one dimensional Gaussians. 
Too enable the generation of Gaussian derivative kernels of any order of differen-

tiation,, we wil l use the fact that Gaussian derivative functions of any order may be 
generatedd using the Hermite polynomials, which are defined recursively as follows: 

11 if n = 0 
HHnn(x)(x) = { 2x if n = 1 

2xH2xHnn~i(x)~i(x) — 2(n — l)Hn-2{x) otherwise 

Thee univariate Gaussian derivative of order n can then be written as: 

^ s ( x ; f f )) = ( ^ ) ff-(-^)9(x;ff) 

Wee now turn these definitions into working code. We first need the zero order 
univariatee Gaussian: 

## let gld s x = 
lett pi = 3.14159265358 in 

lett norm - 1.0 / . (s(s * . (sqrt (2.0 * . pi))) in 
normm *. (exp ( - . (x **  2.0) / . (2.0 * . s **  2 .0) ) ) ;; 

vall  gld : f loat -> float -> float = <fun> 

andd a function to compute the Hermite polynomial of any order: 

## let rec h n x» match n with 
|| o - > i . 
jj  1 -> 2. * . x 

2.. * . x * . ((h (n - 1) x) - . ((float_of_int (n - l ) ) * . (h (n - 2) x ) ) ) ; ; 
vall  h : int —> float —> float = <fun> 

Combiningg these two functions we now define a function that computes any desired 
Gaussiann derivative in the x direction: 

## let gdld_h s ox = fun xi _ —> 
lett x = (float_of_int xi) in 

( - .1 .00 / . (s * . (sqrt 2.0))) **  (f loat.of- int ox) * . 
(hh ox ( - . x / . (s * . (sqrt 2.0)))) * . (gld s x ) ; ; 

vall  gdlcLh : f loat -> int -> int -> 'a —> float « <fun> 
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Notee that our "univariate" gdicLh function has an unexpected arity of two (after 
partiall  application to s and ox values). We define it in this way so that it can be 
passedd directly to the of_fun function (defined way back in section 6.5, thus directly 
discretizingg convolution kernels from this function. For univariate derivatives in the 
yy direction we use a higher order OCaml function which simply swaps the x and y 
parameters: : 

## let gdlcLv s ox = fun x y —> gdldJh s ox y x;; 
vall  gdld-v : f loat —> int —> 'a —> int —> float = <fun> 

Andd finally we put it all together into a function that does the separated convolution: 

## let do_sep_gauss i s ox oy • 
l e tt s z = 2 * (int_of_float (3. *. s +. 0.5)) + 1 in 

l e tt h =•= A. of _f tin (gdld_h s ox) sz 1 and v - A. of-fun (gdld_v s oy) 1 sz in 
GCMulAdd.opp (GCMulAdd.op i t ) v;; 

vall do_sep_gauss : 
(GCMulAdd.dom,, GCMulAdd.ext) Pixalgebra.cap —> 
floatt —> int - > int - > (GCMulAdd.dom, GCMulAdd.ext) Pixalgebra.cap - <fun> 

Thiss function takes an image parameter, a f l o a t parameter (the scale a), two i n t 
parameterss (the order of differentiation in the x and y directions), and returns the 
convolvedd image. 

AA common validation technique for convolution-type operations is to test it on an 
imagee containing a single white pixel at its center. Convolving such an image will 
resultt in an image containing the convolution kernel itself, which can be inspected for 
accuracy.. As a good illustration of the flexibility and expressiveness of our system, a 
dott function is defined: 

## le t dot x y = match x, y with 0, 0 ->• 1.0 !_ ,_—> 0.0;; 
vall dot : in t —> int —> float = <fun> 

(i.e.. a function that takes the value 1 at the origin and 0 everywhere else). Convolving 
ourr dot with the Gaussians is then simply a matter of: 

## le t d2x3y = do-sep^gauss (A. of „fun dot 21 21) 3.0 2 3 ; ; 
vall d2x3y : (GCMulAdd.dom, GCMulAdd.ext) Pixalgebra.cap = 

{widthh = 21; height » 21; data = <abstr>} 

Figuree 6.12 shows the result of convolving an image with different Gaussian deriva
tivess and the corresponding kernel resulting from convolving our the function with a 
Gaussiann derivative. 

6.7.22 Complet e lattic e morpholog y 

Mathematicall morphology, like linear scalespace, is also popular in the image pro
cessingg community. It is a non-linear theory, which can be described in terms of the 
primitivee operations of erosion and dilation. The standard geometric interpretations of 
thee erosion and dilation operators on binary images do not easily generalize to images 
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Figuree 6.12: Verification and examples of our Gaussian scalespace implementation. 

off  arbitrary types. Mathematical morphology is most naturally and completely charac-
terizedd within a complete lattice framework, equipped with the notion of adjunctions. 

Thee complete lattice formulation of erosions and dilations over pixel lattices is taken 
fromm from Heijmans [44]. Given a nonempty set C and a binary relation < on C, the 
pairr (£, <) is called a partially ordered set, or poset, if: 

(01)) X < X (reflexivity) 
(02)) X <Y and Y <X =>  X = Z (anti-symmetry) 
(03)) X <Y and Y <Z =3*  X = Z (transitivity) 

forr all X,Y,Z e C. Further, a poset (£, <) is said to be totally ordered if: 

(04)) X<Y or Y<X for every X,Y € C 

AA totally ordered poset is called a chain. Finally, a poset (£, <) is a lattice if for 
anyy finite subset X of £, the supremum and infimiun of X (with respect to the partial 
orderr <) exists. If the supremum and infimum exists for any subset of £, the poset is 
aa complete lattice. The infimum and supremum of a set are denoted as f\ X and V X, 
respectively. . 

Givenn a complete lattice T the power lattice C = TT is the space of all functions 
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mappingg T into itself. The partial ordering on C given by: 

FF < G if F{x) < G{x) Var € £ 

definess a partial ordering on L induced by the partial ordering on our original domain 
T .. Further, it can be shown that £ is a complete lattice with infimum and supremum 
dennedd as: 

Notee that the order on the functional space (£, <) is determined completely by the 
orderr over (T, <} . For our purposes (T, <) will correspond to a pixel domain, and the 
functionn space (£, <) to images. 

Onee more concept from the complete lattice theory of morphology is needed. Let e 
andd 5 be operators on a complete lattice (£, <). The pair (e, S) is called an adjunction 
if f 

S(Y)S(Y) < X  Y < e(X) 

holdss for all X, Y e C. It can be shown that if (e, 8) is an adjunction, then they satisfy 
thee following distributivity properties: 

e(/\Xe(/\Xtt)) - /\e{Xi) 

H\JXi)H\JXi)  = ys(Xi) 

forr every family X{ € £, i £ I. When the operators satisfy these properties, e is 
calledd an erosion and 6 a dilation, and for any e that distributes over infima there is 
aa unique ë for which (et S) is an adjunction (and dually for any S that distributes over 
suprema).. Lastly, recalling how we lifted the ordering from the pixel domain (Tt <) to 
thee functional domain (£ ,< ), it can be shown that (S,e) is an adjunction on (£, <) if 
aridd only if there exists an adjunction (eytXtdxty) on the pixel lattice (T, <) such that: 

(eF)(x)(eF)(x) = /\ey,x{F(y)) 

(SF)(x)(SF)(x) = \JdXiy(F{y)) 
y£T y£T 

Thiss pair of low-level operations {eytXidx,y) is a pixel lattice adjunction. Note that 
inn the general case, pixel lattice adjunction operators are spatially variant in their 
definition.. All of the operators we wil l consider are spatially invariant, however. 

Wee now begin translating the complete lattice theory of mathematical morphology 
intoo running code. It wil l be shown how new morphologies of completely different 
characterr can be created simply by defining the basic pixel lattice adjunction. Al l of 
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thee example pixel domains are totally ordered and the min and max operators required 
inducee a complete lattice structure over them. 

Thee first type needed is for a pixel lattice adjunction: 

modulee type PLA * 
sig g 

typee dom 
typee ext 
modulee Be : Bpo with type dom = dom and type ext = ext 
modulee Bd : Bpo with type dom = dom and type ext = ext 
vall  e : int -i> int —> dom 
vall  d : int —> int —> dom 

end d 

Thiss will , in the end, be the only structure needed to instantiate a working morphology 
overr image types, as all higher level structures wil l be parameterized by a pixel lattice 
adjunction.. Internal to a PLA structure are the binary pixel operations Be and Bd which 
wil ll  be used to combine the results of a pixel lattice erosion or dilation with the input 
image. . 

Nextt we need a type to represent an adjunction that has been lifted to the domain 
off  images: 

modulee type Adjunction -
sig g 

modulee I : Abstraetlmage 
vall  erode : (I.dom, I.ext) cap -> int —> int —> (I.dom, I.ext) cap 
vall  d i late : (I.dom, I.ext) cap -> int -> int —> Cl.dom, I.ext) cap 

end d 

Thee Adjunction type records the image domain it is defined in, and holds the erode 
andd d i l a te functions that have been lifted to operate on images. 

Thee liftin g of a PLA and Adjunction is accomplished with the MakeAdjunction type 
functorr shown in figure 6.13. There are a few items worthy of comment in this figure. 
Firstt of all, we are finally using a truly generalized instantiation of the GenConv pattern. 
Thee Adjunction instantiates a generalized convolution using both the min and max 
reducee operations from the Abstractlmage over which it is defined. The generalized 
convolutionn then uses the Be and Bd binary operations defined in the underlying pixel 
latticee adjunction as the Bpo for the respective convolutions. The erode and d i l a te 
functionss take two integer parameters, specifying the width and height of the support 
forr the operation. The operations discretize the structuring functions for the erosion or 
dilationn using the of _fun function from the underlying pixel domain. Because of this, 
alll  erosions and dilations are constructed from structuring functions centered about 
thee origin. 

Thee Adjunction type above could be used to perform erosions and dilations, but 
wee wil l go one step further and define a Morphology type which encapsulates the 
adjunctionn and provides some higher-level morphological operations. This is done 
becausee it makes no sense to perform an erosion from one adjunction, followed by a 
dilationn from another adjunction, and call it an opening. The Morphology type is 
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File ::  morphology ,  m l 

modul ee MakeAdjunctio n -
functo rr  ( I  :  Abstrac t  Image )  —> 

functo rr  ( P :  PL A wit h typ e do m •  I.do m an d typ e ex t  •  I.ext )  —> 
struc t t 

modul ee I  *  I 
modul ee RedMi u = 

MakeRedOp(I)(struc tt  le t  o p *  I.mi n le t  neu t  »  I.big-va l  end ) 
modul ee RedMax = 

MakeRedOp(I ))  (struc t  le t  o p *  I.ma x le t  neu t  •  I.small-va l  end ) 
modul ee Erod e -  MakeGenConv(I )  (RedMin )  (P.Be ) 
modul ee Dilat e -  MakeGenConv(I)(RedMax)(P.Bd ) 

le tt  erod e ir a w  h  -
le tt  s f  -  I .  o f  „fu n P .  e  w  h  i n 

Erode.o pp i m s f 

le tt  dilat e i m v  h  = 
le tt  s f  =  I .  of-fu n P. d w  h  i n 

Dilate.o pp i m s f 

end d 

Figuree 6.13: An OCaml type functor to lif t a pixel lattice adjunction to the image 
lattice.. The adjunction module maintains its own instantiated image operations used 
too perform the erosion and dilation that make up the adjunction. 

definedd as; 

modul ee typ e Morpholog y = 

si g g 
typ ee do m 
typ ee ex t 
vall  erod e :  (dora ,  ext )  ca p —> in t  —> in t  —> (dom ,  ext )  ca p 
vall  dilat e :  (dom ,  ext )  ca p —> in t  —> in t  —> (dom ,  ext )  ca p 
vall  mope n :  (dom ,  ext )  ca p —> in t  —> in t  —> (dom ,  ext )  ca p 
vall  mclos e :  (dom ,  ext )  ca p —> in t  —> in t  —> (dom ,  ext )  ca p 
vall  dy r  :  (dom ,  ext )  ca p —> in t  —> in t  —> (dom ,  ext )  ca p 

end d 

Ass with the other image operators defined previously, we copy the type information dom 
andd ext from the underlying domain. In addition to the erode and di late functions, 
takenn directly from the adjunction giving rise to this morphology, functions for per-
formingg openings and closings are provided, and well as a function dyr which performs 
aa morphological gradient operation. Figure 6.14 shows the generic implementation of 
thee MakeMorph type functor which construct a Morphology from an Adjunction. Note 
how.. in addition to ensuring that openings and closings are computed within the same 
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F i l e:: morphology.ml 

modulee MakeMörph = functor (A : Adjunction) -> 
struct t 

typee dom = A.I.dom 
typee ext • A.I.ext 
modulee BpoSub = MakeBpo(A.I)(struct le t op = A.I.sub end) 
le tt di late = A.dilate 
le tt erode = A.erode 
lett möpen im v h = di late (erode i i v h ) v h 
le tt melose i n w h * erode (dilate im v h) w h 
lett dyr in w h s 10 

le tt e = erode im v h. in 
le tt d = di la te im w h. in 

BpoSub.opp d e 
end d 

FiguTee 6.14: The OCaml type functor used to build a morphology structure from an 
adjunction.. The type encapsulates everything needed to compute erosions, dilations, 
andd other higher level morphological operators. 

adjunction,, the MakeMorph functor also ensures that the size of support is the same for 
ann erosion and dilation used to construct openings or closings. 

Figuree 6.15 gives the definition for an adjunction consisting of flat, rectangular 
structuringg functions. The adjunction is quite naturally defined as such, with the 
pixell lattice erosion and dilation simply defined as the constant function taking zero 
everywhere. . 

Too illustrate how different adjunctions can be defined, giving rise to morphological 
operatorss haying completely different characteristics, see figure 6.16 for the definition 
andd instantiation of parabolic morphology. Parabolic morphology is the morphological 
analoguee of Gaussian scalespace discussed in section 6.7.1 [112]. The pixel lattice ad
junctionn is defined using the equations of a parabola, with the direction of the parabola 
reversedd for the dilation to satisfy the adjunction property. 

6.7.33 An algebrai c expressio n compile r 

Usingg the abilities of the camlp4 OCaml preprocessor to extend the syntax of OCaml it 
iss possible to construct algebraic expression compilers, allowing users to use simple alge
braicc expressions to implement image processing functions, rather than host language 
constructs.. Algebraic expressions will be evaluated within lazy evaluation contexts, 
allowingg for arbitrary bindings of images and constant pixel values to variable names. 

Fromm the definition of lazy evaluation contexts variable names are bound to values. 
Byy convention, uppercase identifiers will designate images, and lowercase variables con
stants.. An evaluation context is represented abstractly by the following polymorphic 
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File ::  flat.m l 

openn Pixalgebr a 

openn Scalarfloa t 

openn Morpholog y 

modul ee A  =  Scalarfloa t 

modul ee FlatAd j  =  MakeAdjunction(A ) 

( ( 

struc t t 

modul ee B e =  MakeBpo(A)(struc t  le t  o p =  A.ad d end ) 

modul ee B d =  B e 

typ ee do m =  A.do m an d ex t  =  A.ex t 

le tt  e  =  fu n —> 0. 0 

le tt  d  =  e 

end d 

) ) 

modulee F latMorph = MakeMorph(FlatAdj) 

(flat)) erosion (flat) dilation (flat) opening 

Figuree 6.15: Code and examples of flat morphological operators. The adjunction is 
definedd by a function that simply takes the value zero everywhere. The corresponding 
erosionn is the local minimum operator, and the dilation is the local maximum. 

lazyy list structure: 

typee 'a. stream = 
N i l l 

|| Cons of 'a Lazy.t * 'a stream Lazy.t 

andd concretely as a stream of type sym: 

typee sym = 
Image_varr of (A.dom, A.ext) cap 

|| Const_var of A.dom 

wheree the module A is the Abstract Image over which the algebraic expressions wil l be 
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File ::  parabolic.m l 

openn Pixalgebr a 

openn Scalarfloa t 

openn Morpholog y 

modul ee A  =  Scalarfloa t 

modul ee Paraboli c = 

struc t t 

typ ee do m =  A.do m 

typee ext = A.ext 10 
modulee Be = MakeBpo(A) (s t ruct l et op = A.add end) 
modulee Bd = Be 
l ett e x y • ( f loat_of_int (x * x + y * y)) / . 255. 
l e tt d x y = (float_of _ in t ( - ( x * x + y * y ) ) ) / . 255. 

end d 

modulee ParaAdj = MakeAdjunction(A)(Parabolic) 
modulee ParaMorph = MakeMorph(ParaAdj) 

(parabolic)) erosion (parabolic) dilation (parabolic) gradient 

Figuree 6.16: Parabolic morphology with examples. The pixel lattice adjunction is 
denned,, quite naturally, with parabolas. Integer support coordinates must first be 
convertedd to floats before computing the parabola. 

defined.. A few utility functions will make it easier to access and manipulate bindings 
fromm an evaluation context. First, a function to retrieve a binding from a lazy evaluation 
context: : 

l e tt rec lassoc 1 s • 
matchh 1 with 

|| Cons (hd, t l ) - > 
l e tt (n, v) = Lazy.force hd in 

iff n = s then Lazy.force v e l se lassoc (Lazy.force t l ) s 
II Nil —> r a i s e Not-found 
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andd a function to concatenate two lazy lists: 

lett rec lconcat 11 12 * 
matchh 11 with. 

|| Cons (hd, t l ) —> Cons Chd, lazy (lconcat (Lazy.force t l ) 12}) 
|| Nil -> Lazy.force 12 

Noww for our first actual extension to the core syntax. This extension uses the 
camlp44 preprocessor to add a syntactical construct allowing for the easy creation of 
evaluationn contexts: 

EXTEND D 
expr:: LEVEL "exprl" 

[ [[  "Env"; " [ " ; r = LÏST1 expr SEP "and"; "] " -> 
lett rec consify 1 » 

matchh 1 with 
|| hd :: t l -> <:expr< Cons (lazy $hd$, lazy ($consify t l$)) » 
II  [ ] -> <:expr< Nil » in 

lett f oo • consify r in 
<:expr<< $anti:foo$ >> ] ] ; 

10 0 
expr:: LEVEL "exprl" 

[[[ x » LIDENT; "=H; y - expr - > 
<:expr<< ($str:x$, lazy (Const_var $y$)) » 

|| x = UIDENT; "»"; y = expr —> 
<:expr<< ($str:x$, lazy (Image.var $y$)> » 

] ] 
] ; ; 

END D 

Thiss extension adds an Env keyword to OCaml, allowing lazy contexts to be created 
likee so (in the OCaml toplevel): 

## le t env - Env [T » A.read " t ru i . t i f" and C - A.read "cerraet . t if"]; ; 
vall env : (string * Algebraic.sym lazy_t) Algebraic.stream » 

Conss (<lazy>, <lazy>) 

Notee that, due to laziness, no image I/O is done in declaring this evaluation context. 
Byy definition, the image files are only read when a symbol is retrieved from the context: 

## lassoc env "T";; 
—— : Algebraic.sym = 
Image-var r 
{Pixalgebra.widthh = 256; Pixalgebra.height » 256; Pixalgebra.data - <abstr>} 

Thiss type of lazy construction will allow us to create bindings between variables and 
imagess that (potentially) require a lot of time and effort to compute, while the dec
larationn of the actual evaluation context is instantaneous. Also, once the evaluation 
off A. read has been forced by accessing a variable in the environment it need not be 
evaluatedd again for subsequent references. 
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Wee can now define the syntax of our algebraic expressions. In keeping with, the 
otherr examples in this chapter, we only include a few example algebraic operations in 
ourr parser. The grammar for expressions is: 

EXTEND D 
alge: : 
[[  "add" LEFTA 

[[  x * alge; "+"; y = alge —> infi x loc x y <:expr< A.add » 
|| x = alge; "—"; y • alge —> infix loc x y <:expr< A.sub » ] 

|| "mult" RIGHTA 
[[ x = alge; "*"; y - alge -> infix loc x y < :expr< A.mul » 
|| x = alge; "/"; y = alge —> infix loc x y <:expr< A.div >> ] 

10 0 
|| "expr" NGNA 

[[ x = FLOAT -> 
<:expr<< fun env - > le t f = my_fos $str:x$ in fun i j - > f >> 

|| x = UIDENT - > 
<:expr<< fun env —> le t f = deref (lassoc env $str:x$) in 

funn i j - > f i jj >> 
|| x - LIDENT - > 

<:expr<< fun env —> le t f = deref (lassoc env $str:x$) in f >> 
|| " (" ; e - alge; " ) " - > e ] 

] ;; 20 
END D 

Thee grammar uses a utility i n f ix function that inserts a new infix operator into the 
grammarr being defined. There are a few notable items in this code. First, constant 
pixell values are implemented, in the finest tradition of algebraic image processing, and 
constantt functions. Thus, constants are not handled as special cases. Also note how 
eachh rule returns the abstract syntax tree of a function defined over integer coordinates. 

Thee syntax extension is defined as a camlp4 quotation: 

le tt bind_exp s « Grammar. Entry, parse alge (Stream. of ̂ string s) 
l e tt bind_pat s = failwith "not implemented term_pat" 
le tt - * Quotation.add "alge" (Quotation.ExAst (bind_exp, bind-pat)} 
le tt _ - Quotation.default := "alge" 

andd we can now write expressions like so (using the evaluation environment defined 
above): : 

## << 0.5 * (T + C) >> env;; 
—— : int —> int —> Algebraic.A.dom = <fun> 
# # 

Comparee this with the code in figure 6.5 which performs the same image computation 
usingg instantiated image operations in the host language. 

Inn addition to allowing for more elegant and compact representations of simple op
erationss like the one above, this type of syntactic extension also allows us to build more 
meaningfull abstractions that are faithful to the algebraic language underlying image 
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processingg theories. Take the Gaussian scalespace example discussed in section 6.7.1. 
I tt is most natural for researchers to work with the various Gaussian derivatives using 
notationn like Lxxyy and Lxxx rather than statements in a progranuriing language [35]. 
Usingg lazy evaluation contexts and this simple algebraic expression compiler, we can 
easilyy provide this functionality. Given an input image and a scale of differentiation, 
wee can define the Njet [61] of the image as: 

lett njet l i s s 

l ett e ll nxay = 
lett rec repeat s n = if n " 0 then "" else is " (repeat s (n —1)) in 

"L""  " (repeat "x" nx) " (repeat "y" ay) 
in n 
lett rec order n s am * 

lett rec zip i y = 
i ff  x =~ — i then M l else 

lett term - lazy (e ll x y, lazy (Image_var (do_sep_gauss i n sx y))) in 
Conss ( term, lazy (zip (x — 1) (y + 1)) ) 10 

in n 
zipp n 0 

i n n 
lett rec seny n im s = 

lconcatt (order n s im) (lazy (senv (a + 1) l i s ) ) in 
Iconcatt (Env [I = im and s = s and s2 » s*.s]) (lazy (senv 0 i o s )) 

Thiss function returns a lazy evaluation environment, initially containing the original 
image,, the scale, and the square of the scale, capable of generating arbitrary Gaussian 
derivativess upon demand. 

Forr example, the familiar sharpening procedure done by subtracting the Laplacian 
off  the image from the smoothed original can be computed as: 

## let t rui * njet (A.read " t ru i . t i f " ) 1.5;; 
vall  t rui : (str ing * Algebraic. sym lazy.t) Algebraic• stream = 

Conss (<lazy>, <lazy>) 
## l e t sharp - << L - 0.5 * s2 * (Lxx + Lyy) » t r u i ; ; 
vall sharp : int —> int —> Algebraic,A.dom = <fun> 

Notee how the sharp function is now defined over lazy Njet environments, correspond
ingg to the desire in scalespace to define operations defined over all scales. It is also 
importantt to note that the semantics of all symbols are supplied entirely by the lazy 
evaluationn context. Our implementation of Njets does not require any modification of 
thee parser for algebraic expressions. Indeed, the parser need not know anything about 
Gaussiann derivatives or how to compute them. 
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Ass a final example, we can also define an evaluation context which lazily reads in 
alll  images from a directory: 

lett lazy-dir s = 
lett h - Unix.opendirir s in 
lett rec doit han = 

try y 
lett f = Unix. readdir han in 

i ff  (Filename.check_suffix f " t i f" ) then 
lett name = String.capital ize (Filename.chop-extension f) in 
lett hd -

lazyy (name, lazy (Image.var (A.read (s ~ f))) ) 
i nn 10 

Conss (hd, lazy (dóit han)) 
elsee doit han 

withh End_of_file —> Unix.closedir h; Nil 
in n 

doitt h 

Ass before, all image I/O is lazily evaluated so that images are not read until they are 
accessed,, and once they are loaded they need not be read again. Lazy directories like 
thiss can be used to provide working environments to users so that they do not have to 
worryy about image I /O at all. This type of convenience environment is also useful for 
evaluatingg functions on a number of test images. 

Thesee case studies illustrate the expressiveness of the OCaml image processing 
systemm we have developed. The implementation of linear scalespace is more or less 
aa direct translation of the functional theory. While exhibiting less affinity with the 
underlyingg theory, the complete lattice implementation of mathematical morphology 
allowss erosions and dilations to be completely specified functionally in terms of low-level 
pixell  lattice adjunctions. The algebraic expression compiler illustrated the flexibility 
off  OCaml by allowing core syntactic extensions to the language to be added which are 
moree expressive and appropriate to the image processing domain. 

6.88 Discussion 
Inn this chapter we have described a functional approach to the design óf experimental 
imagee processing and computer vision research software systems. By abstracting the 
pixell  domains underlying images we were able to define the set of valid algebraic op-
erationss on pixels, Generic recipes for liftin g these operations from the pixel domain 
too images were then defined for a number of patterns common to many image process-
ingg operations. By constraining the abstraction of pixel domains and generic patterns 
too model their analogues in a foreign, native-code image processing library we were 
ablee to automatically generate efficient, optimized code to replace the OCaml imple-
mentationss of low-level image processing functions. Case studies illustrated theoretical 
abstractionss can be modeled in meaningful ways, and that core language extensions 
cann be incorporated in support of this. 
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Wee retrospectively revisit the goals established in section 6.3.1: 

•• Functionality on demand 
Thee ability of our system to provide this can be seen in the examples in fig
uree 6.5 where only the primitive image operations needed for the task at hand 
aree instantiated. This results in smaller executables, and digestible packages of 
functionality. . 

•• Relevant and meaningful abstractions 
Ourr example implementation of Gaussian scalespace in section 6.7.1 is more or 
lesss a direct translation of the equations of the theory, with few extraneous syn
tacticc distractions in the implementation interfering. The example of complete 
latticee morphology given in section 6.7.2 shows how higher abstractions can be 
builtt on top of the provided primitives, but exhibits less affinity with the algebraic 
equationss underlying the theory. 

•• Interaction, flexibility, and scalability 
Thee example development of Gaussian scalespace in the OCaml toplevel is a 
goodd example of the level of interaction supported by our system. This has the 
effectt of minimizing the effort a researcher must expend in committing ideas to 
runnablee code. This approach provides flexibility at thé expense of performance, 
butt by preserving the relationship between OCaml and foreign abstractions allows 
interactivelyy prototyped code to scale effectively. 

•• Minimal effort 
Substitutionn of optimized native-code implementations of functions is transpar
ent,, but must still be done explicitly by the user. There is still a shift in thinking 
thatt occurs when switching between an OCaml and native code backend. 

Ourr implementation has been directly influenced by the design and algorithmic 
patternss of Horus. In many ways Horus is representative of the modern trend toward 
genericityy in image processing and computer vision software design. The push toward 
genericityy ameliorates the problems of code maintenance that plague the previous gen
erationn of software environments for experimental image processing. They accomplish 
thiss through abstraction of the functional essence of image processing operations into 
genericc patterns. This increase in level of abstraction puts pressure on designers and 
researcherss to cope with it, and tests the limits of efficient compilation. The approach 
wee suggest helps manage this complexity through re-abstraction of the core functional
ityy of generic image processing libraries. By modeling the genericity of foreign libraries 
wee are able to minimize user exposure to the complexity involved with working directly 
withh the underlying patterns. 

Thee object oriented approach to image processing software design, best exemplified 
byy IUE [49], has not been addressed at all. IUE models the fundamental concepts 
off image processing with classes and class hierarchies. We focused instead on the 
functionall core of image processing. Object oriented design is a valid strategy for 
creatingg sustainable software environments in image processing, but objects do not 
capturee the functional essence of image processing operations in ways that are as flexible 
ass the generic approach. 
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Elegancee and expressiveness are subjective qualities*  to say the very least. We 
believee that the OCaml approach offers greater flexibility  hi implementing image pro-
cessingg theories, and that the expressiveness of OCaml allows for implementations that 
aree some ways more faithful to the original functional, algebraic character of the un-
derlyingg theories. Functional programming languages have always suffered, however, 
fromm the stigma of esoterism, and it is unlikely that the image processing and computer 
visionn research communities at large will be amenable to adopting the functional pro-
grammingg paradigm anytime soon. In informal conversations with the chief software 
architectt of the Horus image processing system, it has been remarked that all we are 
reallyy doing is trading one type of obfuscation for another. The tools and approaches 
describedd in this chapter, however, are also useful for configuring libraries of functional-
ityy for end-users. In such a roll as a tool for expert users, the functional approach could 
bee used to great effect in simplifying the tasks of creating, defining, and maintaining 
highh level tools for users. 

Wee have only scratched the surface of what is possible with a functional approach 
too modeling image processing theories. An important limitation of our current system 
iss that images are "closed" under all of the algebraic operations we have defined. That 
is,, there is no way to define an image operation that takes a floating point image and 
returnss an integer image, or an operation that adds a double image to an integer one. 
Suchh operations are important (the inner product of two color images should probably 
bee a scalar), but they also introduce ambiguities that do not harmonize well with the 
rigidd type inference implicit in our OCaml implementation. Thé answer to the question: 
WhatWhat should the result of convolving an integer image with a floating point kernel be? 
iss an unqualified it depends. Even so, the took we have described are complete enough 
too already be useful despite their limitations. 

Whilee neither perfect nor complete, we believe that this approach to image pro-
cessingg provides a tantalizing balance between utilit y and meanmgfülness. Functional 
theoriess can remain functional all the way from prototyping to implementation, and a 
non-triviall  amount of expressiveness can be preserved between the notebook and the 
machine.. And although symbolic, and not numerical, programming has traditionally 
beenn the bread-and-butter of functional programming languages, we have shown in this 
chapterr that they can be applied effectively in the domain of image processing. 
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Summar yy and concludin g remark s 

"The"The end." 

-Anonymous s 

7.11 Summar y 

Inn this thesis we explored three measurable elements of style in machine printed docu-
mentt images. The visual style of a document imparts an immediate impression on the 
reader,, allowing immediate óUscrimination without analyzing its deeper structural orga-
nization.. Structural style is a measure of how the informational content of a document 
iss organized into homogeneous regions, what their physical dimensions are, and their 
spatiall  relationships to each other. Textual style refers to the styling of the constituent 
elementss of homogeneous regions, to the style of the textlines, words, and characters in 
them.. The combination of these elements of style establish implicit rules which authors 
usee to encode information in documents so that readers can decode it. Through char-
acterizationn of the stylistic elements of machine printed texts, document understanding 
systemss can exploit the implicit rules of style that humans take for granted. 

Wee referred throughout this thesis to the agglomerated collection of stylistic ele-
mentss as document genre. A document genre is a category of documents characterized 
byy similarity of expression, style, form, or content. The textual, structural, and visual 
elementss of style are the constituent elements of genre. Stylistic consistency defines 
aa class of similar documents - a genre. Through characterization of these elements 
individuallyy and by identifying consistency we developed several techniques for char-
acterizingg document genre in machine printed texts 

Inn chapter 2 we described an extension to discrete first order random graphs which 
usess continuous Gaussian distributions for modeling the densities of random elements 
inn graphs. The First Order Gaussian Graph approach is particularly appealing for 
itss simplicity in learning and representation. This simplicity is reflected in the ability 
too learn the distributions of random graph elements without having to worry about 
thee discretization of the underlying feature space, and the ability to do so using few 
trainingg samples. The use of an approximate matching strategy for comparing random 
graphss also enhances the efficiency of the technique while preserving discriminatory 
power.. Experimental results establish the technique as an effective approach to the 
problemm of document structure classification. 

131 1 
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Whenn comparing documents images based on visual similarity it is difficult to de-
terminee the correct scale and features for document representation. In chapter 3 we 
describedd a form of multivariate granulometries based on rectangles of varying size and 
aspectt ratio. These rectangular granulometries are used to probe the visual structure 
off  document images, and the rectangular size distributions derived from them are used 
ass descriptors for document images. Experimental results indicate that rectangular 
sizee distributions are an effective way to characterize visual similarity of document im-
agess and provide insightful interpretation of classification and retrieval results in the 
originall  image space, 

AA morphological approach to textual style characterization was presented in chap-
terr 4. We described several tools and techniques for measuring the style of characters, 
Words,, and textlines. A greedy algorithm for word spotting based on the linear prop-
ertiess of size distributions was presented that enables efficient searching of textline 
imagess for words. By approaching morphological size distributions in a slightly differ-
entt way, and by introducing a generative model of size distributions of printed text, 
aa perspective justifying the use principal component analysis on them for feature re-
ductionn was reached. These techniques expand upon the ideas developed in chapter 3, 
andd also address some outstanding questions about the application of morphological 
sizee distributions to the problem of document style characterization. 

Issuess specific to the introduction of color to style characterization were addressed 
inn chapter 5. At high scanning resolutions the shape of halftone dots is resolved, 
interferingg with subsequent style measurements. We proposed a non-linear diffusion 
techniquee for recovering continuous tone color images from scanned color halftones. 
Thee technique uses a measure of local autocorrelation to drive and limi t the diffusion. 
Experimentss illustrated how the visual appearance of scanned halftones is improved 
whenn reproduced. Our diffusion technique mutes the high-frequency halftone signal, 
whilee preserving important visual details. By comparing the fidelity of images recon-
structedd from synthetically halftoned images, it has also been shown that our diffusion 
techniquee performs similarly on a variety of non-classical halftoning algorithms. We 
havee also shown how diffused images can be much more effectively quantized to the 
nurhberr of perceptually salient colors in an observed document page. This results in 
imagess that are more visually appealing, reproduce better, and scale predictably be-
causee high frequency distortions induced by the halftone patterns are eliminated. It 
alsoo allows us to simplify the representation of scanned color images, while preserving 
fidelityfidelity  with the original. 

Chapterr 6 described a functional approach to experimental image processing and 
computerr vision software design. The ideas described were directly motivated by our 
observationss of how we and our colleagues conduct research on a daily basis. We il-
lustratedd how a modern, type-inferring functional programming language can be used 
too construct image processing and Computer vision software that provide a balance 
betweenn meaningfulness and utility . The system described is able to provide func-
tionalityy on demand, meaningful abstractions, and scales smoothly from prototype to 
production. . 
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7.22 Concludin g remark s 

Thiss thesis is about machine understanding of document images. Because we are 
characterizingg phenomena in images, each stylistic component of document style is a 
visuall  phenomenon. Textual style is an expression of organized visual elements, and 
structurall  style is organized text. The important difference is the level of abstraction. 
Visuall  style characterization is often limited by the lack of prior assumptions that 
cann be made. By assumption, nothing is known about the document when assessing 
itss visual qualities. Because of this, many visual approaches fail to recognize the 
strongg structurall  organization of information in their view. Structural characterization 
techniquess are appealing because they most closely mirror their counterpart, layout 
mapping,, on the other side of the document lifecycle. They are fragile, however, because 
theyy must make prior assumptions about admissible configurations of content regions. 
Textuall  style characterization is restricted by its limited purview within the vastness 
off  the document image. 

Theree is a notion of stylistic scale at work here. The methods proposed in the 
documentt understanding literature and every method described in this work operates 
att a single level of stylistic characterization, or over a limited range of scales. Inte-
gratedd style characterization techniques that break out of the visual-structural-textual 
stratificationn are needed to advance the utilit y of style characterization as an aid to 
interpretation. . 

Stylee is used by authors and designers to facilitate the interpretation of content. 
Measuringg style should constrain the interpretation of a document at the level the 
measurementt is made. Determining that a document is visually similar to another 
constrainss interpretation if the similar document is understood. Designating a docu-
mentt as belonging to a class of structurally similar documents narrows the range of 
sensiblee analysis. We have shown how style can be effectively characterized at the 
visual,, structural and textual levels. In order for style measurements to be of use in 
documentt understanding systems, classes of style-conscious segmentation and layout 
analysiss algorithms are needed that are able to articulate the style measurements most 
usefull  to their own operation. 
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Samenvatting * * 

Inn dit proefschrift zijn drie meetbare stijlelementen in gedrukte documenten onderzocht. 
Déé visuele stijl van een document maakt onmiddellijke indruk op de lezer, en maakt 
hett mogelijk dat in één oogopslag onderdelen van een document onderscheiden kunnen 
wordenn zonder analyse van de onderliggende structuur. Daarnaast is de structurele 
stijlstijl  een maat voor de organisatie van de inhoud van een document in homogene delen, 
hunn fysieke dimensies, en hun onderlinge samenhang. Tot slot omvat de textuelé stijl 
dee karakteristieke vorm van de verschillende elementen binnen homogene delen, de 
stijll  van regels tekst, de woorden, en de daarin bevatte karakters. De combinatie van 
dezee stijlelementen leidt tot impliciete regels die schrijvers en vormgevers gebruiken om 
gegevenss in documenten te coderen, zodanig dat lezers deze informatie weer kunnen 
ontcijferen.. Door karakterisering van in gedrukte documenten toegepaste stijlelementen 
kunnenn deze impliciete stijlregels worden aangewend in documentbegripssystemen. 

Dee gecombineerde verzameling van stijlelementen wordt in dit proefschrift aange-
duidd met de term document genre. Ben document genre is een categorie van do-
cumentenn die gekarakteriseerd wordt door een overeenkomst in expressie, stijl, vorm, 
off  inhoud. De textuelé, structurele, en visuele stijlelementen vormen daarbij de ele-
mentairee bestanddelen van een genre. Daarnaast definieert stilistische consistentie een 
klassee van vergelijkbare documenten - ofwel een genre. Door individuele karakterisering 
vann deze stijlelementen, en door identificatie van consistentie, is een aantal technieken 
ontwikkeldd voor het karakteriseren van genres in gedrukte documenten. 

Hoofdstukk 2 beschrijft een uitbreiding van eerste orde willekeurige grafen, die 
gebaseerdd is op continue Gaussische verdelingen voor het modelleren van de dichtheid 
vann willekeurige elementen in een graaf. Eerste orde Gaussische grafen zijn met name 
interessantt vanwege hun eenvoud in leerprocessen en representatie. Deze eenvoud komt 
naarr voren in het leren van verdelingen van elementen in willekeurige grafen, met slechts 
eenn klein aantal voorbeelden, en zonder dat een discretisatie van de onderliggende ken-
merkenruimtee benodigd is. Daarnaast heeft het gebruik van een strategie waarbij 
willekeurigee grafen slechts bij benadering vergeleken worden een positieve invloed op 
dee efficiëntie van de methode, zonder dat daarbij het onderscheidend vermogen ver-
lorenn gaat. Experimentele resultaten geven aan dat de techniek een effectieve methode 
iss voor het classificeren van de structuur van documenten. 

Bijj  het vergelijken van documenten op basis van hun visuele overeenkomst is het 
moeilijkk de juiste schaal te bepalen, alsmede de juiste kenmerken voor documentrépré-
sentatie.. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een vorm van meervoudig variante granulometrieën die 
zijnn gebaseerd op rechthoeken die variëren in grootte en aspect ratio. Deze rechthoekige 
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granulometriéënn worden gebruikt om de visuele structuur van een document te in-
specteren.. De hieruit verkregen rechthoekige grootte verdelingen worden gebruikt «ds 
documentbeschrijving.. Experimentele resultaten geven aan dat rechthoekige grootte 
verdelingenn een effectieve manier zijn om visuele overeenkomst van documenten te 
beschrijven,, en een inzichtelijke interpretatie leveren van classificatie resultaten in de 
originelee beeldruimte-

Eenn morfologische aanpak voor de karakterisering van textuele stijl wordt gepre-
senteerdd in Hoofdstuk 4. Het beschrijft verschillende hulpmiddelen en technieken voor 
hett evalueren van de stijl van karakters, woorden, en tekstregels. Het presenteert een 
inhaligg algoritme voor het op efficiënte wijze vinden van woorden in beelden van tekst-
regels,, dat is gebaseerd op lineaire kenmerken van grootte verdelingen. Door een iets 
aangepastee benadering van morfologische grootte verdelingen, en door introductie van 
eenn generatief model voor grootte verdelingen van gedrukte tekst, wordt een perspectief 
bereiktt dat het gebruik van principale component analyse op grootte verdelingen recht-
vaardigt.. Deze technieken borduren voort op de in Hoofdstuk 3 ontwikkelde ideeën, en 
gevenn eveneens antwoord op een aantal belangrijke vragen aangaande het gebruik van 
morfologischee grootte verdelingen voor het karakteriseren van de stijl van documenten. 

Problemenn die specifiek te maken hebben met de introductie van kleur in stijlka-
rakteriseringg worden behandeld in Hoofdstuk 5. Bij hoge scanresoluties blijf t de vorm 
vann halftone punten bewaard, wat het uitvoeren van latere stijlmetingen bemoeilijkt. 
Inn dit hoofdstuk wordt een lineaire diffusie techniek voorgesteld voor het verkrijgen 
vann continuous tone kleurenbeelden uit halftone kleurenbeelden. De techniek maakt 
gebruikk van een maat voor locale autocorrelatie, die de diffusie stuurt en begrenst. 
Experimentenn tonen aan hoe de visuele versdujnmg van gescande halftone beelden 
verbetert.. De diffusietechniek dempt het hoogfrequente halftone signaal, maar be-
houdtt belangrijke visuele details. Door vergelijking van de betrouwbaarheid van uit 
kunstmatigee haltone beelden gereconstrueerde beelden wordt eveneens aangetoond dat 
dee diffusietechniek prestaties levert die vergelijkbaar zijn met een groot aantal niet-
klassiekee halftoning algoritmen. Er wordt ook aangetoond hoe gediffundeerde beelden 
opp meer effectieve wijze gereduceerd kunnen worden tot de perceptueel saillante kleuren 
opp een documentpagina. Dit resulteert in beelden die visueel meer aansprekend zijn, en 
beterr reproduceerbaar. Tevens schalen deze beelden op een voorspelbare wijze omdat 
dee door halftoning patronen veroorzaakte hoogfrequente onzuiverheden verwijderd zijn. 
Hett leidt daarnaast tot een versimpelde representatie van een gescand kleurenbeeld die 
trouww blijf t aan het origineel. 

Hoofdstukk 6 beschrijft een functionele aanpak voor experimenteel software ontwerp 
voorr beeldverwerking en computer vision. De beschreven ideeën zijn een direct gevolg 
vann observaties van de wijze waarop beeldverwerkers dagelijks hun onderzoek uitvoeren. 
Err wordt aangegeven hoe een moderne, type-afleidende functionele programmeertaal 
gebruiktt kan worden om beeldverwerkingssoftware te ontwikkelen dat een juiste balans 
levertt tussen betekenisvolheid en bruikbaarheid. Het beschreven systeem maakt het 
mogelijkk functionaliteit en betekenisvolle abstracties op afroep te leveren, en schaalt 
probleemlooss van een prototype naar een productieversie. 
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Theses s 
partt of the thesis 

"Stylee Characterization of Machine Printed l ex t s" 
byy A. D. Bagdanov 

1.. Expecting machines to understand documents without equipping them 
withh notions of style is unreasonable. 

(chapter(chapter 1 of this thesis) 

2.. Structure matters. 
(chapter(chapter $ of this thesis) 

3.. If structure matters, then, effective visual style characterization cannot 
ignoree it. 

(chapter(chapter 3 of this thesis) 

4.. Structural, visual, and textual style are non-orthogonü elements of docu-
mentt genre. 

(chapters(chapters %t 3, and 4 of this thesis) 

5.. Progress on a difficult problem is effectively a better statement of the 
originall  question. 

(chapter(chapter 5 of this thesis) 

6.. Straddling the line between evangelism and advocacy of software environ-
mentss is much luce Don Quixote negotiating a tightrope atop a camel. 

(chapter(chapter 6 of this thesis) 

7.7. Hammers and fishing hooks are best kept well-sorted when stored in the 
samee toolbox. 

8.. Repetition of homework exercises as a student prepares one only for re-
searchh guided by a well-phrased problem statement 

9.. Wit and cleverness have their place, but are poor substitutes for persis-
tencee and hard work. 

10.. Programming can be less work and more fun. 





Thiss dissertation examines elements of style in machine printed texts 
andd proposes tools and techniques to characterize them. The visual 
stylee of a document imparts an immediate impression on the reader, 
allowingg immediate discrimination without analyzing i t s deeper 
structurall  organization. Structural style is a measure of how the 
informationall  content of a document is organized into homogeneous 
regions,, what their physical dimensions are, and their spatial 
relationshipss to each other. Textual style refers to the styling of 
thee constituent elements of homogeneous regions, to the style of the 
textlines,, words, and characters in them. The combination of these 
elementss of style establish implicit rules which authors use to encode 
informationn in documents so that readers can decode i t . Through 
characterizationn of the stylistic elements of machine printed texts, 
documentt understanding systems can exploit the implicit rules of style 
thatt humans take for granted. 

^ ^ « * * 
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